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Dear Chairman Cox, Commissioner Nazareth, and Dr. Sirri: 

Thank you for meeting with Eugene F. Maloney, Esq. of Federated Investors, Inc. 
("Federated") and me recently to discuss Federated's efforts to seek changes to Rules 
15~3-3, 15~3-1, and 15~2-4 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.' We found the 
discussions extremely helpful and hope that this letter will address the issues raised in our 
meetings. Rather than address these questions in separate letters, we have taken the 
liberty of consolidating the questions and providing our responses below. 

In particular, we appreciate the concern about linking the definition of a 
"qualified security" in Rule 15~3-3(a)(6) to standards established by nationally 
recognized statistical rating organizations ("NRSROs"). Accordingly, we have drafted a 
suggested revision to the Securities and Exchange Commission's (the "SEC" or the 

1 We met with Commissioner Nazareth and her staff on September 17,2007. We met with 
Chairman Cox, Dr. Sirri, and Michael Post on September 21,2007. 
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"Commission") proposal2 that would include purely objective criteria reflecting the 
higher standards of AAA-rated money market mutual funds, but without any references 
to NRSROs or their ratings. 

1. Question: What prevents the NRSROs from altering their standards for AAA 
ratings? What about substituting NRSRO ratings for objective standards with regard to 
your request? 

Response: In our view, it is unlikely that the NRSROs are going to adopt changes to 
their standards for money market mutual funds that would materially weaken the 
meaning of the M A  rating3 We recognize that some observers have been critical of 
NRSROs for allegedly being slow to downgrade ratings of issues from time to time. 
Nonetheless, the credibility of the ratings is central to the business models of NRSROs. 

We also note that we have seen no evidence that the NRSROs have substantially 
erred in rating a money market mutual fund. Finally, we note that even if some observers 
are critical of the subjective aspects of the NRSROs' ratings methodology, the objective 
standards for AM-rated money market funds offer an added degree of safety, above that 
of Rule 2a-7.4 

Despite our'view that NRSROs provide meaningful objective standards and useful 
subjective assessments of money market mutual finds, we appreciate that the 
Commission may not be comfortable adopting in its rules a standard that relies on private 
entities. By employing a standard for money market funds that itself sets requirements 
higher than Rule 2a-7, the Commission would no longer need to be concerned that an 

2  Securities Exchange Act Release No. 5543 1 (March 9,2007); 72 FR 12862 (March 19,2007) (the 
"Release"). 

3 We understand that NRSROs do alter their rating criteria from time to time in response to 
changing events and market conditions. We believe that the NRSROs make such changes to make 
their ratings process more meaningful. 

4 See Question 2 and Response regarding the differences between a AAA-rated money market fund 
and a money market fund that only satisfies Rule 2a-7 under the Investment Company Act of 1940 
(the "1940 Act"). 
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outside entity could degrade the standards for money market funds defined as a "qualified 
security" under Rule 15~3-3  or subject to the 0% haircut under Rule 15~3-1. 

Attached is a draft that begins with the text of the Commission's proposal in the 
Release, and then imports objective criteria drawn from the requirements for a AAA 
rating.5 Our goal was to draft a rule that would provide the Commission with an 
objective set of criteria that does not rely on rating agencies and that would establish a 
level of safety substantially higher than the already formidable requirements of Rule 2a- 
7.6 We note that Standard & Poor's ("S&PV)uses ratings to assess the quality of 
portfolio securities eligible for a AAA-rated money market fund. Because of the desire 
to avoid relying on rating agencies entirely, we have deleted any secondary references to 
ratings. We also have sought to import whenever possible the Commission's own 
terminology from Rule 2a-7.7 

2. Question: What is the difference between funds that qualify under Rule 2a-7, 
and funds that receive a AAA rating from an NRSRO? What methodology do rating 
agencies use to assign their ratings? Why should we have confidence in the ratings 
process? 

Response: 

Background on Rule 2a-7 

5 Attachment 1. 

6 Our proposal also reflects certain other comments included in the Federated Comment letter. 

7  We have not offered specific language regarding: (i) allowing broker-dealers to use collateral 
under Rule 15~3-3  for fully-paid or excess margin securities (we understand that the Commission 
is about to issue an order to make such a change); and (ii) allowing broker-dealers engaged in 
offerings subject to Rule 15c2-4 to hold funds in a separate or escrow account that holds the funds 
in a AAA-rated money market fund or equivalent (we are hopeful that the Commission or the Staff 
will overturn its prior interpretation of NASD Notice to Members 84-7). We would be pleased to 
provide language for either purpose if it would be useful. 
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The 1940 Act establishes a comprehensive system of regulation for investment 
companies, including money market mutual funds. In 1983, the SEC adopted Rule 2a-7 
under the 1940 Act to establish a regulatory framework for money market mutual funds.8 
The Commission has amended Rule 2a-7 from time to time. An investment company 
may not call itself a "money market fund" unless it satisfies the relevant requirements of 
Rule 2a-7. The rule has a number of requirements designed to ensure that the money 
market fund has high quality liquid assets and can redeem shares with a net asset value 
("NAV7) of $1 .OO per share. The basic requirements for a taxable money market fund 
include: 

Portfolio Maturity - In general, Rule 2a-7 requires that money market funds 
hold portfolio securities with relatively short maturities. Rule 2a-7(c)(2) provides 
that a money market fund must not acquire any instrument with a remaining 
maturity of greater than 397 calendar days and may not maintain a dollar- 
weighted average portfolio maturity of more than 90 days. 

Portfolio Quality -Rule 2a-7 requires money market mutual funds to invest in 
high quality portfolio securities. Rule 2a-7(c)(3) generally requires that a money 
market fund must have at least 95% of its portfolio investments qualifying for the 
top rating ("first tier") and the remainder may be in the second highest ("second 
tier") rating category. 

Portfolio Diversification -Rule 2a-7(c)(4)(i) provides that a taxable money 
market fund "shall not have invested more than five percent of its Total Assets in 
securities issued" by the same entity, except for Government securities.'' 

8 Rel. No. IC 13380, (July 11, 1983); 48 FR 32555 (July 18, 1983) ("1983 Adopting Release"). See 
also Jack W .Murphy, and Douglas P. Dick, Dechert LLP, Money Market Funds in FINANCIAL 
PRODUCTSFUNDAMENTALS: ch. 9 (Clifford E. Kirsch ed., 2001), at 9-3 A GUIDE FOR LAWYERS,  
and authorities cited therein (hereinafter referred to as "Murphy").  

9 Murphy, at 9-8 er seq. 

l o  See Rule 2a-7(c)(4)(i). Rule 2a-7(a)(14) defines "Government Security" as defined in Section 
2(a)(16) of the 1940 Act. That provision states that: 

"Government security" means any security issued or guaranteed as to principal 
or interest by the United States, or by a person controlled or supervised by and 
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Portfolio Liquidity -A money market fund must limit its investment in illiquid 
assets to not more than 10% of its net assets." 

If a fund satisfies these and other requirements of Rule 2a-7, it may legally call 
itself a money market mutual fund. 

Rated and Unrated Funds 

Of course, a AAA-rated money market fund must not only meet the rigorous 
standards of Rule 2a-7, it also must satisfy the higher standards of an NRSRO.'~ An 
unrated fund that only meets the requirements of Rule 2a-7 is hardly a risky investment. 
But S&P indicates that: 

a fund that meets the minimum regulatory requirements would at best 
qualify for a 'BBBm' rating from Standard & Poor's. The ultimate rating 
could be even lower depending on the fund's cash flow patterns and 

acting as an instrumentality of the Government of the United States pursuant to 
authority granted by the Congress of the United States; or any certificate of 
deposit for any of the foregoing. 

See also Rule 2a-7(c)(4)(ii) regarding diversification calculation requirements for asset backed 
securities. 

11 Money market funds must limit their investment in illiquid assets to not more than 10% of their 
net assets. The "board of directors of a money market fund .. . may have a fiduciary obligation to 
limit further the acquisition of illiquid portfolio securities." 1983 Adopting Release, at 32561. 
Staff Guide 4 to Form N1-A provides that a money market fund must invest 90% of its assets in 
liquid securities, unlike other mutual funds that may have only 85% liquid assets. Guide 4 further 
states that "an illiquid asset is any asset which may not be sold or disposed of in the ordinary 
course of business within seven days at approximately the value at which the mutual fund has 
valued the investment. See Investment Company Act Release No. 14983 (March 12, 1986)." 
S&P also has instituted special measures for assessing illiquid securities. Standard & Poor's, 
Fund Ratings Criteria, 2007, at 23. 

12 Standard & Poor's, Fund Ratings Criteria, 2007. 
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liquidity management, management experience and controls, investments 
and parameters, and current marked-to-market ...NAV policies.'3 

To qualify for S&P's top rating, AAArn, the money market fund must meet the 
following additional standards, among others14: 

All portfolio securities must carry an S&P rating of A-I+ (which is the highest 
gradation of S&P short term ratings) or A-1 or deemed to be of equivalent credit 
quality by S&P: 

o  At least 50% of the money market fund's investments must have a short- 
term rating of A- 1 +; 

o  No more than 50% of the money market fund's investments may have a 
short-term rating of A-1 ; 

o  None of the fund's investments may have a short-term rating of A-2 
(which is S&Pys second highest short-term rating category); and 

o  The money market fund's weighted average maturity must not exceed 60 
days. 

S&P reviews the management of the fund's adviser, examining: 

o  Investment policy; 
o  Philosophy; 
o  Personnel; 
o  Ownership; 
o  Operations; 
o  Daily operating procedures; and 
o  ~on t ro l s . ' ~  

13 Id. at 10. 

14 See generally Standard & Poor's, Fund Ratings Criteria, 2007. 

15 A chart comparing unrated and AAA-rated money market mutual funds is included as Attachment 
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We appreciate that some observers have expressed criticisms of NRSROs, 
especially with regard to their evaluations of other securities. Of course, Federated has 
an "arm's length" relationship with the NRSROs that evaluate its funds. Nonetheless, we 
think the following points are noteworthy: 

Much of the criticism of rating agencies has related to securities other than money 
market mutual funds. 
NRSROs evaluate money market mutual funds and award ratings based on an 
extensive set of criteria. NRSROs undertake a highly sophisticated analysis of 
money market mutual funds. 
Even if an observer were to reject all of the NRSROs' analytical processes as 
flawed, the NRSROs still establish objective standards that a money market 
mutual fund must meet to earn the AAA rating. These objective standards include 
requiring the money market to mutual fund to: 

o  have a maximum weighted average maturity of sixty days, rather than 
ninety days. A fund with a shorter weighted average maturity can 
withstand a much greater change in interest rates without affecting the 
NAVY than can a fund with a 50% longer weighted average maturity, 
even if the latter fund holds only Treasury securities.16 

o  invest only in first tier securities, rather than first and second tier 
securities. 

Attached is a copy of S&P's description of its methodology for rating money market 
mutual funds.17 

16 Standard & Poor's, Fund Ratings Criteria, 2007 at 22 notes: 

Consider, for example, an elementary model fund that holds one Treasury bill 
and has a WAM of 90 days. In this case, an instantaneous upward shift of 203 
basis points (bps) would need to occur before the NAV of the model fund would 
fall to 0.9950. If the same model fund had a WAM of 60 days, it could sustain a 
304 bp interest rate shift before its NAV falls to 0.9950. 

17 We have provided a copy of Standard & Poor's, Fund Ratings Criteria, 2007 as Attachment 3. 
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3. Question: Why does Federated seek to have the Commission reduce the 
haircut under Rule 1.5~3-1 from 2% to O%? Why do you suggest that the rule currently 
treats other products more favorably than AM-rated money market funds? 

Response: The Commission has proposed reducing the "haircut" on money market 
funds from 2% to 1%.18 The Commission also seeks to "clarify that a money market 
fund, for the purposes of paragraph (c)(2)(vi)(D)(l), is a fund described in Rule 2a-7." 
The Commission states that: 

Based on the enhancements to Rule 2a-7, as well as the historical stability 
of money market funds as investments, we are proposing to amend 
paragraph (c)(2)(vi)(D)(l) of Rule 15c3-1 to reduce the haircut on such 
funds from 2% to 1 %. This amendment is designed to better align the net 
capital charge with the risk associated with holding a money market 
fund.lg  

We commend the Commission for proposing to reduce the haircut on money 
market funds. Unfortunately, we do not believe that a reduction in the haircut to 1% is 
sufficient. As explained in greater detail in our comment letter2', the safety record of 
money market funds - and in particular MA-rated money market funds - does not 
justify such a significant haircut. We continue to believe that the appropriate haircut for 
AAA-rated money market funds is 0%. To our knowledge, the failure rate of AM-rated 
money market funds (including "breaking the buck") is 0%. No investor has ever lost a 
penny in a AAA-rated money market fund. By the standard the Commission has 
articulated in the Release, i.e., "to better align the net capital charge with the risk 
associated with holding a money market fund," we believe the correct haircut should be 
zero percent. 

18 Release, at 12894. 

19 Release, at 12874. 

20  Letter to Nancy M. Morris, Secretary, SEC, from Stuart J. Kaswell and David J. Harris, Dechert, 
LLP, on behalf of Federated May 1,2007, ("Federated Comment Letter") available at 
http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-08-07/s708O7.shtml 

http://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-08-07/s708O7.shtml
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We also have compared the proposed haircut of money market funds to other 
haircuts for other asset classes. Based on that comparison, we believe that a 0% haircut is 
justified and proportionate. For example, Rule 15c3-1 imposes a % of 1 % haircut on 
certain municipal securities and commercial paper, bankers' acceptances, and certificates 
of deposit. Rule 15c3-1 (c)(2)(vi)(B)(l) provides: 

1.  In the case of any municipal security which has a scheduled maturity at 
date of issue of 73 1 days or less and which is issued at par value and pays 
interest at maturity, or which is issued at a discount, and which is not 
traded flat or in default as to principal or interest, the applicable 
percentages of the market value on the greater of the long or short position 
in each of the categories specified below are: 

11 
..  

30 days but less than 91 days to maturity--118 of 1 %. 

We believe that the liquidity of both the money market fund shares and its portfolio 
securities is at least as good or superior to that of municipal securities. We also note that 
S&P requires a AAAm money market fund to have a weighted average maturity that does 
not exceed 60 days, as opposed to "less than 91 days" as permitted by Rule 15c3- 
1 (c)(2)(vi)(B) for such municipal securities. 

Similarly, the SEC also imposes a % of 1 % haircut on commercial paper, bankers' 
acceptances, and certificates of deposit. Rule 15c3-1 (c)(2)(vi)(E) provides: 

In the case of any short term promissory note or evidence of indebtedness 
which has a fixed rate of interest or is sold at a discount, and which has a 
maturity date at date of issuance not exceeding nine months exclusive of 
days of grace, or any renewal thereof, the maturity of which is likewise 
limited and is rated in one of the three highest categories by at least two of 
the nationally recognized statistical rating organizations * * *, or in the case 
of any negotiable certificates of deposit or bankers acceptance or similar 
type of instrument issued or guaranteed by any bank as defined in Section 
3(a)(6) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the applicable percentage 
of the market value of the greater of the long or short position in each of 
the categories specified below are: 
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2.  30 days but less than 91 days to maturity [--I 118 of 1 percent. 

As noted, Federated proposes that only a money market fund that receives a M A  
rating, i.e. the top rating, from an NRSRO should be eligible for a 0% haircut. By 
comparison, this provision only requires at least two NRSROs to rate a promissory note 
or evidence of indebtedness in one of the three highest categories. With regard to 
certificates of deposit or bankers acceptances, the rule includes no explicit limitations on 
the credit-worthiness of the bank2' Indeed, a Staff interpretive letter specifically permits 
broker-dealers to apply this haircut to marketable certificates of deposit issued by federal 
savings and loan association^.^^ Finally, the ?4of 1% haircut is available for instruments 
with a maturity of 30 to less than 91 days. Again, we also note that S&P requires a 
AAAm money market fund to have a weighted average maturity that does not exceed 60 
days. 

21  We believe that neither the Commission nor the Staff has imposed any standards for domestic 
banks. See NYSE Internretation Handbook at Rule 15c3-1 (c)(2)(iv)(E)/06 1. See also discussion 
infra regarding the standards for banks. 

22 As indicated on the NASD website: 

Certificates of Deposit Issued by Federal Savings and Loan Associations and State 
Chartered Insured Institutions 
The haircut provisions of subparagraph (c)(2)(vi)(E) of SEC Rule 15~3-1 apply to 
marketable certificates of deposit issued by federal savings and loan associations and 
certain state chartered insured institutions, as authorized by the Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board. 

Letter from SEC staflof DMR to A.G. Becker & Co., Inc., March 10, 1976 

The SEC Staff issued this interpretation approximately thirty years before Congress amended the 
definition of bank in Section 3(a)(6) of the Exchange Act to include certain savings and loan 
institutions. The Financial Services Regulatory Relief Act of 2006, Pub. Law No. 109-371 
amended Section 3(a)(6) of the Exchange Act and added the words "or a Federal savings 
association, as defined in section 2(5) of the Home Owners' Loan Act." 
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We do not believe that broker-dealers will be willing to use money market funds 
for net capital purposes if the haircut is 1%. Broker-dealers, like all investors, treat ' 

money market funds as cash equivalents. Broker-dealers will view a 1% haircut as a 
significant cost and will tend to avoid using money market funds as a consequence. 

In short, when compared with other asset classes and other haircuts, imposing a 
1% haircut on AAA-rated money market funds is disproportionately severe. We believe 
that a 0% haircut for AAA-rated money market funds is commensurate with its risk and 
is in proportion to other haircuts under Rule 15c3-1. We also believe that a haircut 
higher than 0% will unduly discourage broker-dealers from using money market funds 
for net capital purposes. 

4. Question: What are the differences in yields to broker-dealers among the 
following products used for the special reserve account required under Rule 15c3-3(e): 

Response: 

Product Current Yields 
Bank deposits -Trust Ledger 5.30% for 3 month 
Account deposit23 
Treasury Bills 3.96% 
Repurchase Agreements 4.75% overnight 
Treasury-only money market fund 3.87% net 
AAA-rated money market fund 5.16% 

The figures noted above are as of October 4,2007. 

We believe that there is more to the story about the differences in yield among 
these products, as explained in the Response to Question 5. 

23 Federated advises that banks are competing for deposits with a maturity of 3 months, i.e., that will 
include a portion of the first quarter of 2008. Accordingly, the yield has increased for bank 
deposit products that come due in the next calendar year. 
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5. Question: Is there additional risk if the SEC allows broker-dealers to use 
AAA-rated money market funds24 for the special reserve account under Rule 15~3-3? 
How do they compare with Treasuries, Treasury-only money market funds, and bank 
deposits? What about the liquidity of the portfolio assets? Aren't money market funds 
that invest in securities other than U.S. Treasuries at greater risk fiom lack of liquidity? 

Response: Federated believes that its proposal for using AAA-rated money market 
funds offers exceptional safety and does not compromise investor protection. We have 
never suggested that the Commission should engage in trade-off of investor protection for 
convenience and higher returns. Our reasons are as follows: 

Comparison to Treasuries and Treasury-Only Funds 

We recognize that U.S. Treasuries (or other securities guaranteed as to principal 
and interest by the U.S. Government) offer unparalleled credit quality. Nonetheless, 
there are limitations and countervailing factors regarding Treasuries and Treasury-only 
funds. Currently, Rule 15c3-3(a)(6) defines the term "qualified security" to mean a 
security issued by the United States or a security in respect of which the principal and 
interest are guaranteed by the United States. The Staff has elaborated on the types of 
securities that constitute a qualified security.25 The Staff also has indicated that the 
broker-dealer must mark the value of securities to market, but need not impose a haircut, 
as required under the net capital rule.26 

24 In the interest of convenience, we will continue to refer to funds that meet these standards as 
"AAA-rated" money market funds. 

25 NYSE Interpretation Handbook, vol. I at 484, et seq. 

26 According to the NASD's website: 

SEC Rule 15~3-3(a)(6) defines "qualified securities" as a security issued by the United 
States or a security in respect of which the principal and interest are guaranteed by the 
United States. "Qualified securities" are not subject to securities haircuts when valued 
for Reserve deposit purposes. Also, if the market value of securities on deposit in the 
"Special Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit of Customers" falls below the 
reserve requirement, an additional deposit should be made to maintain an amount not less 
than the amount computed in the prior reserve computation. 
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Under the rule, a broker-dealer may deposit or pledge a U.S. Treasury security 
with a thirty year maturity into the special reserve account. Such a security is of 
unimpeachable credit quality, but is subject to wide swings in market value depending on 
changes in interest rates over the course of its thirty year term. By comparison, a AAA- 
rated money market fund with a weighted average maturity not exceeding sixty days is 
subject to substantially less fluctuation because of changes in interest rates. Similarly, a 
AAA-rated money market fund with a 60 day average weighted maturity has less interest 
rate risk than a Treasury-only money market fund with a 90 day weighted average 
maturity.27 Combined with the very high credit quality standards outlined above, we 
believe that the case to approve AAA-rated money market funds as "qualified securities" 
is compelling. 

In addition, Federated retained Professor John F. 0.~ i l s o n ~ 'to examine these 
issues. His report, Eligible Securities for Customer Segregated Accounts, ("Bilson") 
makes several critical points: 

1.  Treasury securities7 lower yield compared to yields on other short-term 
money market instruments is not necessarily a reflection of lower risks. 
Regulatory requirements imposed on banks drive up demand for 
Treasuries and drive down yields. State tax exempt status also stimulates 
demand. 

Additionally, pursuant to SEC Rule 15~3-l(c)(2)(vi), qualified securities held on deposit 
in the "Special Reserve Bank Account for the Exclusive Benefit of Customers7' would be 
subject to security haircut deductions when computing net capital. 

SEC Staff of DMR to NASD, September 1983  
SEC Staff of DMR to NASD, November 1993  

27 See discussion in Response to Question 2, supra. 

28 John. F. 0.Bilson is a professor of finance at the Illinois Institute of Chicago. He is the director 
of the IIT master's programs in finance and mathematical finance and is the associate director of 
the doctoral program in management science. Professor Bilson has previously served on the 
faculties of Northwestern University and the University of Chicago. 
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2.  Treasury-only money market funds have been more volatile than AAA- 
rated money market funds 70% of the time during a ten year sample. 
AAA-rated money market fund yields increase with volatility. But the 
reverse is true of Treasury-only funds. Bilson concludes that AAA-rated 
funds have higher relative returns and lower relative risk than do 
Treasury-only funds.29 

Accordingly, MA-rated money market funds do not impose heightened risk for the 
.higher returns. Regulatory requirements on financial institutions artificially increase 
demand, and diminish yields, on Treasuries, artificially widening the premium that AAA-
rated money market funds pay. 

Comparison to Bank Deposits 

We also think that the Commission should evaluate the AAA-rated money market 
fund proposal against the risks that the current rule entails. Rule 15c3-3(e) permits 
broker-dealers to deposit cash in the special reserve account. We understand that 
approximately 40% of the funds in broker-dealers' special reserve accounts are in bank 
money market deposit accounts (which are not money market funds or investment 
company se~urities).~' 

As noted in the Federated Comment letter, Federated commissioned Treasury 
Strategies Inc ("Treasury ~ t ra te~ ies" )~ '  to prepare a report3* comparing AAAm-rated 

29 Federated notes that in times of market uncertainty and volatility, investors engage in a "flight to 
quality." As a consequence of investor demand, yield on Treasuries or Treasury-only funds 
decreases. 

30  Attachment 4 shows the breakdown of assets held in special reserve accounts as divided between 
U.S. Treasury securities and Treasury-backed repos, and bank deposits. 

3 1 Treasury Strategies is a respected consulting fm that provides financial management consulting 
services to many of the world's largest broker-dealers, banks, and mutual fund f m s .  

32 Treasury Strategies, Assessing the Risks of Rule 15c3-3 Investment Options, submitted to Dr. Erik 
R. Sirri, Director, Division of Market Regulation, SEC, October 26, 2006. A copy of the study is 
included as Attachment I1 to the Federated Comment letter. 
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money market funds with the assets currently eligible for deposit in the special reserve 
account. Treasury Strategies concludes that AAAm-rated money market funds are 
equivalent or superior to other eligible assets. Treasury Strategies notes that broker- 
dealers usually place funds in the special reserve account in money market deposit 
accounts, which become subject to the risks of the bank's balance sheet. To summarize 
some of the conclusions of the Treasury Strategies report: 

1.  AAAm-rated money market mutual funds have the highest credit rating 
awarded. No large commercial bank has been able to maintain a AAA 
rating and very few even achieve AA status. 

2.  Over the past fifteen years, there have been no failures among AAAm- 
rated money market mutual funds. Among all money market mutual 
funds, there has been only one failure of a very small fund and a small 
number of assisted transaction^.^^ 

3.  AAA-rated money market funds have much higher quality investments 
than banks. The minimum credit quality of an underlying investment by 
an AAAm-rated fund is A-1. One hundred percent of assets meet or 
exceed that level of credit quality. In contrast, only about 30% of 
commercial bank assets are invested in securities of that quality. 

In addition, Professor Bilson reviews much of the same data and reaches the same 
conclusion as Treasury Strategies. Professor Bilson notes that: 

the primary difference between a bank deposit'and a money market mutual 
fund is that the bank deposit is a liability of the bank whereas the money 
market fund represents direct ownership of a pool of securities. For this 
reason, the risk of the bank deposit must be assessed in terms of the credit 
quality of the bank whereas the risk of the money market mutual fund 
must be assessed in terms of the credit quality of the instruments held in 

33 By comparison, between 1983 (the same year that the SEC adopted Rule 2a-7) and 2007, there 
were 2,810 bank closings and assisted transactions, at an estimated cost of $1 87 billion. Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation, http://www2.fdic.gov/hsob/hsobRpt.asp 

http://www2.fdic.gov/hsob/hsobRpt.asp
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the fund portfolio. The case for allowing funds in the Reserve Bank 
Account to be held in money market funds is fundamentally that the credit 
quality of a Aaa rated money market mutual fund is generally superior to 
the credit quality of major U. S. banks.34 

We note that Section 17(f) of the 1940 Act requires, among other things, that every 
registered management company place and maintain its portfolio securities in the custody 
of a bank or certain other financial institution^.^^ 

Professor Bilson reviews data showing that no major U.S. bank has a rating 
higher than AA. He explains that "the typical U.S. commercial bank has approximately 
70% of its assets in non-prime securities." Moreover, banks engage in other off-balance 
sheet activities, such as derivative transactions, which may involve higher degrees of risk. 
"Banks engage in billions of dollars of currency, interest rate and equity derivative 
contracts. They also are intimately involved with hedge funds and private equity funds 
that also engage in highly leveraged and consequently risky transaction^."^^ 

More recently, Federated retained Treasury Strategies to compare the financial 
condition of a large, U.S. commercial bank, with a AAA-rated money market fund. A 
copy of the report is included as an attachment to this letter.37 Treasury Strategies 
examined the credit quality and average maturity of portfolio investments and the scope 
of activities of a MA-rated money market find and a large bank. Treasury Strategies 
concludes that investors' funds held in a AM-rated money market fund is no more risky, 
and indeed may be safer, than an unsecured deposit at a large U.S. commercial bank. 

34 Bilson, at 30. 

35  See also Rules 17f-1 through 7 regarding custody requirements and Frankel, 2 Regulation of 
Monev Mangers (2d ed) § 17.03. 

36 Id at 32. Federated does not mean to disparage the activities of banks. We only suggest that 
AAA-rated funds offer substantially greater safety than many bank deposits. 

37 Treasury Strategies, Inc., Assessing the Risk of Short-Term Investment in a Large Commercial 
Bank vs. a AAAm Money Market Mutual Fund, Oct. 2007, included as Attachment 5. 
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Portfolio Securities and Liquidity 

News accounts relating to the sub-prime mortgage market have raised concerns 
about the stability of many types of investments, including money market mutual funds.38 
Some have suggested that money market mutual funds' investments in sub-prime debt or 
asset-backed commercial paper ("ABCP") may cause money market funds to "break the 
buck." Accordingly, some fear that anything but Treasury-only money market mutual 
funds may not be appropriate for the special reserve bank account or a zero percent 
haircut. 

In our view, many news stories have presented accounts of money market funds 
that have been at best, incomplete, and at worst, inaccurate. Money market funds, 
including AAA-rated funds, sometimes invest in ABCP, as distinguished from traditional 
commercial paper. Money market mutual funds' investments in ABCP may be 
substantial, running into the billions of dollars. 

But it would be wrong to conclude that any money fund with an investment in 
ABCP is in trouble. As noted in our discussion above, Rule 2a-7 requires money market 
funds to purchase short term, high quality investments. AAA-rated funds are subject to 
even higher standard^.^' As a consequence, portfolio assets have short maturities and the 
issuer simply returns the invested cash to the fund at the end of the investment's term. 
AAA-rated funds will not buy ABCPs without substantial asset coverage to ensure that 
the commercial paper facility has no difficulty redeeming its paper on the maturity date. 
Other types of ABCP, such as "warehouse" facilities, may have an extremely short term, 
often measured in weeks, and are extremely over-collateralized. Finally, AAA-rated 
funds diversify their portfolio investments and do not rely exclusively on any single asset 
class. Rule 2a-7 requires that, in general, a taxable money market fund may not purchase 

38 E.g., "Booming Money Funds Ease Up on Risky Paper," Wall St I., Aug. 23,2007, c2. 

39 Despite an inflammatory headline, "Triple-A Ratings Grade on a Curve, Making it Dgficult to 
Assess Risk," The Wall Street Journal reports that although the default rate for AAA-rated 
corporate bonds is lower than for other types of assets, it still is exceptionally low for all asset 
classes. "For both companies and mortgages, a triple-A rating means the chance of default is 
remote. *** For 'asset-backed' bonds, issued fiom 1998to 2002, about 70 rated triple-A defaulted 
within five years according to research by Credit Suisse. That represented 0.9% of triple-A asset- 
backed securities.. .." Wall St. J., October 6-7,2007 at B1 and B5. 
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more than 5% of its assets (other than government securities) from one issuer.40 ABCP 
issuers also themselves diversify the issuers from which they buy assets, and have much 
greater diversity than traditional commercial paper. 

As with credit quality, market liquidity of U.S. Treasury securities is exceptional. 
But again by investing in high quality, short maturity instruments, AAA-rated market 
funds have weathered even the most challenging market environment without 
jeopardizing the NAV or the redeemability of the fund. By definition, money market 
mutual funds must hold assets that are liquid, have short maturities, and are of very high 
quality. As discussed in response to Question 2, all portfolio assets in a money market 
fund must be in the top tier and must have an average weighted maturity of 60 days or 
less. In addition, a money market fund must invest 90% of its assets in liquid securities, 
unlike other mutual funds that may have only 85% liquid asset^.^' Accordingly, we 
believe that AAA-rated money market funds should have no difficulty redeeming shares 
the day aftei the redemption request and do not present a meaningful liquidity risk.42 

Although we cannot speak for the entire money market fund industry, Federated 
has not had problems during the recent unsettled period. Federated had no direct sub- 
prime mortgage exposure in its money market funds. In keeping with its standard 
operating procedures, Federated reviewed its portfolio investments on a continuous basis 
to be certain that its money market funds were on solid footing.43 Accordingly, it would 
be wrong to conclude that the sub-prime problems caused AM-rated money market 
funds to have substantial problems that threatened their $1 .OO NAV. Indeed, Federated 
has found that during this time, there has been a "flight to quality." Investors have 
invested more money in all of Federated's money market funds during this stressful 
period and have viewed them as a safe haven. 

40 See discussion at n. 10,supra and accompanying text. 

41 See discussion at n. 1I, supra, and accompanying text. 

42 Many institutional money market funds have a practice of honoring redemption requests on the 
same day as the request. 

43 Deborah A. Cunningham, "Why money market funds should remain a shelterfiom credit crisis. A 
short guide to what's going on, and what it may mean for investors." September 12,2007 
Federated, http://www.federatedinvestors.com/sc?templ=commentaryLeaf&cid=37865 and 

http://www.federatedinvestors.com/sc?templ=commentaryLeaf&cid=37865
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Operational Risk 

Broker-dealers would avoid operational risk by using a AAA-rated money market 
fund, rather than purchasing and selling individual Treasury securities. The Commission 
itself states that by depositing shares of a Treasury-only Money Market Fund, the broker- 
dealer would "avoid the operational aspects of holding and managing U.S. Treasury 
securities.. .. '744 Implicit in that statement is the recognition that large and small broker- 
dealers that wish to deposit qualified securities in the special reserve account have the 
operational risk of buying and selling individual U.S. Treasury securities and ensuring 
that they have deposited adequate amounts into the account. It is vastly easier and safer 
for a broker-dealer to deposit or pledge a AAA-rated money market fund to the special 
reserve account, than it is to manage and deposit a portfolio of Treasury securities. Even 
the largest broker-dealers with active trading desks would prefer to use AAA-rated 
money market funds for this purpose. 

6. Questions: Assuming that the Commission agrees with Federated's requests, 
would the SEC violate the Administrative Procedures Act if it approved these changes 
without re-proposing them for comment? 

Response: The Commission would be well within its authority to make the changes 
that we seek without issuing a re-proposal. We anticipated this issue and asked the 
Commission to request comment on alternative formulations, if it did not embrace our 
suggestions in its initial rule proposal. In other instances, the Commission may act by 
order or Staff interpretation. 

Rule 1.5~3-3 -Special Reserve Account 

As noted, with regard to the definition of "qualified securities" for the Special 
Reserve Bank Account, the Commission pro osed using Treasury-only money market 
mutual funds, subject to several conditions." The Release notes that: "Federated 

44 Release, at 12865. 

45 Release, at 12894. 
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Investors, Inc. ('Federated7) has filed a petition with the Commission requesting that Rule 
15~3-3 be amended to include certain types of money market funds in the definition of 
qualified se~urities.~'" Footnote 29 of the Release provides: "See Public Petition for 
Rulemaking No. 4-478 (April 3,2003), as amended (April 4,2005),available at 
http://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/petn4-478. htm. The Release then includes a 
discussion of different aspects of the Commission's proposal. 

The Commission received extensive comment on the issue of whether the 
Commission should allow broker-dealers to use Treasury-only money market funds in 
their special reserve accounts. The Federated Comment Letter included the full text of 
our Amended petition as an exhibit. In short, we think that the Commission has properly 
raised the issue of whether to expand the definition of "qualified security" under Rule 
15~3-3. In our view, the Commission could approve a different formulation in 
accordance with Federated's proposal, without re-proposing for comment. 

Rule 1.5~3-I-Net Capital Rule 

The Release provides as follows: 

We are proposing an amendment that would reduce the b'haircut" 
broker-dealers apply under Rule 15~3-1 for money market funds 
from 2% to 1% when computing net capital. 

This amendment is designed to better align the net capital charge 
with the risk associated with holding a money market fund. A 
further amendment would clarify that a money market fund, for the 
purposes of paragraph (c)(2)(vi)(D)(l), is a fund described in Rule 
2a-7. We request comment on all aspects of this amendment, 
including on whether it is appropriate to reduce the haircut to 1% 
and, alternatively, whether the haircut for certain types of money 
market funds should be reduced to 0% as suggested by Federated 
in its petition to the omm mission."^ Commenters are encouraged 
to provide data to support their views. 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/petn4-478
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[Footnote 112 provides:] 'I2 See Public Petition for Rulemaking 
No. 4-478 (April 3, 2003), as amended (April 4, 2005), available 
at http://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/petn4-478.htm. 

We believe that there is little question that the Commission has proposed reducing the 
haircut to 0% as an alternative to a 1% reduction. In our view, the Commission would 
not need to re-propose reducing the haircut to zero before taking such action. 

We also believe that the Commission has the authority to take action with regard 
to our other requests, without the necessity of publishing the changes for comment. 

Rule 1.5~3-3-- Collateral 

In 2003, the Commission adopted an amendment to Rule 15c3-3 which provides 
that broker-dealers may pledge: 

such other collateral as the Commission designates as permissible by order 
as necessary or appropriate in the public interest and consistent with the 
protection of investors after giving consideration to the collateral's 
liquidity, volatility, market depth and location, and the issuer's 
creditw~rthiness.~~ 

In addition, the Commission expanded its delegation of authority to the Director of the 
Division of Market Regulation. The Commission authorized the Director: 

to exempt types of collateral from certain requirements in paragraph (b)(3) 
of rule 15~3-3, provided the collateral exempted by the Division has 
similar characteristics to collateral previously exempted by the 
omm mission.^^ 

46 Rel. No. 34-47480 (March 11,2003); 68 FR 12780 (March 17,2003), at 12781, included as 
Attachment 2. 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/petitions/petn4-478.htm
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The Commission itself expanded the types of collateral that a broker-dealer may use as 
collateral for fully-paid or excess margin secur i t i e~ .~~  

We understand that the Division of Market Regulation has sent a proposal to the 
Office of the Chairman that would permit a broker-dealer to use any money market 
mutual fund as collateral for fully-paid or excess margin securities under Rule 15c3-3. 
We urge the Commission to issue this order promptly. 

Rule 15~2-4  -Restrictions on Money Market Fundfor Separate/Escrow Accounts 

In 1984, the Staff issued an interpretation in an NASD Notice to Members, 
indicating that money market mutual funds were not a "permissible investment" for 
separate or escrow accounts holding funds for a conditional offering.49 If the Staff had 
the authority to issue such an interpretation in 1984, it also has the authority to revise its 
interpretation. In our view, the stellar track record of MA-rated money market mutual 
funds would justify such a reassessment. Accordingly, we believe that the Staff could 
issue a new interpretation of Rule 15c2-4 that permits broker-dealers to establish separate 
or escrow accounts that hold funds in AAA-rated money market funds. 

Conclusion 

Based on the foregoing, we believe that the Commission has the authority to act 
expeditiously on our request. We urge the Commission to: 

adopt the changes to Rule 15c3-3 and amend the definition of "qualified security" 
as outlined in Attachment 1. 

48 Rel. No. 47683 (April 16,2003); 68 FR 19864 (April 22,2003). The Commission expanded the 
permissible forms of collateral to include: mortgage-backed securities, foreign sovereign debt, 
non-governmental debt securities provided that they are "not traded flat or in default as to 
principal or interest, and are rated in one of the two highest rating categories by at least one 
NRSRO." Id. at 19865. We note that Federated has recommended that the Commission approve 
AAA-rated money funds, i.e., money funds with the highest rating, not one of the top two ratings. 

49 NASD Notice to Members 84-7 (Jan. 30, 1984). 
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adopt the changes to Rule 15c3-1, reducing the haircut to 0% for money market 
funds that meet the higher standards we suggest, as outlined in Attachment 1. 
issue the Order allowing broker-dealers to use money market funds as collateral 
for hlly-paid or excess margin securities under Rule 15c3-3; and 
issue an Order or direct the Staff to alter its interpretation of Rule 15c2-4 and 
allow funds in escrow or separate accounts to be invested in money market funds 
that meet the higher standards outlined in Attachment 1. 

We ask the Commission to make these changes immediately and not to link these reforms 
to all of the other, complex issues that the Release addresses. 

Thank you for your careful consideration of our concerns. We hope that our 
responses and suggested language regarding the definition of "qualified security" under 
Rule 15~3-3(a)(6) will allow the Commission to move forward with our request on an 
expedited basis. 

Sincerely yours, 

Stuart J. Kaswell 
Partner 

Attachments: 

1.  Proposed substitute draft language for Rules 15c3-3 and 15c3-1. 
2.  Chart comparing money market funds that satisfy Rule 2a-7 with AAA-rated 

funds. 
3.  Standard & Poor's Funds Ratings Criteria 
4.  Chart Comparing Assets held in Special Reserve Bank Accounts as divided 

between U.S. Treasury securities and Treasury-backed repos, and Bank Deposits. 
5.  Treasury Strategies, Inc., Assessing the Risk of Short-Term Investment in a Large 

Commercial Bank vs. a AAAm Money Market Mutual Fund, Oct. 2007. 
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Copy: The Honorable Paul S. Atkins, Commissioner 
The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey, Commissioner 
Andrew Donohue, Director, Division of Investment Management 
Robert L.D. Colby, Deputy Director, Division of Market Regulation 
Michael A Macchiaroli, Associate Director, Division of Market Regulation 
Robert E. Plaze, Associate Director, Division of Investment Management 
James A. Brigagliano, Associate Director, Division of Market Regulation 
Thomas McGowan, Assistant Director, Division of Market Regulation 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

Eugene F. Maloney, Executive Vice President, Federated Investors Management 
Company, Inc., Vice President and Corporate Counsel of Federated Investors, 
Inc. and member of the Executive Committee 

David J. Harris, Dechert LLP 
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The Honorable Christopher Cox 
Chairman 

The Honorable Annette L. Nazareth 
Commissioner 

Erik R. Sirri, PhD  
Director  

Division of Market Regulation  

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
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October 10,2007 
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Attachment 1 

Proposed substitute draft language for Rules 15~3-3 and 15c3-1 

Special Reserve Account Provisions: 

(6) The term "qualified security" shall mean: 

(i) A security issued by the United States or guaranteed by the United 
States with respect to principal or interest; and 

(ii) A redeemable security of an unaffiliated investment company 
registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 and described in 
tj270.2a-7 of this chapter that: 

(A) -. . ..  . 
~fc-

. .
-At the time of Acquisition, maintains a 
dollar-weighted average portfolio maturity that does riot exceed 
sixty days. 

(B) Limits its portfolio investments to those United States Dollar- 
Denominated securities that the fund's board of directors 
determines present minimal credit risks (which determination must 
be based on factors pertaining to credit quality in addition to any 
rating assigned to such securities by an NRSRO) and that are at 
the time ofAcquisition exclusively First Tier Securities. 

($4) (C) Agrees to redeem fund shares in cash no later than the 
business day following a redemption request by a shareholder 
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except in the event of an unscheduled closing of Federal Reserve 
Banks or the unscheduled closing of one or more national 
securities exchanges registered under section 6 of the Act; 

(D) With regard to any repurchase agreement into which the fund 
enters: 

(i) All such repurchase agreements qualzfi as eligible 
under the Bankruptcy Code 1I US.C. $362(a)(7) or a 
similar or successor provision, and are not subject to an 
automatic stay when the counterparty is insolvent; 

(ii) The aggregate amount of all repurchase transactions of 
more than seven calendar days may not exceed 10% of a 
fund's total assets; and 

(iii) The aggregate amount of all repurchase transactions 
with respect to any single dealer is limited to no more than 
25% of the fund's total assets; 

and 

(E) Has adopted a policy to notzfi its shareholders of-- 
(i) whether the fund no longer is in substantial compliance 
with the requirements ofthis subsection, not later than 30 
days after it so determines; and 

(ii) any change in its policy to redeem fund shares in cash 
no later than the business day following a redemption 
request by a shareholder as required by paragraph (C), not 
less than 60 days prior to such change taking effect; 
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and 

(F) Will not purchase a security issued by the United States or 
guaranteed by the United States with respect to principal or 
interest that matures later than 762 days from the time of 
Acquisition. 

The terms in this subsection shall have the same meaning as in $270.2~-7 
of this chapter. 

Net Capital Provisions 

17 CFR $240.15~3-1: 

(vi) * * * 
(D)(l) In the case of redeemable securities of an investment company registered 
under the Investment Company Act of 1940, which assets consist of cash or 
money market instruments and which is described in $ 270.2a-7 of this Chapter, 
the deduction shall be 1 % of the market value of the greater of the long or short 
position, provided however, that for such redeemable securities that also satisfi 
the requirements in Rule 15~3-3(a)(6)(ii), the deduction shall be 0% of the market 
value of the greater of the long or short position. 
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Attachment 2., 

Comparison of Unrated and AAA-Rated Money Market Mutual Funds 

Characteristics Unrated Fund -Satisfies AAAm-Rated Fund -Also 
Rule 2a-7 only meets the following more 

stringent standards 
Maximum Weighted- 90 days 60 days 
Average Portfolio Maturity 
Portfolio Quality - First and second tier First tier only securities: 
Minimum to satisfy securities: 50% A- 1 + rated 
requirement* 95% A-1 rated 50% A-1 rated 

securities 
5% A-2 second tier 
securities 

Portfolio Diversification  May not invest more than NRSRO evaluates 
5% of total assets in diversification, but no 
securities issued by the additional objective 
same entity (except for requirements. 
Government Securities). 

NRSRO~performs No Yes 
independent assessment of 
management, in addition to 
Board review 

*~ortfoliosecurities without ratings may suffice, provided that they are of the same 
quality as the rated equivalents. 

o at ion all^ Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations or 'WRSROs" rate money 
market funds and other securities. Standard & Poor's ("S&P") is a well-known example 
of an NRSRO. Congress enacted the Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of 2006 to 
regulate the designation of a rating organization as "nationally rkcognized." See also 
Exchange Act Rel. 55857 (June 5,2007) 72 FR 33564 (June 1 8,2007). 
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Attachment 3  

Standard & Poor's Funds Ratings Criteria 





STANDARD 
&POOR'S 

Fund Ratings Criteria  

For the most complete and up-to-date ratings criteria, please visit 
Standard & Poor's Web site at www.standardandpoors.com. 
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Introduction  

Process & Overview 

AStandard & Poor's Ratings Services rating is based on principles 

of independence, integrity, and disclosure-the same standards 

that underlie market confidence and acceptance of our ratings by investors 

worldwide. Our processes are designed to  ensure that our rating 

opinions are based on consistently applied quantitative and qualitative 

analytic criteria. 

Since 1984, Standard & Poor's has assigned 
principal stability fund ratings, credit quality 
ratings, and volatility ratings to fixed-income 
funds globally, including mutual funds, money 
market funds, enhanced cash funds, preferred 
trusts, government investment pools, separate 
accounts, exchange traded funds, hedge funds, 
and unit investment trusts. The goals of our 
analysis are to uncover risk sources in a man- 
aged fund's portfolio and investment strategies 
and to assess the potential impact on its ability 
to meets its objectives. 

Principal Stability Fund Ratings 
A Standard & Poor's Principal Stability fund 
rating, also known as a money-market fund 
rating, is a current opinion of a fund's capaci- 
ty to maintain stable principal or net asset 
value. When assigning a Principal Stability 
rating to a fund, we evaluate the credinvor- 
thiness of a fund's investments and counter- 
parties, the market price exposure of its 
investments, sufficiency of the fund's portfo- 
lio liquidity, and management's ability and 
policies to maintain the fund's stable net asset 

value by limiting exposure to loss. In our 
view, funds that seek to maintain a stable net 
asset value should be managed conservatively 
with well-defined guidelines and investment 
policies (for example: within SEC Rule 2a-7 
guidelines) with regard to average maturity, 
credit quality, and liquidity. Funds managed 
outside of these guidelines can or may be 
rated on the Fund Credit Quality and 
Volatility Scale. 

Principal Stability fund ratings express our 
opinion regarding a fund's ability to maintain 
principal stability and to limit exposure to 
losses due to credit, market, and/or liquidity 
risks. The rating categories range from ' M m '  
(extremely strong capacity to maintain principal 
stability and to limit exposure to principal 
losses due to credit, market, and/or liquidity 
risks) to 'Dm' (failure to maintain principal 
stability resulting in a realized or unrealized 
loss of principal). The 'm' distinguishes the 
Principal Stability fund ratings from Standard & 
Poor's traditional debt ratings, which are usually 
not subscripted and which indicate a borrower's 
ability to repay principal and interest on a 
timely basis. A Principal Stability fund rating is 
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not directly comparable to a debt rating because 
of differences in investment characteristics, 
rating criteria, and the creditworthiness of 
portfolio investments. 

Fund Credit Quality Ratings 
Standard & Poor's Fund Credit Quality ratings 
are assigned to all types of fixed-income funds 
or portfolios with fluctuating or variable net 
asset values, including bond funds, local gov- 
ernment investment pools, unit investment 
trusts, preferred shares trusts, cash enhanced 
funds, and fixed-income hedge funds, among 
others. Our fund credit quality ratings are 
identified by the subscript 'f' for "fund" and 
represent our assessment of the overall credit 
quality of a fund's portfolio holdings. The 
fund credit rating reflects the level of protec- 
tion that the fund's portfolio provides against 
losses from credit defaults. Rating categories 
range from 'AAAf' (highest protection against 
losses from credit defaults) to 'CCCf' (extreme- 
ly vulnerable to losses from credit defaults). 

Fund credit quality ratings capture a fund's 
overall exposure to default risk and are 
based in part on an assessment of a fund's 
current credit exposure based on a credit 
matrix scoring approach derived from 
Standard & Poor's historical default and 
ratings transition rates, and on the manager's 
credit management process. 

Fund Volatility Ratings 
Volatility ratings offer our current opinion of 
a fund's sensitivity to changing market condi- 
tions. Volatility ratings range from 'Sly (lowest 
volatility) to 56 '  (highest volatility), and are 
based on an analysis of a fund's investment 
strategy and portfolio level risk, including 
interest-rate risk, credit quality, liquidity, 
concentration, call and option risk, and cur- 
rency risk. The effects of various portfolio 
strategies, such as the use of leverage, hedging, 
and derivative instruments, are also factored 
into the rating. We also evaluate a fund's 
historical return volatility against government 
benchmarks. A fund volatility rating is a 
current opinion of a fixed-income fund's 
sensitivity to changing market conditions 
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relative to the risk of a portfolio composed of 
government securities and denominated in the 
base currency of the fund. 

Fund Ratings Process 
The following is a step-by-step guide to 
how the Standard & Poor's fund rating 
process works. 

The rating request. 

All ratings are issued on a request basis. 
When an organization requests a fund rating, 
a Standard & Poor's fund rating analyst is 
assigned to lead the rating team, which is 
composed of a lead analyst, back-up analyst, 
and surveillance analyst, and he or she sched- 
ules a meeting with management. Fund 
management provides pertinent information 
for the ratings analysis, including, but not 
limited to the fund's prospectus, statement 
of additional information, approved list of 
investments, historical net asset values, 
historical weighted average maturitylduration, 
asset size history, shareholder information, 
a current portfolio holdings report, an 
organizational chart of senior fund officials, 
and biographies of key fund personnel. 

(For more information on the items 
required on a new rating, please refer to the 
Fund Ratings Criteria Book articles on 
Principal Stability Fund Ratings and Fund 
Credit Quality and Volatility Ratings, 
published on RatingsDirect.) 

The management meeting. 

After receiving the initial rating request, the 
analysts meet with senior fund management 
officials generally at their offices to evaluate 
the effectiveness of fund management in 
implementing a portfolio strategy that is 
consistent with its stated investment goals. 
The meeting is focused on the history of the 
fund, investment objectives and strategy, 
management's investment philosophy, depth 
and stability of the fund management team, 
credit risk management, rnaturitylduration 
profile, pricing policy, risk preferences 
including use of leverage, operating policies, 
internal controls including oversight of 
fund management, and disaster recovery. 



(For more information on the suggested 
agenda of a management meeting, please refer 
to the Fund Ratings Criteria Book articles 
on Principal Stability Fund Ratings and 
Fund Credit Quality and Volatility Ratings, 
published on RatingsDirect.) 

Standard & Poor's review and analysis. 

Once we have held the management meeting, 
the lead analyst reviews and analyzes the 
information obtained and presents the fund 
to a rating committee. The initial review 
process usually takes a few weeks. 

The rating committee meeting. 
A Standard & Poor's rating committee is 
composed of senior fund rating analysts, 
including the primary analyst, who votes 
on the fund's rating(s). 

The call to  the organization. 
Following the rating committee, the lead  
analyst communicates the rating committee  
outcome to the company.  

The appeal period.  
After Standard & Poor's has announced the  
committee's decision to the organi.zation, the  
organization has a brief time in which it may  
appeal the rating-but only if it can offer sub-  
stantive, material information not previously  
available to the committee. The committee's  
final decision is then announced to the organ-  
ization. Ratings are released publicly unless  
the fund company has chosen to keep the  
initial rating confidential.  

The press release.  
Standard & Poor's will release the rating,  
unless the fund company has chosen to keep  
the initial rating confidential.  

A press release is sent to the media, an- 
nouncing the fund's rating and the rationale 
for the rating. 

Ongoiiig Surveillance and annual reviews. 
A condition for maintaining the rating is the 
submission of timely surveillance reports that 
include portfolio holdings and a completed 
surveillance summary worksheet. We maintain 

surveillance on all funds we rate-weekly for 
principal stability fund ratings and monthly 
for fund credit and volatility ratings. If there 
is a specific event that Standard & Poor's 
perceives might have an effect on the rating, 
we review it immediately. Fund analysts 
maintain frequent contact with the portfolio 
management team throughout the year. We 
conduct annual, generally on-site fund man- 
agement review meetings for all rated funds. 
Fund Profile rating reports are updated at 
least twice a year. 

(For more information on required surveil- 
lance information, please refer to the Fund 
Ratings Criteria Book articles on Principal 
Stability Fund Ratings and Fund Credit 
Quality and Volatility Ratings, published on 
RatingsDirect.) 

Conclusion 
This article is intended to outline Standard & 
Poor's Fund Rating Process. Full documenta- 
tion of the criteria used to assign principal 
stability, credit quality, and fund volatility 
ratings can be found at 
standardandpoors.com. 

When conducting our analysis, we judge 
each fund and its management on its own 
merits as there are no "model" funds. The 
important issue is how the fund is managed. 
Policies and strategies may differ from fund 
to fund, but the degree to which management 
has control over them should not. We closely 
examine the daily operations of the fund, 
including organizational structure and depth, 
the degree of oversight and accountability, 
particularly in the portfolio and risk manage- 
ment areas. It should be stressed that lower 
ratings within the investment-grade rating 
categories (down to 'BBBm' and 'BBBf') do 
not indicate that there is something "wrong" 
with a fund, but simply that the fund's 
strategy incorporates a slightly higher degree 
of risk. 

Ratings definitions, ratings criteria, and 
related news and articles, as well as contacts 
and contact information related to . 
Standard & Poor's fund ratings can be found 
at www.standardandpoors.com. 

http:standardandpoors.com
http:www.standardandpoors.com
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Credit Quality 

When evaluating a fund's credit quality, Standard & Poor's 

Ratings Services examines the risks associated with the quality, 

type, and diversification of the securities in each fund's underlying 

portfolio. The credit quality assessment for each instrument is generally 

based on the credit rating we have assigned to the security. The minimum 

credit quality standards for each fund are based on the fund's desiied 

rating and maturity structure of its portfolio. 

For funds rated 'AAAm', all securities should 
either carry a Standard & Poor's short-term 
rating of 'A-1+' or 'A-1' or be deemed to be 
of equivalent credit quality by Standard & 
Poor's. A minimum of 50% of the portfolio 
should be composed of 'A-1+' rated instru- 
ments or those we deem equivalent in credit 
quality. 'AArn', 'Am', and 'BBBm' ratings 
criteria allow for holdings in 'A-2' quality 
securities with overnight maturities and 
provide for increased percentages of 'A-1' 
exposure. The percentages reflect acceptable 
levels of credit risk for the different fund rating 
categories and are based on our historical 
default and ratings transition rates for short- 
term debt securities. Additionally, securities 
rated 'A-1' or equivalent by Standard & 
Poor's that are on Creditwatch with negative 
implications should be limited to  maturities 
of 30 days or less. Investments rated 'A-1' 
and maturing in seven days or less can be 
counted toward the 'A-1+' percentage mini- 
mums, as historical default rates of 'A-1' 
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paper maturing in less than one week are 
similar to the default rates of 'A-1+' issuers. 

Principal Stability Fund Ratings 
Definitions And Criteria Summary Table 
A principal stability rating (also known as 
a money market fund rating) is not directly 
comparable with a bond rating due to differ- 
ences in investment characteristics, rating 
criteria, and creditworthiness of portfolio 
investments. For example, a money market 
fund portfolio provides greater liquidity, price 
stability, and diversification than a long-term 
bond, but not necessarily the credit quality 
that would be indicated by the corresponding 
bond rating. Ratings are not commentaries 
on yield levels. A principal stability rating is 
not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold 
the shares of a fund. Furthermore, the rating 
may be changed, suspended, or withdrawn as 
a result of changes in or unavailability of 
information related to  the fund. 



Credit quality criteria are based on the 
results of our internal study on the stability 
of short-term ratings. Using a combined 
analysis of the yield spread movements result- 
ing from changes in the underlying credit 
quality of principal stability instruments and 
the data derived from our historical ratings 
performance study, we have developed credit 
quality investment guidelines for rated funds 
to maintain a consistent level of credit risk 
within each fund rating category. 

Standard & Poor's Global Fixed Income 
Research team released its first short-term 
default study on March 27,2006. The Funds 
Ratings Group utilized this data to reassess 
the current 'A-I+', 'A-l', and 'A-2' composition 
rules, maintained by Money Market Funds 
that we rate. Drawing on the average two- 
month transition tables with data through 
the end of 2005, the Funds Rating Group 
conducted multiple analyses of historical 
defaults and downgrades. 

Stress tests were run to assess whether it 
would be prudent to reallocate the percentages 
for the 'Mrating. Drawing from tables 
1and 2 below, if 100% of the securities are 
allocated to the 'A-1' rating, the risk of a 
downgrade in the U.S. increases by 80% 
(to 1.222% from 0.680%) and the risk 
of default in the U.S. increases by 63% 
(to 0.010% from 0.006%). Similarly, the 
risk significantly increases in the Global and 
European Union regions. Such shifts in the 

Money fund rating (%) A-l+ A-1 A-2 

A M m  50 50 0 

AAm 20 80 0 

Am 0 100 0 

Source: Standard & Poor's Funds Rating Group Research. 

Money fund rating (%) A- l t  A-1 A-2 

AAAm 50 50 0 

AAm 20 80 0 

Am 0 100 0 

Source: Standard &Poor's Funds Rat~ng Group Research 

downgrades and defaults, in our opinion, do 
not necessitate changing the current allocation 
of a 50% 'A-l+', 50% 'A-1' credit breakdown. 
Furthermore, these criteria have been in place 
for about eight years now, including a period 
of above-average downgrades and defaults, 
representing a solid test period. 

The Funds Rating Group will maintain the 
credit quality guidelines for the money market 
ratings categories as they currently stand. 
The current asset allocation guidelines are 
as follows: 

For 'AAAm' ratings, 50% minimum in 
'A-l+' (or equivalent) rated investments, with 
the remaining balance in 'A-1' (or equivalent) 
rated investments. Investments rated 'A-1' 
maturing in seven days or less are grouped 
with 'A-I+' rated investments. 

For 'AAm' ratings, no less than 20% in 
'A-1+' rated investments, with the remaining 
balance in 'A-1' rated investments. Provided 
the portfolio has the required 20% in 'A-1+' 
investments, up to 5 %  of the portfolio can 
be invested in 'A-2' rated investments 
maturing overnight. 

For 'Am' ratings, funds can be fully invested 
in 'A-1' investments and up to 10% of the 
portfolio can be placed in 'A-2' investments 
maturing overnight. 

In most cases, diversification guidelines are 
similar to those mandated by regulation and 
apply to both taxable and tax-exempt money 
funds. (For example: Rule 2a-7 of the 

Global United States European Union (15) 

0.717 0.680 0.788 

1.080 1.005 1.221 

1.322 1.222 1.509 

Global United States European Union (15) 

0.004 0.006 0.000 

0.006 0.009 0.000 

0.007 0.010 0.000 
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Investment Company Act of 1940 is the 
primary section of regulation that governs 
U.S. domestic money funds.) Generally, 5% 
diversification limits are in place for corporate, 
bank, and other money market securities with 
maturities beyond overnight, although U.S. 
government securities and certain other 
exceptions made for offshoreEuropean funds 
are not subject to the 5 %  rule. (Please refer 
to "Principal Stability Fund Rating Criteria 
for Offshore and European Money Market 
Funds" on RatingsDirect.) Additionally, 
we have established specific credit quality 
standards and diversification criteria for 
rep0 providers and government agency issues, 
among other things. These criteria can be 
found in the relevant sections of the Funds 
Rating Criteria Book. (See Appendix: 
Principal Stability Fund Ratings Definitions 
and Criteria Summary Table page 73) 

Regulation Versus Ratings 
In 1983, Rule 2a-7 of the U.S. Investment 
Company Act of 1940 had been formally 
amended several times, and there have been 
numerous interpretive releases and exemptive 
orders with regard to 2a-7 rules issued by the 
SEC during the past few decades. Rule 2a-7 
was established to limit risks money market 
funds can take in an effort to provide 
investors safety of principal and liquidity. 

Standard & Poor's principal stability ratings 
assigned to money market funds address a 
money fund's ability to maintain principal 
stability and to limit exposure to  principal 
losses, but there are significant differences 
between the minimum standards required by 
Rule 2a-7 and ratings criteria for the highest 
rating categories set by Standard & Poor's. In 
fact, a fund that meets the minimum regula- 
tory requirements would at best qualify for a 
'BBBm' rating from Standard & Poor's. The 
ultimate rating could be even lower depending 
on the fund's cash flow patterns and liquidity 
management, management experience and 
controls, investments and parameters, and 
current marked-to-market net asset value 
(NAV) policies. 

Our ratings criteria and approach differ 
from Rule 2a-7 guidelines in regard to a 
fund's weighted average maturity, credit 
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quality, eligible floating rate securities, defined 
limited liquidity securities, and repurchase 
agreements (repos). Rule 2a-7 allows for a 
maximum of 90 days weighted average 
portfolio maturity (WAM). There is a com- 
mon misconception that this is a blanket 
endorsement for a 90-day WAM; however, 
this is not the case. The rule states that a 
fund's WAM should be at an appropriate 
level to  maintain a stable NAV, but should 
never exceed 90 days. This implies that 
funds with less liquid assets, a concentrated 
shareholder base, or containing interest rate- 
sensitive securities should seek to control 
interest rate sensitivity and maintain higher 
levels of liquid assets to therefore keep 
lower WAM levels. 

The highest rating that a money market 
fund having a 90-day WAM can get from 
Standard & Poor's is 'Am'. Our analysis of a 
money market fund's interest rate sensitivity 
shows that a fund with a 90-day WAM could 
break the dollar as a result of an instantaneous 
interest rate rise of 205 basis points, without 
considering account shareholder subscriptions 
or redemptions. Higher rating categories 
require lower-weighted average maturities 
with 'AAAm' guidelines set at a maximum 
of 60 days. 

Rule 2a-7 delineates minimum credit quality 
standards for money market funds. A taxable 
money fund must have at least 95% of its 
assets invested in first-tier securities. A first- 
tier security is defined as being in the highest 
rating category of at least two nationally 
recognized statistical rating organizations 
(NRSROs) or deemed equivalent by the 
fund's adviser. The remaining 5% may be 
in second-tier securities (rated in the second- 
highest rating category by two NRSROs or 
deemed equivalent by the fund's adviser). 
First-tier securities (excluding government 
securities) are limited to a 5% issuer diversifi- 
cation maximum. Issuer concentrations are 
limited to 1 %  for second-tier securities. 
Other exceptions are made for tax-exempt 
money market funds. 

Our criteria for 'BBBm' ratings are more 
in line with Rule 2a-7 minimum standards. 
Higher rating categories require a higher 
percentage of 'A-1+' rated securities, while 
lower-quality or second-tier securities are 



eligible for ratings below 'AAAm' if the secu- 
rities mature in one day. The SEC recognizes 
Standard & Poor's 'A-1' short-term rating 
category as first-tier. Standard & Poor's, 
however, uses a plus (+) symbol to indicate 
relative strength within the 'A-1' category. 
Criteria for a11 ratings outline minimum 
acceptable percentages of Standard & Poor's 
rated securities. Rule 2a-7 does not distin- 
guish between 'A-1' and 'A-I+' ratings. 

According to Rule 2a-7, the credit quality 
of a repo is determined by that of the securities 
underlying the agreement, provided that the 
collateral qualifies for preferential treatment 
under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act or 
the Federal Bankruptcy Code. Since repos 
typically involve government securities, no 
diversification requirements apply. Our rating 
criteria look to the creditworthiness of the 
rep0 counterparty. Eligible repo providers 
include 'A-1+' or 'A-1' rated providers, or 
those deemed to be of equivalent credit quality. 

Master-Feeder Funds 
Standard & Poor's evaluates master-feeder 
funds, which are sometimes referred to as 
Hub and Spoke" (a patented term marketed 
by Signature Financial Group Inc.), much in 
the same way it evaluates other rated funds. 

Master-feeder structures were created for 
fund sponsors and managers to capture the 
efficiencies of larger portfolios of assets, 
while providing a product to smaller fund 
clients. In the master-feeder structure, the 
feeder fund conducts essentially all of its 
investing through the master fund. Feeder 
funds have matching investment objectives, 
and assets of each feeder fund are held in the 
master fund. This allows each feeder fund to 
be sold separately with separate fee structures 
to individual target markets, allowing them 
to benefit from economies of scale of funds 
invested in the larger master fund. 

When evaluating master-feeder funds, we 
assign ratings to the master portfolio, since 
the master holds underlying securities of the 
feeder fund. We will also assign fund ratings 
to individual feeder funds that are part of the 
master fund structure when requested by the 
fund sponsor. As with all principal stability 
fund ratings assigned by Standard & Poor's, 
master-feeder funds are subject to an evaluation 
of the creditworthiness of a fund's investments 
and counterparties, the market price exposure 
of its investments, sufficiency of the fund's 
portfolio liquidity, and management's ability 
and the controls it establishes to maintain 
the fund's stable NAV by limiting exposure 
to loss. 



Management 

understanding the strengths and weaknesses of fund management 

is essential to any analysis of a managed portfolio rating. The 

ratings process for principal stability or money market funds includes a 

meeting between fund officials and Standard & Poor's credit rating 

analysts to review fund investment objectives, portfolio management 

techniques, and risk aversion strategies. When assessing a fund for a 

rating, our team evaluates the effectiveness of fund management in 

implementing a dynamic investment process consistent with the fund's 

stated goals and objectives. 

We believe that these meetings are instrumental 
in providing an appropriate fund rating serv- 
ice. A management assessment considers the 
following aspects of portfolio management: 
experience and track record in portfolio 
management, operating policies and risk 
preferences, credibility and commitment to 
policies, and the extent and thoroughness of 
internal controls and commitment to over- 
sight. We judge each fund management team 
on its own merits. The meeting focuses on 
the way the fund is managed in relation to its 
shareholder base and stated investment objec- 
tives. We closely examine the daily operations 
of the fund, including organizational structures, 
breadth and depth of staff, and adequacy and 
level of investment controls. The following 
sections describe the key considerations in 
our analysis of fund management. 

Experience 
Because money market funds only allow for 
a 0.5% margin of error, they require skilled 
financial professionals to manage them. 
An experienced fund manager with a proven 
track record in money market funds greatly 
enhances a fund's safety. This manager does 
not necessarily have to make every investment 
decision, but should be closely involved in 
fund oversight. Under strict guidelines, it may 
be acceptable for less experienced personnel 
to execute trades and make certain invest- 
ment decisions. Nevertheless, an experienced 
money market fund manager should monitor 
all trading and investment activities daily. 

It is also necessary to distinguish between 
an experienced money market fund manager 
and someone who has experience managing 
long-term investments. Managing a stable net 
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asset value (NAV) fund is very different from 
managing a fund with a variable share price. 
Investment policies and strategies that may be 
prudent for funds with fluctuating NAVs can 
be disastrous for money market funds. The 
precision necessary to run a successful money 
market fund takes a different mindset than 
one that is required for managing other fixed- 
income vehicles. An experienced fixed-income 
manager does not necessarily make an effective 
money market fund manager. Therefore, we 
emphasize an individual's level of experience 
managing stable NAV funds. A lack of expe- 
rience can result in no rating, a lower rating, 
or could possibly necessitate more stringent 
controls such as operating at a shorter 
weighted average maturity (WAM). 

Operating Procedures 
And Risk Preferences 
We evaluate the fund manager's operating 
procedures specific to each fund requesting a 
principal stability rating. A key component of 
this review is the investment decision-making 
process. Numerous investment decisions are 
made daily for all money market funds. We 
examine how these decisions are made and 
who is responsible for executing them. 

Fund advisers who conduct frequent invest- 
ment committee 'meetings to arrive at both 
short-term and intermediate-term investment 
strategies are viewed more favorably than 
those who leave investment strategy decisions 
strictly up to the fund manager. This helps 
prevent any one individual from having an 
inordinate amount of influence on the strategy 
of a fund. A key role of an investment com- 
mittee is to set investment guidelines and 
strategies. The portfolio managers then have 
the job of executing these strategies using their 
expertise in managing money market funds. 

We also focus on the amount, type, and 
quality of information used in making policy 
and investment decisions. This includes the 
size and capabilities of the credit and risk 
research staff, the access to current economic 
data and analysis, and the types of on-line 
business information services used. All fund 
prospectuses contain investment policies that 
fund advisers must follow. These policies 
tend to be quite general, typically mimicking 

regulation, and thereby giving fund managers 
considerable investment leeway. It is prudent 
for fund advisers to establish written internal 
procedures to clearly define both the fund's 
investment guidelines and the manager's 
operating policies. 

Funds also benefit from having clear and 
explicit investment policies regarding the use 
of variable-rate notes, structured notes, and 
derivative instruments and other securities 
that are difficult to liquidate. Fund invest- 
ment policies should incorporate procedures 
on the approval, risk measurement, control, 
and limits related to these less liquid securities. 
Fund managers should be able to present an 
analytical basis for determining whether such 
securities are eligible for the fund, and that 
these investments will remain at or be re- 
priced to their amortized cost value at each 
reset until maturity. This analytical basis 
should include a review of historical index 
behavior and sensitivity analysis. 

Policymaking responsibilities for any mutual 
fund ultimately lie with its board of directors 
or trustees. The board is elected by fund 
shareholders to oversee their investments and 
fund management. Boards entrust investment 
advisers to handle the funds' daily affairs, but 
should not rely on the advisers to always act 
in the best interest of the shareholders. The 
contracts that boards establish with invest- 
ment advisors for management of the fund 
are based on a percentage of fund assets. 
Therefore, it is beneficial for advisers to 
attract money into their funds. Historically, 
high returns have been a way to attract more 
assets. Nevertheless, higher returns are also 
associated with greater risks. Boards must 
establish investment policies that are strict 
enough to prevent fund advisers from taking 
risks that are not in the best interest of 
the shareholders. They must also establish 
stringent procedures for reviewing and 
enforcing these policies. 

Board members are not necessarily invest- 
ment professionals and may lack expertise in 
money market fund management. Still, a 
board should act as an independent body, 
and demand that advisers be able to clearly 
explain all investments and investment strate- 
gies. We feel that boards should receive 
detailed reports regarding fund investments 
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and activities a t  least on a monthly basis. 
Boards should be aware of fund activities 
throughout the year, not just at quarterly 
meetings. All too often, boards are passive or 
lack the independence necessary to effectively 
do their jobs. This leads to rubber-stamp 
approval of investment adviser activities. 
Such boards are not fulfilling their responsi- 
bility to fund shareholders. 

Investing, by definition, is risk-taking. 
Investment advisers are paid to take risks 
commensurate with the desires of fund share- 
holders. It is impossible to eliminate risk in 
money market funds and still provide adequate 
returns on investments. Even the most conser- 
vatively managed fund can be in jeopardy of 
breaking the dollar if there are sufficiently 
adverse market conditions. Fund managers 
differ in their risk preferences, as they should. 
Conservative and aggressive investment 
strategies can be effective, provided that the 
proper operating procedures are in place to 
ensure that these strategies are consistent 
with prudently established guidelines. 

Internal Controls 
Money market funds universally have the 
investment objective of maintaining a con- 
stant or accumulating NAV per share. We 
consider strong internal controls of fund 
advisers a key determinant in rating a fund. 
Included below are commentaries on pricing 
policies, NAV deviation procedures, depth- 
of-staff analysis, stress-testing capabilities, 
asset-flow monitoring, trade ticket verifica- 
tion, systems backup requirements, levels of 
oversight, and disaster recovery. 

Pricing policies and NAV deviation procedures 
Accurate pricing is a key factor in maintaining 
a stable NAV. We expect all investment advisers 
to be capable of accurately pricing portfolio 
securities, as well as periodically calculating a 
fund's actual NAV in-house. Not only must 
investment advisers be able to calculate NAV, 
but they also need to have explicit written 
plans for dealing with any material deviation. 
Investment advisers and the fund's board are 
responsible for establishing NAV deviation 
procedures. Regulation dictates that action 
must be contemplated if a fund's NAV 

deviates by more than 0.5% from $1.00. Our 
principal stability fund ratings specifically 
address the likelihood of this deviation occur- 
ring. Therefore, we expect rated funds to 
have written policies that initiate action long 
before the point of deviation. At a minimum, 
these policies should dictate action at a 
0.25% deviation. In this case, fund managers 
should be required to meet with senior fund 
officials, notify board members, and establish 
a formal action plan. All portfolio managers 
should be highly familiar with these NAV 
deviation procedures and should not rely on 
a third-party administrator for implementation. 
Since it is in the best interest of the adviser to 
be proactive in dealing with NAV deviations, 
we request fund advisers price the portfolio 
and calculate NAV daily (marked to market) 
when deviations reach the following for each 
specific rating category: 'AAAm' 0.15% 
(.9985/1.0015), 'AAm' 0.20% 
(.9980/1.0020), 'Am' 0.25% (.9975/1.0025), 
and 'BBBm' 0.30% (.9970/1.0030). 

Depth and adequacy of staff training 
It is also important that fund controls are 
maintained when the primary portfolio man- 
ager is not managing the fund, as substitute 
managers may not have the same level of 
investment experience as the primary manager. 
Nevertheless, it is inexcusable to lack the nec- 
essary controls for preventing mistakes when 
the primary manager is unavailable. Each 
member of the investment adviser's staff, 
with the authority to manage the fund on 
a temporary basis, should be adequately 
trained in the investment policies and guide- 
lines for those funds. In addition, a set of 
procedures should be in place to automatically 
review the work of a substitute portfolio 
manager for each day that the substitute 
manager oversees the fund(s). 

Stress-testing capabilities 
Fund managers should also be reasonably 
prepared to handle the unexpected. This 
entails the ability to perform "what if" and 
stress-test analyses. A fund manager should 
be able to calculate the impact of the pur- 
chase of any security on the fund's WAM. 
This calculation should reflect the influence of 
sudden or unexpected redemption occurring 
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in conjunction with the security purchase. In 
addition, fund managers should have the 
ability to stress-test both individual securities 
and entire portfolios. Tests for individual 
securities should estimate price sensitivity 
under severe interest rate movements. 
Portfolio testing should stress the fund's 
assets in aggregate under the same interest 
rate scenarios, but should also measure the 
impact of dilution on NAV, assuming sizable 
redemption activity. The magnitude of the 
potential redemption activity used in testing 
should consider historical redemptions and 
the nature of the shareholder base. Funds 
with interest rate-sensitive, institutional 
investors need to stress-test redemptions at 
much higher levels than funds with typically 
more stable retail investors. 

Asset-flow monitoring 
Redemption volatility adds to the difficulty of 
managing a money market fund. Immediate 
liquidity is a key element in the growth and 
popularity of money market funds. Investors 
like having quick access to their money. Yet, 
the uncertainty created by instant liquidity 
can make it difficult to employ a consistent 
investment strategy. Funds with very volatile 
shareholder accounts are subject to the great- 
est risk. It is nearly impossible to accurately 
predict cash inflows and outflows, but fund 
managers can take steps to prepare for them. 
Some of these steps include constant commu- 
nication with a fund's largest shareholders to 
get indications of redemptions. It will also 
help fund managers remain informed of how 
long large deposits are expected to stay in the 
fund, so managers can invest accordingly. 
Some funds have policies that encourage 
prior notification of large withdrawals. Other 
funds will refuse "hot money," which is 
money from investors who will subscribe in 
and out of the fund based on interest rate 
movements. Hot money tends to leave a fund 
quickly in rising interest rate environments, 
causing dilution to NAV and potentially 
harming the remaining shareholders. Fund 
managers should be very familiar with the 
redemption patterns of their largest investors. 
This facilitates the management of cash flow 
volatility, thus enhancing fund safety. 

Trade ticket verification 
Proper controls also entail trade ticket verifi- 
cation. All trade tickets should require two 
signatures, one belonging to the individual 
executing the trade, and the other to a port- 
folio manager or senior level member of the 
investment advisory staff. In addition, it is 
beneficial to have a computer system tailored 
to regulate the investment parameters of each 
fund. In such a portfolio management system, 
unauthorized investments would be rejected, 
immediately alerting portfolio managers to 
the mistake. These systems can also do the 
same for purchases that cause a fund's WAM 
to exceed established limits. In addition, we 
view pretrade compliance modules favorably, 
whether they are in-house or off-the-shelf 
systems. These systems prohibit portfolio 
managers from exceeding trade limits prior 
to making any purchases, significantly 
reducing the risk of trading errors. 

Disaster recovery 
Computer systems are vital to managing 
mutual funds. In our review of a fund's 
controls, all backup computer capabilities are 
examined. System failure should never shut 
down a mutual fund, as shareholders expect 
access to their money. All computer processes 
for a fund should be replicated on another 
system, usually with a custodian or adminis- 
trator. Fund advisers should backup data 
nightly to an offsite location. It is also impor- 
tant to have detailed contingency management 
and disaster recovery plans that are tested 
periodically. Earthquakes in Los Angeles and 
San Francisco, floods in Houston, and hurri- 
canes hitting Florida are just a few past 
examples of situations in which emergency 
action plans had to be executed. 

SEC Post-Examination Letters 
All rated funds that are registered under Rule 
2a-7 of the Investment Company Act of 1940 
must submit a copy of the latest SEC post- 
examination letter and the investment adviser's 
response to our company. If no letter has 
been received, fund counsel must provide 
representation indicating no letter was re- 
ceived from the SEC. As part of our monitoring 
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of money fund ratings, we request such infor- rules to clean up abuses such as late trading 
mation annually. SEC letters are requested and market timing, or the rapid buying and 
even if the letter addresses other money funds selling of fund shares that can lower perform- 
managed by the same adviser and not the ance at the expense of long-term fund 
rated fund specifically. We rate money market investors. Some of the SEC's 
funds based on representations from fund proposed reforms include mandating a 
advisers and do not perform an audit. When redemption fee on short-term trading in 
an audit is performed, as in the case of the mutual funds, and amending Rule 12b-1 to -
SEC examination, we believe that the outcome prohibit mutual funds from paying for distri- 
of the audit can provide important insight bution of their fund shares with brokerage 
into the daily operations of the adviser, which commissions. This would impose a mandatory 
may ultimately affect fund safety. fee on short-term transactions; necessitate 

disclosure (in dollar terms) of fees and 
expenses that shareholders pay; and require 

Fund Governance 75% of fund directors, including the chairman, 
Since news of fund-industry trading scandals to be independent of the fund management 
emerged in Sept. 2003, the SEC has sued company. The NASD formed a task force to 
more than a dozen of the 25 largest mutual look at certain fund issues including directed 
fund complexes, and proposed a variety of brokerage and soft dollar arrangements, 

Information Needed For A Principal Stability Fund Rating 
Letter requesting our rating;  
The most recent prospectus, statement of additional information, and any marketing materials;  
A copy of the most recent annual report:  
A copy of the fund's investment policy, including policies concerning asset eligibility, selection.  
and evaluation process;  
Policies regarding repurchase agreements, including a copy of the master repurchase agreement(s)  
and legal representations:  
Policies concerning use of forward commitment contracts to buy and sell securities;  
Policies on leveraging portfolio assets:  
Frequency and method of securities pricing. reporting, risk controls, and oversight process;  
Historical variation between marked-to-market pricing and amortized cost evaluation in terms of share  
price, monthly, for the past three years (or since the fund's inception if less than three years old):  
Explanation of any material deviation in the share price from $1.00 during the past three years;  

=  Range of weighted average portfolio maturities for each month during the past three years;  
Redemption history on a monthly basis for the past three years, reflecting gross purchases  
and gross redemptions;  

*  Proposedlcurrent mix of shareholders (e.g.. retail, institutional), and percentage of fund shares  
held by largest 10 shareholders:  
Current asset size or proposed asset size;  
Current list of portfolio holdings or for new funds, a hypothetical portfolio with security descriptions,  
ratings, CUSIPs, and prices;  
List of securities approved for purchase according to asset type, credit quality, maturity, and sector;  
Level of insurance coverage (Fidelity Bond, Error and Omission, Director and Officer):  
A copy of the most recent SEC post-examination letter and fund advisers' response letter;  
Biographies and organizational chart of key fund employees: and  

=  Background materials on sponsor, company structure, and related companies. 
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revenue sharing, and  12b-1 fees, w h i c h  funds costs. T h e  NASD does n o t  regulate m u t u a l  
m a y  charge investors t o  recoup marke t ing  funds, but oversees brokers w h o  sell them. 

Suggested Agenda For Principal Stability Fund Rating Management Meet ing 

Overv iew 
1. Brief history of the fund 

= Primary constituency 
= Growth patterns 

Fund performance for the past 
three years (if applicable) 

2. Basic philosophy 
= Investment and marketing strategy 
= Operating controls 

3. Organization 
= Staff size and function 
= Role of board of directors and sponsors 
= Primary functions of key officers 

Credit  r isk  
1. Credit quality of eligible investments 

=  How approved list of eligible 
investments is determined; 
What the approved list includes: 
When and by whom approved list can 
be modified: 

= Comparison of eligible and 
actual investments;  

= Criteria for creditworthiness;  
= Credit evaluation system: and  

Degree of reliance on our credit ratings. 

2. The effect of the public rating on 
eligibility for investment 

3. Policies on repos 
Eligible sellers/repurchasers  

= Underlying securities  
= Degree of overcollateralization  

Perfection of first priority  
security interest  

4. Oiversification/concentration 
= Investment mix allowances by type 
= Investment mix allowances by 

credit quality 

Maximum individual holdings by issuer, 
affiliates, and redi it support provider 

M a r k e t  p r i ce  r isk  
1. Maturity 

General posture on weighted average 
portfolio maturity and maturity distribution; 
Basis for extending or shortening 
weighted average portfolio maturity; and 
Historical maximums and averages of 
portfolio maturity. 

2. Liquidity 
Posture on portfolio mix 
Portfolio mix and its change with 
market conditions 
Policy regarding illiquid securities 
Put agreements (if any) 
Other secondary market considerations 

3. Redemption experience 
Recent experience and ass'umptions 
relating to maturity structure, i f  any 
Receipts versus redemptions 
Largest weekly redemptions 
Recent changes in general operations, 
i f  any 

= Shareholder base and  
account characteristics  

Pricing po l i cy  
1. Accounting method 

System and its use 
2. Frequency of marking portfolio to market 
3. Triggers for management action and 

actual examples 

Operating scenar ios  
1. Use of securities lending and forward 

commitment transactions, and accompanying 
risk management policies 

2. Circumstances under which a fund would 
extend average maturity beyond normal 
guidelines or alter credit quality 

3. Trends in interest rate changes and 
tolerance of fund assets. 

Contro ls  
1. Daily modus operandi with respect 

to investments 
Procedures for assuring timely purchases 
and redemptions of shares and timely 
liquidation of investments; 

=  Computer applications, adequacy of 
computer facilities, and computer backup 
provisions; and 

=  Fidelity bond coverage, errors and  
omissions insurance, and other  
liability protection  

2. History of any previous back-office 
problems 

3. 'lime needed to meet shareholder 
redemption requests 

4. Methods of monitoring investments and 
approved list 

5. Disaster recovery procedures 

Fund governance  
1. What compliance piocedures are in place 

for the fund and fund management? 

2. How often are they reviewed and updated? 

3. Is there a defined risk management process 
in place to ensure funds are managed 
within their objectives and established 
risk parameters? 
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When rating funds for principal stability, Are written policies and procedures 
we consider strong fund governance essential communicated to staff and signed 
to managing a rated fund. When analyzing annually (i.e., a Code of Ethics)? 
fund management, our fund ratings personnel How does senior management (the CEO 
question fund management in areas such as and Chief Investment Officer) provide 
compliance, investment oversight, and risk for an appropriate culture to ensure 
management strategies. A sample of the ques- that compliance is viewed as a priority 
tions considered includes the following: and enforceable? 

Is there a compliance manual available? Is there a defined risk management process 
How often are compliance policies in place to ensure that funds are managed 
reviewed and updated? within their objectives and established 
Who does the Compliance Officer report to risk parameters? 
in the organization? Is the Compliance Is there fund portfolio and trading 
Department separate from portfolio oversight by compliance personnel? 
management, sales, and marketing? How are large investments in funds 
What policies are in place for investments monitored and how much clarity is 
or trading by internal investment managers there on omnibus accounts? . 
and the analytical staff, and how are 
they monitored? 

Weekly Information Needed To Monitor A Principal  
Stability Fund Rating  

1. Complete Portfolio Surveillance Information = Reverse repos (include counterparty, 
Sheet (see attached sample coversheet)  underlying collateral, and terms);  

= Dollar rolls;  
2. Portfolio Holdings Report  = Futures (list trading exchange); and 

For each security provide: - Securities lending program (include list of 
Par value securities lent out as part of program). 
Current market value 
CUSlP number 4. Fund changes or news 
Full description of investment including issuer, Any additional information related to the fund's 
interest rate, and maturity date operation should be forwarded such as:  
Type of investment Changes to the investment management team:  
Insurer or LOC provider, if applicable Changes in investment policies or  
Percent of portfolio operating procedures:  

= Standard & Poor's rating  Current prospectus and statement of 
= Terms of floating-rate notes additional information; 

(reset formulas and frequencies) Notification of changes to prospectus or 
Identification of non-traditional repo, funding statement of additional information; 
agreements, credit-linked notes, extendible Notification of fund name change or mergers; 
notes, and other esoteric securities Notification of changes in board of directors, 

senior management, investment adviser, 
3. Other Portfolio Activities or custodian;  

Please provide information on all transactions = Annual and semiannual reports; and  
related to the fund such as: = All press releases relevant to the fund.  
= Repos (include counterparty, underlying  

collateral, and terms); 
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Market Price Exposure 
y far, the most complex part of money market fund analysis 

D i s  judging a fund's sensitivity to changing market conditions. 

Absolute stability of net asset value (NAV) is a myth perpetuated by the 

amortized cost method of pricing securities. All fixed-income securities 

are subject to price fluctuations based on the following: 

= Interest rate movements; 
Maturity; 
Liquidity; 
Credit risk or perceived credit risk; and 
The supply and demand for each type 
of security. 
These factors are just as true for money mar- 

ket funds as for longer-term fixed-income mutu- 
al funds. The amortized cost method of pricing 
permits money fund investments to be priced by 
amortizing any discount or premium in the pur- 
chase price straight to its maturity. For example, 
the amomzed cost price of a 90-day security 
with a par value of 100 that was purchased for 
99.10 will increase in value by 0.01 each day 
until it matures, notwithstanding changing mar- 
ket conditions. The amortized cost method 
masks market risk by permitting funds to value 
securities as if no outside factors exist. 

The theory behind allowing amortized cost 
pricing is that most instruments eligible for pur- 
chase by money market funds have minimal 
market volatility due to their short maturities 
and high credit quality. It is also cheaper and 
more efficient for funds to use this method than 
to get actual market prices on a daily basis. 
Money funds are required to calculate the mar- 
ket value of their assets periodically to deter- 
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mine if the fund's actual NAV per share devi- 
ates materially from $1.00 and to take action if 
significant deviation exists. Deviations of 
greater than plus-or-minus 0.5% can create a 
situation in which a fund sells and redeems 
shares at a price other than $1.00, or, in other 
words, "breaks the buck." Clearly, there is a 
very small margin for error. Recognizing this, 
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services has focused 
heavily on the potential deviation in market 
value (referred to as market price exposure) in 
establishing money market fund rating criteria. 
Variables analyzed for each fund rating include 
the following: 

Weighted average maturity (WAM); 
Liquidity; 
Index and spread risk; - Diversification; 
Potential dilution of a fund's asset 
base; and 
Security and portfolio valuation methods. 
Combined, these factors determine each 

fund's market price exposure. 

Weighted Average Maturity 
Determination of market price exposure 
begins with an examination of a fund's 



susceptibility to rising interest rates. The 
portfolio's WAM is a key determinant of the 
tolerance of a fund's investments to rising 
interest rates. In general, the longer the 
WAM, the more susceptible the fund is to 
rising interest rates. A fund comprised entirely 
of Treasury securities with a WAM of 45 
days could withstand approximately twice 
the interest rate increase that a fund with a 
90-day WAM could withstand, leaving all 
other factors aside. 

We assess the sensitivity of the market 
value of the portfolio's assets to interest rate 
changes, with a lower sensitivity having a 
more favorable influence on the fund's rating. 
For the 'AAAm' rating category, our criteria 
call for a maximum WAM of 60 days. 
Nevertheless, some funds have distinct liquidity 
needs based on asset size, asset volatility, and 
shareholder profile, making it difficult for 
these funds to safely manage with a 60-day 
maximum WAM. Funds with less than $100 
million in assets andlor funds with a highly 
concentrated or highly volatile shareholder 
base may be limited to a shorter WAM, 
unless fund management can make a com- 
pelling case otherwise. We are often asked to  
rate small funds with limited operating history 
(start-up funds) that have a concentrated 
shareholder base, or a new shareholder base 
with uncertain liquidity needs. We consider 
the potential impact of a large redemption by 
one or more of the major shareholders to be 
a significant risk to a fund's ability to main- 
tain a stable NAV. Consequently, until a fund 
has grown to $100 million with a diversified 
and seasoned shareholder base, we will seek 
assurance that the fund manages to a shorter 
WAM with higher levels of liquidity. Higher 
WAMs are usually considered appropriate 
for funds in lower rating categories with 
the maximum WAM limits for 'AAm' and 
'Am' rated funds set at 75 days and 90 
days, respectively. 

Liquidity 
Interest rate sensitivity is not the only factor 
that can affect the principal value of a money 
market fund's portfolio. Liquidity of a money 
fund's portfolio is critical to maintaining a 
stable NAV- The liquidity of a security refers 

to the speed at which that security can be 
sold for approximately the price at which the 
fund has it valued or priced. Securities that 
are less liquid are subject to greater price 
variability. Certain securities may be liquid 
one day, yet illiquid the next day. In deter- 
mining the rating on a fund, we consider each 
fund's liquidity needs and its ability to quickly 
sell portfolio holdings if the need arises to 
meet cash outflows or large redemptions. 

The liquidity of portfolio investments is 
also of great importance in determining a 
fund's market price exposure, because the 
degree of liquidity can greatly affect the market 
value of investments and result in an erosion 
of a fund's NAV. When analyzing a fund's 
liquidity, we consider the following: 

Types of investments and their secondary 
market liquidity; 
Presence of securities with limited liquidity 
(e.g. those whose liquidity is dependent on 
the issuing entity or brokerldealer); 
The fund's level of cash or overnight 
securities including overnight repo; and 
The portfolio's concentrations by issuers 
and affiliates. 
A fund with a higher proportion of 

relatively illiquid .investments is more 
susceptible to a sizable decline in its portfolio 
market value than is one holding highly 
liquid investments. 

The size and breadth of the primary and 
secondary market, and hence the demand for 
different types of securities, factors into the 
liquidity equation. Clearly, the greater the 
demand for an instrument, the more liquid it 
is. Nevertheless, some securities can be quite 
liquid when the issuer or that particular market 
is performing well. When markets turn (due 
to event risk), or when the market experiences 
a flight to quality due to actual or perceived 
higher market or credit risk, certain instruments 
can experience significant price movements, 
and liquidity can dry up rapidly, as was the 
case with the structured notes market in 1994 
and for funding agreements in 1999. 

Structured notes were designed to perform 
well and predictably during periods of stable 
or falling interest rates. The interest rate envi- 
ronment of 1993 made them popular and 
fairly liquid. The fact that these securities 
were issued by government agencies also 
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enhanced marketability and liquidity. When instruments, dried up. The illiquid nature of 
short rates began rising in 1994, the demand, these securities was exacerbated when regula- 
and consequently the liquidity of these tors declared that such securities were clearly 

Protecting money market funds from interest rate swings 

In accordance with Standard & Poor's Principal Stability criteria for rated money market funds, maximum 
WAM guidelines are engineered to assure minimal NAV fluctuation under most market conditions. 

-Basis point shift-

The relationship between interest rate shifts and NAV volatility has led us to restrict 'AAAm' rated money 
market funds to a maximum WAM of 60 days. The chart below illustrates the inverse relationship between 
fund WAM and the minimum positive interest rate shift necessary to cause NAV to fall to a given level. 
Consider, for example, an elementary model fund that holds one Treasury bill and has a WAM of 90 days. In 
this case, an instantaneous upward shift of 203 basis points (bps) would need to occur before the NAV of 
the model fund would fall to 0.9950. If the same model fund had a WAM of 60 days. i t  could sustain a 304 
bp interest rate shift before its NAV falls to 0.9950. 

Chart 1 

Minimum Interest Rate Necessary To Drop NAV to $0.9950 From $1.00 
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inappropriate investments for money 
market funds. 

The liquidity of funding agreements was 
and is directly tied to the issuing entity because 
these securities are not actively traded on the 
secondary market. Funding agreements are 
usually issued with a "put feature" that pro- 
vides the investor the ability to convert the 
investment back to cash upon notice to the 
issuing entity. Therefore, the investor is very 
dependent upon the issuing entity to provide 
liquidity for funding agreements. In 1999, an 
insurance company that had issued a sizable 
amount of funding agreements with short-term 
puts experienced a sudden and unexpected 
series of credit downgrades, resulting in a 
rush of holders to exercise their puts. When 
this issuer failed to meet its put obligations, 
holders of funding agreements were left 
holding "lower credit and illiquid securities," 
presenting these funds with significant market 

f' : value risk. 
<$ Liquidity is not always easy to measure. As 
h.. 

noted, some securities may be very liquid in 
certain markets and very illiquid in others. 
Securities tend to be less liquid if they are: 
= Not often traded; 

In short supply; 
= Relatively new and innovative; or 
= Highly structured. 

Other factors influencing liquidity are the 
number of dealers making a market in the 
security, the complexity of the security, and 
the seasonal nature of supply and ,demand, 
particularly in the tax-exempt market. 

10% Limited Liquidity/llliquid Basket 
Currently, both U.S. domestic money market 
funds and certain offshore money funds that 
abide by Rule 2a-7 can elect to classify and 
hold up to 10% of their assets in an illiquid 
basket. This basket is intended to provide 
money market funds with a safe holding 
place to prevent illiquid securities from causing 
a deterioration of a money market fund's 
NAV during periods of illiquidity for these 
securities. While rated money market funds 
continue to be managed conservatively, and 
thus maintain high ratings, the introduction 
of less-liquid securities might result in 
increased price risk. 

In 2003, we modified our Principal Stability 
Fund Rating criteria to address the increased 
price risk introduced when stable NAV funis 
invest in securities with limited liquidity by 
creating a 10% limited liquiditylilliquid bas- 
ket. This criterion was developed to address a 
trend of less-liquid securities being introduced 
into certain stable NAV funds, including 
rated money market funds. We are concerned 
that occurrences in the marketplace could 
create a potentially less-liquid market for 
these securities and a NAV pricing problem 
for funds. 

The following list of securities should be 
considered part of a Standard & Poor's 
Principal Stability Fund Ratings limited 
liquidity/illiquid basket. In addition, we 
may still consider securities not listed below 
as possessing limited liquidity: 

Funding agreements exceeding seven days 
to maturity (unless the fund holds an 
unconditional put providing for liquidity 
within seven days). 

=  Term repurchase agreements exceeding 
seven days to maturity (unless the fund 
holds an unconditional put providing for 
liquidity within seven days). 
Securities denominated in a currency other 
than a fund's base currency and swapped 
back into the fund's base currency. 
Time deposits exceeding seven days to 
maturity, unless the deposit agreement has 
a specific option enabling the holder to 
break the deposit without a penalty or 
additional cost. 
Master promissory notes and loan 
participation notes exceeding seven days 
to maturity (unless the fund holds an 
unconditional put providing for liquidity 
within seven days). 
Credit-linked notes (CLNs). 
Extendible corporate notes where the 
investor does not possess the option 
to extend. 
Extendible asset-backed CP that when 
booked to the expected maturity date 
exceeds seven days to maturity and do not 
meet the five conditions outlined above. 

=  Money market tranches of CDOs that 
exceed seven days to maturity, unless: 

It has an unconditional put providing 
for liquidity within seven days, or; 
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It is booked to the legal final maturity 
date, or; 

= The liquidity facility offers full third-party 
committed support without extension risk. 

CP of CDOs, unless: 
=  Backed by a 100% third-party liquidity 

support, and absent an extension feature 
or delayed draw feature, or; 

=  Booked to the legal final (putlextension) 
maturity date if backed by 100% third- 
party liquidity support that possesses an 
extension feature or delayed draw feature 
(e.g., of two to three days); 

ABCP single-seller conduits investing in 
senior tranches of CDOs that rely on 
liquidity support with a remarketing put 
mechanism, unless: 
= It is booked to the legal final (put1 

extension) maturity date. 
Extendible asset-backed liquidity notes that 

are booked to their legal final maturity date 
will not be required to count toward the 
10% limited liquidity basket. Additionally, 

Portfolio asset value: 

Weighted average maturity: 

Number of shares: 

Event 1: Interest rates rise 150 basis points (1.50%) 

Number of shares: 

Portfolio value drops to: 

nonagency callable notes (sometimes referred 
to as "Reverse Extendible Notes") booked to 
the call dates and extendible asset-backed liq- 
uidity notes booked to the expected maturity 
date will be required to count toward the 
10% limited liquidity basket for rated 
Principal Stability funds unless the program 
meets all of the following conditions: 
1. Current outstanding issuance balance of at 

least $1 billion; 
2. Issued by a sponsor that has a minimum 

of three years activity in the securitization 
market involving the asset classes 
described below; 

3. Limited to programs backed by credit 
card receivables, auto and auto-related 
assetsfreceivables, residential mortgage 
loans, home equity loans, andlor federally 
guaranteed (U.S. government) student loans; 

4. A minimum of two dealers actively making 
a market for the program; 

5. Issued via a Master Trust Structure or by 
an issuer/sponsor that has Standard & 

$370,000 ($100,000,000 - $99,630,0001 

$0.9963 ($99,630,000/100.000,000 shares1 

Event 2: In conjunction with Event 1, fund experiences 25% redemption 

Number of shares:  

Portfolio value drops to: $74,630.000 ($99,630,000 - $25,000,000)  

$0.9947 ($74,630,000/75,000,000 shares) 
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Poor's publicly rated investment-grade limited liquidity criteria. An important deter- 

asset-backed debt outstanding as described mination will be the commitment from the 

above and surveillance data on asset pool sponsor to the program. 
performance is publicly available (e.g. reg- We believe these securities can be less liquid 

ularlylmonthly published pool reports). due to their relative newness to money mar- 

As long as an XABCP program meets all kets, limited trading activity or inactive sec- 

five points listed above, it may be excluded ondary markets, dependency on a single issuer 

from the limited liquiditylilliquid basket or broker, small number of dealers making a 

regardless of whether a program is single-seller market in the security, customization of the 

or multi-seller. Additionally, the dollar amount security, or the complex nature of the security. 

of the program should be applied to the base Since liquidity is defined as the speed at which 

currency of the fund. Should the dollar the security can be sold for the price at which 

amount outstanding of a program drop the fund has it valued, accurate pricing and a 

below the one billion threshold, Standard & deep secondary market are considered key in 

Poor's will evaluate on a case-by-case basis the determination and stability of the fund's 

the treatment of such a program under its overall marked-to-market calculation. We also 

Multifactor Net Asset Value Sensitivity Analysis 

Standard & Poor's Principal Stability criteria for rating money market funds incorporate analysis of 
both interest rate sensitivity and redemption/subscription volatility. We have established maximum 
WAM guidelines, which, under most market conditions, protect against significant market price 

fluctuation. When WAM values are analyzed in lock-step with redemption/subscription assumptions, 
NAV volatility is exacerbated. NAV is sensitive to interest rate shifts, net redemptions, and the com- 
bined effects of sudden interest rate shifts and instantaneous net redemptions (see Standard & Poor's 
Sensitivity Matrix). The end column of Standard & Poor's Sensitivity Matrix shows NAV change due to 
interest rate increases with no redemptions. The critical assumption needed to compute the values for 
this column is that WAM represents, to some extent, duration of the portfolio. This assumption having 
been made, an example using a hypothetical money market fund will be used to illustrate the methodology 
behind the sensitivity analysis. 

Assume the hypothetical'money market fund has a NAV of $1.00 and a WAM of 60 days when the mar- 
ket experiences a 250 bp interest rate increase: 

Formula 1  
New NAV = NAV - (WAM1365)" (bp shiW10,OOO)  
0.99589 = 1.00000 - (601365) " (250110,000)  

The next consideration in the model is dilution. Dilution occurs when shareholders are paid $1 .OO per 
share while the fund's NAV is less than $1.00. To complete the example, assume the hypothetical money 
market fund now suffers the effects of dilution due to a 20% redemption when the NAV is 0.99589. The 
following formula would be used: 

Formula 2  
New NAV = (NAV + [% change])l(l + [% change])  
0.99486 = (0.99589 + [-0.20])1(1 + 1-0.201)  

Thus, the NAV of a model fund that experiences a 250 bp interest rate shift and a subsequent redemp- 
tion of 20% would fall to 0.99486. The results of several different scenarios assuming different interest 
rate increases and redemptions are detailed in Standard & Poor's Sensitivity Matrix. 
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believe it is important for each rated fund 
to determine a diversification level that is 
prudent given the overall makeup of the fund, 
including establishing sensible guidelines as to 
what percentage a fund will hold of the total 
program outstanding. 

Limited liquid and illiquid securities com- 
bined should not exceed 10% of a rated fund's 
total assets. We will continue to evaluate the 
market and trading activity of these securities 
and will reevaluate its position and ratings 
criteria on these limitations. We regularly 
review our Principal Stability Fund Ratings 
Criteria and make appropriate modifications 
based on developments in the market and our 
views of the risks posed to rated funds. 

We assign ratings to money market funds 
based on the fund's credit quality and liquidity, 
and its ability to manage both the market 
risks and liquidity risks associated with these 
holdings given its shareholder base. Each 
money market fund's liquidity needs and its 
ability to hold and manage less-liquid securi- 
ties is considered on a case-by-case basis. A 
fund with a limited operating history or a 
volatile shareholder base may not be able to 
effectively manage and maintain a high 
degree of share price stability with any 
exposure to securities with limited liquidity. 
In addition, a fund manager must be able to 
clearly and effectively demonstrate a thor- 
ough understanding of the risks presented 

WAM = 60 days: Starting Market Value = $1 .OO per share 

WAM =90 days: Starting Market Value = $1.00 per share 
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by the security and internally price or value 
the security. 

Shareholder Characteristics 
A money fund's market price exposure is also 
affected by the flow of money in and out of 
the fund. Unexpected redemptions can have a 
direct influence on a fund's NAV. Therefore, 
we carefully review the characteristics of each 
fund's shareholder base to determine the 
potential impact that significant redemptions 
might have on a fund's market price exposure. 
Money funds are permitted to issue and 
redeem shares at $1.00, provided that their 
market value is between $0.995 and $1.005. 
Because funds can pay out $1.00 on shares 
that may actually be worth, as little as 
$0.995, the remaining shareholders in the 
fund absorb the difference. This is referred to 
as dilution, as redeeming shares at a price 
above their actual market value is diluting 
the value of the fund's holdings. 

Dilution can accelerate fund losses in a rising 
interest rate environment, causing a fund 
to break the dollar. In the below example, 
Impact of Dilution, a 150 bp rise in interest 
rates causes a 90-day WAM portfolio's market 
value to drop to $0.9963 per share. A subse- 
quent 30% redemption (paid out at $1.00 
per share) dilutes the portfolio's value to 
$0.9947, thus breaking the dollar. This 
occurs because although the unrealized loss in 
the fund remains the same, the loss is spread 
over a smaller number of shares. While sudden 
150 bp rises in interest rates are rare, several 
large redemptions during a period of 
steadily rising interest rates can produce 
similar results. 

Dilution concerns are heightened for funds 
with sophisticated institutional shareholders. 
These investors realize that a fixed $1.00 
NAV is an illusion based on convenient valu- 
ation methods, and can easily take advantage 
of this phenomenon. For example, if an . 

investor held $1 million in 90-day U.S. 
Treasury bills yielding 5%, and if interest 
rates increased 150 bps, the value of the 
investment would drop by approximately 
$3,700 and the investor's yield would remain 
at 5%. Instead, assume that the investor held 
one million shares of a money market fund 

holding exclusively Treasury bills with a 
WAM of 90 days and yielding 5% (setting 
aside fund expenses for this example). If 
interest rates rose 150 bps, the investor could 
sell the fund investment for $1.00 per share 
and not experience any loss. The investor 
could then purchase 90-day Treasury bills 
yielding 6.5%, instantaneously increasing 
its return by 1.5%. If this type of market- 
sophisticated shareholder, who is apt to chase 
yields, represents a material percentage of 
a fund's assets, substantial dilution in 
share prices is likely because of large and 
sudden redemptions. 

In analyzing money market funds, our 
review of shareholder constituency encom- 
passes the number, average holding size, type, 
size of the largest accounts, historical asset 
volatility, and the relationship fund management 
has with its largest investors. The proportion 
of retail versus institutional investors and the 
past history of redemptions are also examined. 
Funds with histories of volatile subscription 
and redemption patterns are expected to 
maintain shorter weighted average 
portfolio maturities. 

We expect a fund's investments to be tailored 
to its potential cash-flow needs. For funds 
with a volatile or potentially volatile share- 
holder base, a more conservative approach 
must be taken with regard to WAM and liq- 
uidity. Funds with more stable or predictable 
cash flows, such as retail funds or institutional 
funds with large, diverse shareholder compo- 
sitions, can be somewhat more aggressive. We 
use a matrix that stress-tests portfolios based 
on the effect of interest rate movements and 
redemptions at a variety of WAM levels 
(see Multifactor Net Asset Value Sensitivity 
Analysis, pgs. 25-26 and table 3). 

Portfolio structure is also a factor in deter- 
mining the risk dilution presents to a fund. 
Funds with a barbelled maturity structure 
(heavily weighted in short-term maturities 
with the remainder in longer-term securities) 
are more susceptible to the negative effects of 
shareholder redemptions than are laddered 
portfolios (relatively evenly spaced maturities). 
If a barbelled fund experiences redemptions 
in a rising interest rate environment, the short 
end of the fund will likely be liquidated to 
avoid taking significant realized losses. This 
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will cause the WAM of the fund to extend, 
creating greater interest rate sensitivity and 
exacerbating the negative effects of future 
redemptions. Laddered portfolios are less 
exposed in these circumstances, although they 
are by no means insulated from rising interest 
rates and redemptions. As part of the rating 
process, we consider whether each fund's 
portfolio structure is best suited to its share- 
holder base and potential asset outflows. 

Pricing 
We expect that all money market fund invest- 
ment advisers have the ability to price (mark 
to market) portfolio securities and calculate 
NAV in-house. Additionally, we request all 
funds rated for principal stability to price 
securities at least weekly. In many cases, 
investment advisers rely exclusively on fund 
administrators to perform such functions. 
While fund administrators have proven capable 
providers of such services and provide inde- 
pendent prices, we believe that all investment 
advisers should have some built-in redundancies 
to check the administrators' work, question- 
ing any discrepancies that may occur. For 
securities that are difficult to price, such as 
structured notes or other less-liquid instru- 
ments, including those securities that have 
embedded optionality, two or more dealer 
bids are suggested. 

A Standard & Poor's principal stability 
rating directly addresses the ability of a fund 
to maintain a NAV that does not deviate by 
more than one-half of 1%. For a fund to 
effectively stay within this narrow range, 
accurate pricing of its securities is essential. 
Most money market fund instruments are 
highly liquid and easy to price. Nevertheless, 
some complex, structured, and derivative 
securities present pricing difficulties. 

Complex and derivative securities often 
lack efficient, liquid markets. Trading in these 
securities can be infrequent, creating varying 
price quotes among dealers and wide bid/ask 
spreads. The prices of these types of securities 
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may be determined in a variety of ways, 
including dealer quotes, matrix pricing for- 
mulas, spreads to benchmark securities, pricing 
services, or even by the fund advisers them- 
selves. All of these methods have drawbacks. 
Dealer quotes on thinly (infrequently) traded 
securities often represent indicative pricing 
levels and rarely constitute an actual bid to 
purchase the security. Matrix prices, pricing 
service quotes, and spread calculations are 
not based on actual trades, and do not 
represent a price at which anyone actually 
offered to purchase the security. These methods 
calculate a hypothetical price that is not verifi- 
able. Pricing by fund managers often occurs 
when the manager either disagrees with the 
other pricing methods or holds securities 
so unique that other pricing methods are 
inadequate. Clearly, even if the fund manager 
can determine fair value prices based on in- 
depth analytics, it is far from certain that 
any buyers are willing to purchase the securities 
at or near those prices. 

Before purchasing complex, derivative, or 
otherwise illiquid or less-liquid securities, 
portfolio managers should carefully examine 
the pricing issue. It is necessary to evaluate 
the number of available pricing sources, with 
an eye toward identifying material discrepan- 
cies. Portfolio managers should also be aware 
of pricing methodology, and compare the 
results to recent trading activity. It is inadvis- 
able for a fund's manager to solely accept the 
calculations of a security's issuer or dealer in 
determining the value of an investment. This 
information may be either highly biased or 
based on inaccurate assumptions, or both. 
Portfolio managers should not only be able 
to determine their own fair value for securities 
that are difficult to price, but need also to 
consider the marketplace for each security 
and the potential volatility that can be caused 
by inefficient market pricing. If a fund adviser 
lacks the ability to assess the potential market 
behavior of a security with a high degree of 
comfort, the security should not be purchased 
for that money market fund. 
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Standard & Poor's Ratings Services' Principal Stability fund ratings 

(also known as money market fund ratings) analysis focuses on the 

credit quality of a fund's investments and counterparties, the market 

price exposure of its investments, and management's ability and policies 

to maintain the fund's stable net asset value (NAV) by limiting exposure 

to loss. We have published criteria on these areas, and it can found at 

www.standardandpoors.com. In addition to these published criteria 

articles, the following is a discussion of the Principal Stability fund 

rating criteria for specific securities and asset classes. 

Government Agency Concentration 
Liquidity analysis, or the ability to return an 
investment for cash, is performed on all 
issues and issuers regardless of credit quality. 
Securities with minimal credit risk, such as 
U.S. government agency obligations, may 
deviate in price for reasons other than interest 
rate movements. While the credit quality of 
these agencies is not typically a major concern, 
adverse publicity or market rumors about an 
agency can affect the price and liquidity of all 
agency securities, including those from the 
U.S. government. For this reason, we consider 
diversification to  be an important feature of 
all securities. Yield spreads between short-term 
agency securities (for both fixed- and vari- 
able-rate notes) and traditional benchmarks 
(such as the Treasury bill) may widen under 
numerous conditions. For fixed-rate securities 
with maturities of less than one year, the 
impact of spread widening on the price of the 

security is minimal. Nevertheless, given the 
small margin for error that stable NAV funds 
permit, high concentrations in the securities 
of any one agency might expose the fund to 
material spread-widening risks. 

For these reasons, we have established 
government agency diversification criteria for 
Principal Stability fund ratings. Generally, we 
expect no more than 33.33% percent expo- 
sure to any single government agency. When 
exposures exceed 40%, funds will be expect- 
ed to maintain lower weighted average matu- 
rities (WAMs) andlor increased levels of 
highly liquid securities to reduce this exposure. 
Exclusively to these securities, the impact of 
spread widening can be viewed as synonymous 
with rising market interest rates. Therefore, if 
a fund had a 50% concentration in any one 
agency, and spreads for that agency's securities 
widened by 20 basis points (bps), the impact 
on the market value of the fund's overall 

http:www.standardandpoors.com
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portfolio could be comparable to the effect of 
market rates rising 10 bps without that 
spread widening. 

Holding all other factors constant, funds 
with a WAM of 60 days should be able to 
withstand up to a one-day, 300 bps rise in 
interest rates without "breaking the dollar." 
We have calculated various levels at which a 
fund would break the dollar for different U.S. 
agencies, given various spread-widening 
assumptions. The spread-widening and 
instantaneous interest rate rise assumptions 
differ for each rating category, as shown in 
the following section. 

These criteria are meant as general guide- 
lines. Circumstances may differ among funds 
based on certain factors, which include matu- 
rities of the agency securities, type of securities 
(fixed-versus variable-rate), other sources of 
fund liquidity, and the issuing agency. 

Some U.S. government money market 
funds (sometimes referred to as "government- 
only" funds) are established to invest purely 
in U.S. government securities paying interest 
and generally exempt from state income taxa- 
tion. These securities include obligations 
issued by the U.S. Treasury and certain U.S. 
government agencies, instrumentalities, or 
sponsored enterprises, such as the Federal 
Home Loan Bank and the Federal Farm 
Credit Bank. Because there are only a few 
U.S. government agencies that meet this 
criteria, Standard & Poor's rated government- 
only money market funds can have a difficult 
time managing to the strict diversification 
guidelines. Therefore, for government-only 
money market funds, our criteria permit 
exposures beyond the 33.33% limit, as long 
as all amounts exceeding the 33.33 limit 
mature in 30 days or less. 

Variable And Floating-Rate Securities 
We expect investment policies to include clear 
and explicit gujdelines regarding variable-rate 
notes (VRNs), floating-rate notes (FRNs), 
and other synthetic instruments. Fund invest- 
ment policies should clearly incorporate 
procedures regarding approval, risk measure- 
ment, control, and limits related to investment 
in structured notes and other less-liquid secu- 
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rities. Fund managers holding such securities 
should be able to present an analytical basis 
for determining that such notes have a rea- 
sonable likelihood of maintaining, or being 
repriced to, amortized cost value at each reset 
until maturity. This analytical basis should 
include a review of historical index behavior 
and sensitivity analysis. 

Our criteria for FRNs and VRNs in 
rated money market funds call for written 
guidelines and procedures that ensure: 

No purchase of range notes, dual index 
notes, "deleveraged" notes (notes linked to 
a multiple of the index where the multiple 
is less than one), or notes linked to lagging 
indices (e.g., Cost Of Funding Index [COFI]) 
or to long-term indices (e.g., five-year or 
10-year Treasuries). 
No purchase of VRNs with coupons tied to 
indices, index formulas, or index spreads 
with less than 95% correlation with the 
U.S. Fed Funds Rate. Indices with historically 
high correlations are: Three-Month 
Treasury Bill, Six-Month Treasury Bill, 
Three-Month LIBOR, Six-Month LIBOR, 
One-Year Constant Maturity Treasury 
(CMT), Prime Rate, and CP Composite. 

=  At the 'AAAm' level, the final maturity for 
all FRNsNRNs will not exceed one year 
(397 days) for U.S.-registered funds. 
Nevertheless, government issues maturing 
up to two years (762 days) from time of 
purchase are eligible. 

=  At the 'AAm' level, the final maturity for 
all FRNsNRNs will not exceed one year 
(397 days) for U.S.-registered funds. 
Nevertheless, government issues maturing 
up to three years (1,127 days) from time 
of purchase are elig~ble. 
At the 'Am' level, the final maturity for all 
FRNsNRNs will not exceed one year (397 
days) for U.S.-registered funds. 
Nevertheless, government issues maturing 
up to four years (1,492 days) from time of 
purchase are eligible. 
At the 'BBBm' level, the final maturity for 
all FRNsNRNs will not exceed one year 
(397 days) for U.S.-registered funds. 
Nevertheless, government issues maturing 
up to five years (1,857 days) from time of 
purchase are eligible. 



Weighted Average Maturity Adjustments For Agency Concentrations 

To compensate for the potentially negative impact of the spread 3. At an instantaneous interest rate rise of 350 bps, a fund with a 
widening of highly concentrated government agency positions, WAM of 52 days or less will remain above 0.995. Because the maxi- 
our Principal Stability Criteria has established WAM adjustment mum WAM for the 'AAAm' rating categow is 60 days. the adjust- 

factors for money market funds rated 'AAAm' to 'BBm'. ment factor is equal to 60 days minus 52 days. or eight. 

Methodology  
Step I:We assume the following worst-case spread widening and  

instantaneous interest rate rises (see table 1):  

Step 2:  The spread-widening number is then multiplied by the fund 
concentration in the securities of any one agency. 

Step 3: The product is then added to the applicable interest rate 
increase to determine the equivalent interest rate sensitivity 
that the fund may exhibit. 

Step 4: The interest rate sensitivity equivalent calculated in Step 3 
is applied to Standard & Poor's interest rate sensitivity matrix Agency concentration (YO) Adjustment factor (from 90 days) 
to determine the maximum WAM that allows the fund to 
maintain an NAV above 0.9950. 

Application 
Because there is a range of maximum WAMs for each rating category, 
with the actual maximum determined on a case-by-case basis, we use 
adjustment factors to determine the proper maximum WAM for each 
fund. The adjustment factors are simply the maximum WAM for the 
rating category minus the WAM determined in Step 4 above. 

Agency concentration (%) Adjustment factor (from 90 days) 

Example 
1. Assume an 'AAAm' rated fund has a 50% agency concentration 

in MLBs. 
2.(0.5) * (100 bps spread widening) + (300 bps interest rate rise) 

= 350 bps. 
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Where valuation is not based on actual 
dealer bids, there must be clear notification 
and disclosure of all other valuation 
methodologies used (e.g., matrix pricing). 
Pricing policies should include techniques 
to  verify and validate FRNNRN pricing on 
a recurring basis. 
Weekly reporting of FRNNRN holdings to 
Standard & Poor's should include current 
market price, CUSIP, coupon or interest 
rate terms, frequency of reset, market 
value, put features, and any other 
significant terms and conditions. 

lndex And Spread Risk 
VRNs and FRNs present unique market price 
risks. VRNs and FRNs used in money funds 
are typically linked to conventional money 
market indices, providing funds with yields 
that track short-term interest rate movements. 
These investments are designed to exhibit less 
interest rate risk when compared with fixed- 
rate investments, but this is not always the 
case. Factors affecting the value of these 
instruments include index risk and spread risk. 

Index risk is the possibility that the coupon 
of a VRN or FRN will not adjust in tandem 

coupon based on a nonmoney market index, 
a money market index in which the coupon 
adjusts based on a multiple (or fraction) of 
the index, or an index based on the difference 
(or spread) between two or more indices. 

When analyzing VRNs and FRNs in 
money market funds, we compare the index 
used in the variable-rate adjustment formula 
to a standard money market index, such as 
the Federal Funds Rate. We believe that for 
all money funds rated 'BBBm' and above, the 
index should have a correlation of at least 
95% of the effective Fed Funds Rate. By this 
measure, nontraditional money market fund 
indices, such as the 11th District Cost of 
Funds Index (COFI) and the Two-Year 
Constant Maturity Treasury Index, are clearly 
unsuitable, with historical correlations of 
below 95% (see table 6). 

The Canadian Dollar Offered Rate (CDOR) 
is the recognized benchmark index for banker's 
acceptances with a term to maturity of one 
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year or less. It is determined daily from a sur- 
vey of nine market markers, and is calculated 
using a survey of different maturity bands 
including one-month BA, two-month BA, 
three-month BA, six-month BA, one-year BA, 
and call markets, where the high and low 
rates are removed to minimize any bias and 
an average is calculated fbr the remaining 
survey rates. The results are released at 10:15 
a.m. each business day. We have found a high 
correlation between this benchmark and the 
Canadian Bank Rate during a historical 10-
year period. Based on this study, we have 
approved this benchmark within Canadian 
Principal Stability Rated Funds. 

Some VRNs and FRNs may use indices 
that are highly correlated to traditional 
money market indices. Yet, because of their 
rate adjustment formulas, they can still intro- 
duce significant price risk. One example is an 
adjustment formula tied to a multiple or 
fraction of a money market index. For this 
reason, stress testing is important. Although 
there are a variety of valid techniques to 
model potential performance of these securities 
under adverse market environments, one 
straightforward approach is to look at 

-Monthly data from 11/30/l992 to 11/30/2006-

Index Correlation to Fed Funds (%) 

Fed Funds 100.00 

Prime 98.76 

30 Day CP 98.66 

1 Month LIBOR 98.41 

60 Dav CP 98.37 

90 Day CP 98.06 

3 Month LIBOR 98.07 

3 Month T-Bill 97.90 

6 Month LIBOR 97.21 

6 Month T-Bill 96.97 

1year CMT 95.88 

1 year T-Bill (Composite) 95.30 

2 vear CMT 92.02 

MUNl PSA Index 91.78 

Source: Bloomberg. LIBOR-London Interbank Offered Rate.  
CMT--Constant MaturityTreasury COFI--Cost of Funds lndex  



VRNFRN performance under significant 
interest rate movements. If a VRNFRN can 
withstand a 3% (300 bps) move in rates 
without causing its value to deviate sigdicantly, 
the VRNFRN should behave adequately in 
most interest rate environments. To "pass" 
the 3% stress test, the yield on the VRNI 
FRN would need to increase by a 
comparable amount. 

The ultimate maturities of VRNslFRNs 
are also risk factors. The concern here is not 
index risk, but the spread risk associated 
with longer-dated securities. For example, 
a government agency may issue five-year 
adjustable-rate notes that reset weekly at the 
Three-Month Treasury Bill Rate plus 5 bps. 
Over a period of time, these securities may be 
perceived by the market as warranting a 
higher spread to the Three-Month Treasury 
because of liquidity, credit, supply and 
demand, political events, or volatility in mar- 
ket interest rates. Investors may demand that 
subsequent comparably dated securities of 
that agency be sold at 30 bps above the 
Three-Month Treasury Bill Rate. This poten- 
tially creates a negative drag of 25 bps for the 
remaining life of the original security and 
could materially affect its market value. This 
may occur even though the maturities of 
these VRNs can be calculated at seven days 
(time to next reset) for regulatory purposes 
or their coupons are tied to a highly 
correlated index. 

Because of the potential impacts of spread 
risk on the market prices of VRNs and FRNs, 
we expect rated funds to limit the remaining 
maturity of U.S.government VRNsFRNs to 
two years (762 days) for 'AAAm', three years 
(1,127 days) for 'AAm', four years (1,492 
days) for 'Am', and five years (1,857 days) 
for 'BBBm'. Corporate and structured (e.g., 
ABS) VRNsIFRNs have the added risk of 
credit deterioration and should be limited to 
final maturities of 13 months or less for 
money market funds registered under rule 
2a-7 of the Investment Company Act of 
1940. The percentage of VRNslFRNs in a 
fund also enters into the rating analysis to 
determine a fund's overall risk profile. For 
example, a fund that was 50% invested in 
VRNslFRNs with four-year remaining matu- 
rities would not receive an 'Am' rating due 

to spread risk concerns. ,Percentages of 
VRNslFRNs in each fund are analyzed on a 
case-by-case basis in conjunction with the 
fund's other holdings. 

Calla bles, Convertibles, 
And Similar Structures 
Callable and convertible notes are designed to 
perform well in stable interest rate environ- 
ments. Both callable and convertible notes 
can present funds with unique market risks 
including call risk, reinvestment risk, interest 
rate risk, and liquidity risk. Given these 
multiple risk factors, managers should closely 
evaluate the pricing and market risks presented 
by these securities. 

Corporations and government agencies 
issue short-term callable debt generally with 
one-year final maturities and monthly or 
quarterly call dates. Due to the call feature, 
the interest rates (yield) for these securities 
are generally higher than those for equivalent 
noncallable instruments. The added risk is 
"uncertain" principal maturity. There are 
several ways that this risk can manifest itself; 
for example, during periods of rising interest 
rates, the value of these callable notes will 
decrease, as would a similar noncallable 
fixed-income security. During a period of 
falling rates, however, the price of callable 
notes will not appreciate in proportion with 
noncallable notes given the increased likeli- 
hood that the callable notes will be called at 
the next call date. Investors will be unwilling 
to pay any material premium in the purchase 
price given the call risk. 

Callable note investors also face the risk of 
having their notes called away when rates 
fall. Issuers are more likely to call (or retire 
their outstanding debt) when interest rates 
have dropped as this provides an opportunity 
to obtain cheaper financing. Reinvestment risk 
is present as investors of callable notes that 
are called will have to reinvest at lower rates. 

Convertible notes are a variation on short- 
term callable notes, as convertible notes, 
while not callable, can be converted from a 
fixed rate to a floating rate at the option of 
the issuer. The holder is short the convertible 
feature, and thus is paid a yield premium to 
offset this uncertainty or risk. Like callables, 
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convertible notes are typically issued with 
one-year final maturities at attractive fixed 
rates or with predetermined floating-rate 
formulas. The value of convertible notes will 
also fall during rising rate periods, behaving 
much like standard fixed-rate instmments- 
however, when rates fall, the price appreciation 
of convertible notes will be limited due to the 
increased likelihood of conversion. The con- 
version risk is similar to call risk and thus has 
similar inherent price or market risks. The 
key difference is that upon conversion, the 
interest earned on the convertible notes is 
based on a predetermined formula, while the 
note holders control the reinvestment options 
for the callable notes. 

Standard & Poor's believes it is prudent 
for fund managers to perform stress tests on 
these securities under various interest rate 
scenarios to determine the relative value of 
holding these securities during periods of 
both rising and falling rates. Assumptions 
should include the magnitude of the interest 
rate decline required for the securities to be 
called or converted and the frequency of the 
options that may be exercised (monthly, 
quarterly, and so forth). Managers should 
closely evaluate the risk and reward trade-offs 
presented by these securities before investing 
in these notes. 

In holding convertible notes, a fund is tak- 
ing all the risks of a fixed-rate instrument, 
while potentially receiving the lower returns 
that floating-rate instruments provide in a 
declining interest rate environment. To make 
these notes more attractive, issuers typically 
set the floating-rate reset formulas at spreads 
above an index (such as Fed Funds or 
LIBOR) that are higher than the market rate 
for variable-rate securities. While such formu- 
las may look enticing in the near term, 
spreads may widen over time, potentially cre- 
ating a below-market yield at such times as 
the notes are converted. In fact, the issuers of 
convertible notes have an incentive to exer- 
cise the conveision option should spreads 
widen sufficiently, even if short-term interest 
rates remain stable. In essence, this gives 
them the opportunity to finance at below 
market rates. This risk does not apply to 
callable notes because once the security has 

been called, the holder is free to reinvest at 
current market rates, either fixed or variable. 

Since callable and convertible notes are 
more complex than standard fixed-rated 
securities, determining reliable prices for 
these is a more difficult task. Managers 
should price these securities to market on a 
regular basis with multiple broker-dealers or 
reliable sources to ensure accurate market 
values as dealer quotations are subject to a 
wide degree of subjectivity. Since these securities 
often lack an efficient and liquid secondary 
market, portfolio managers should be able to 
value these securities internally based on their 
own in-depth analysis. Given the less liquid 
nature of these instruments, the securities can 
experience higher price volatility. 

When calculating the WAM for 
Standard & Poor's rated funds, callables and 
convertibles should be booked to their final 
maturity dates. If the issuer exercises the 
option on the convertible note, then the 
maturity can be calculated to the next reset 
date, assuming the price on the note can still 
reasonably be expected to remain at or near 
par on subsequent reset dates. If spreads for 
comparable floating-rate notes have changed 
materially, the convertible notes should 
continue to be booked to their final 
maturity dates. 

Standard & Poor's will evaluate other 
structures-such as agency flippers (also 
known as agency flip-flops), step-ups, and 
other similar structures-using similar 
criteria. Further, Standard & Poor's believes 
that because of the inherent risks present in 
these securities, rated funds should impose 
defined limitations to their exposure to 
callable and convertible notes, thereby 
mitigating the risk of unanticipated price 
volatility. These limits should be based on 
the fund's cash flow volatility, liquidity 
needs, and overall market price exposure. 

Repurchase Agreements (Repos) 
Repos are agreements whereby a holder of 
securities sells such securities to a counterparty 
and agrees to repurchase them at an agreed 
future date at an agreed upon price. Money 
market funds invest in repos because they 
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are highly liquid short-term instruments 
backed by collateral. Additionally, they 
may offer more attractive yields than other 
permissible investments. 

Counterparty risk 
While we recognize the importance of the 
collateral securing these repos, our main 
focus regarding their risk in the context of 
money market fund ratings is on the counter- 
party's creditworthiness. The reason for this 
is that a default by a repo counterparty that 
results in a fund taking possession of the 
underlying collateral could create both liquidity 
and market risks inappropriate for stable net 
asset value (NAV) funds. 

These risks exist because most repos' 
underlying securities are typically ineligible 
investments for money market funds, either 
because of their maturity (longer than 397 
days) or type (for example, certain MBS). A 
fund that takes possession of such collateral 
will have to sell it as soon as possible. Any 
delay in a fund's ability to sell the securities 
could expose the fund to losses based on the 
difference between the price of the repo and 
the collateral proceeds. Moreover, any delay 
in the sale of such securities could affect a 
fund's liquidity. 

As a result, we have diversification criteria 
to limit a fund's rep0 exposure based on the 
counterparty rating, as well as criteria for 
evaluating repo counterparties. These criteria 
vary depending upon whether the repos are 
"qualifying" repos or "nonqualifying" repos 
(as discussed below). The criteria for qualifying 
repos is less restrictive than that for nonquali- 
fying repos and such criteria is now being 
applied to a broader range of repo instruments 
to maintain consistency in light of recent 
market trends. 

Criteria for qualifying repos 
Our approach takes into account the special 
protections that certain qualifying repos are . 
eligible for under the Bankruptcy Code. 
Qualifying repos are repos that fall under a 
Bankruptcy Code safe harbor and are not 
subject to the automatic stay when a repo 
counterparty is insolvent and bankruptcy 
proceedings commence. The basis for the dif- 
fering criteria is that qualifying repos are not 

subject to the same delays that nonqualifying 
repos may be subject to when a counterparty 
defaults and files for bankruptcy. A fund may 
be able to liquidate, terminate, or accelerate 
the qualifying repo with greater flexibility 
and less exposure to market and 
liquidity risks. 

Qualifying repos may include traditional and 
nontraditional collateral. While less restrictive 
criteria has existed for qualifying repos (for- 
merly known as traditional collateral criteria), 
this criteria has been renamed to refer to a 
broader range of asset types that may be used 
as collateral for repos. Whereas previously, 
qualifying repos included only traditional 
collateral (such as U.S. government or U.S. 
government agency securities including 
Treasuries, Agency Discount Notes, and 
Agency MBS), now qualifying repos can 
include nontraditional collateral (such as 
investment-and noninvestment-grade corporate 
debt, money market securities, and even shares 
of U.S. equities to back their rep0 obligations) 
if the funds themselves meet certain tests. 

The reason for this change has to do with 
both the growth in nontraditional collateral 
repos and the expansion of asset types under- 
lying repos entitled to special protections 
under the Bankruptcy Code. While the 
growth in nontraditional collateral has been 
partly spurred by brokers seeking to leverage 
other asset types, the demand is primarily 
fueled by the funds in search of higher yields 
and the added basis points that come with 
the nontraditional collateral. 

These market changes have been reflected 
to a certain extent in recent amendments to 
the Bankruptcy Code. In one change, the 
definition of repos under the repurchase 
agreement safe harbor has been expanded to 
specifically include certain nontraditional 
asset types such as investment-grade MBS. 
In another change, certain entities have been 
specifically added to Bankruptcy Code provi- 
sions so as to be able to rely on other safe 
harbors that provide special protections 
to a wide array of securities contracts, 
including repos. 

In light of these changes, we have modified 
our criteria and will consider certain specified 
nontraditional collateral such as investment- 
grade MBS and other eligible nontraditional 
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collateral as qualifying repo collateral for 
purposes of our criteria. 

Funds that seek to utilize the less-restrictive 
diversification criteria for nonqualifying 
collateral may either represent that such 
repos fall within the definition of a repur- 
chase agreement under the Bankruptcy Code 
or provide legal opinions satisfactory to 
Standard & Poor's that provide assurance that: 

The fund meets the definition of either a 
financial institution or financial participant 
or otherwise qualifies as an entity entitled 
to benefit from special protections under 
the Bankruptcy Code with respect to 
securities contracts; and 

8  The fund's repos qualify as "securities con- 
tracts" as defined in the Bankruptcy Code. 
If the fund enters into repos with financial 

institutions subject to the FDIA, the fund 
must provide assurance that the repos satisfy 
the definitions of "qualified financial contract" 
under the FDIA in addition to the definitions 
of either a repurchase agreement or a securi- 
ties contract as the case may be. 

We are reviewing the applicability of this 
appraoch concerning nonqualifying repos for 
funds registered outside the U.S. 

Diversification criteria for qualifying repos. 
Our diversification criteria for qualifying 
repos is as follows for 'AAAm' rated funds: 

The aggregate amount of all repos (regardless 
of the rating) with maturities of more than 
seven calendar days may not exceed 10% 
of a fund's total assets; 
Repos with maturities beyond overnight 
and less than or equal to seven days with 
any single dealer (A-1+) are limited to no 
more than 25% of a fund's total assets; 

Overnight 
Credit quality (one day) (%) 

A-l+ 

Repos with maturities beyond overnight 
and less than or equal to seven days with 
any single dealer (A-1) are limited to no 
more than 10% of a fund's total assets; 
Overnight repos with any single 'A-1' 
dealer are limited to no more than 25% 
of a fund's total assets. 
The aggregate amount of all repos with 
any single dealer (A-1) is limited to no 
more than 25% of a fund's total assets. For 
example, if a fund invested 20% in an 
overnight repo with an 'A-1' dealer, it may 
only invest another 5% in a term rep0 with 
that same dealer. 
While we do not formally propose any 

diversification guidelines for overnight repos 
with any single 'A-1 +' counterparty, we 
believe it is prudent for a rated fund to main- 
tain a minimal amount of diversification, and 
thus we would be concerned about a fund 
that was comfortable holding more than 40% 
of its total assets in an overnight rep0 with 
any single 'A-1+' issuer or counterparty. 

For purposes of these criteria, the maturity 
of a rep0 means the final maturity of the 
agreement. If, however, the agreement contains 
an unconditional put that would result in a 
lower effective maturity for the agreement, 
we will review the repo documentation to 
assess the unconditional nature of the put 
feature. We have the same criteria for both 
triparty and deliverable repos. Nevertheless, 
where a triparty repo is used, we will exarn- 
ine the fund adviser's procedures to assess 
whether the proper type and amount of 
collateral is received. 

Our repo diversification criteria for funds 
rated 'AAm', 'Am', and 'BBBm' is identical to 
the above table except for the permitted 

Two to More than 
seven days (%) seven days ( O h )  

75 In** 

I 'While Standard & Poor's does not formally propose any diversification guidelines for overnight repos with any single 'A-lt' counterparty, we believe ~t is 
prudent for a rated fund to maintain a minimal amount of diversification. and thuswe would be concerned about a fund that was comfortable holdinp more 
than 40% man overnight rep0 with any single 'A.1,' issuer or counterpa* "Aggregate exposure to term repo greater than 7 days is limited to 10%. 
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exposure to 'A-2' issuers on an overnight or 
one-day basis of 5% for 'AAm', 10% for 
'Am', and 25% for 'BBBm'. 

To assess whether repos are properly 
secured, we look for certain written represen- 
tations from all funds investing in repos. 
Regarding perfection of the fund's security 
interest in rep0 collateral, we seek written 
representations that the fund takes delivery 
of the collateral in either of the following 
manners: The fund, or a third party acting 
solely as agent for the fund, has possession 
of the securities; or the securities have been 
legally transferred to the fund under other 
applicable laws, except that the fund may not 
enter into any hold-in-custody arrangements. 
In addition, we look for written representa- 
tions that confirm the following: 

A written master rep0 (for example, the 
Bond Market Association standard rep0 
form) governs all repo transactions; 
The fund takes all necessary steps to 
acquire and maintain a first-perfected 
security interest in any repo securities, 
any substituted securities, and all proceeds 
derived from the repo securities; 
For purposes of perfecting the fund's secu- 
rity interest, the counterparty owns all repo 
securities free of any other claims; 
The fund intends to pay the purchase price 
for the securities, as stated in the applicable 
governing agreement; 
The counterparty will not incur, or allow 
others to incur, any equal or prior liens on 
the securities; 
The fund has no knowledge of any fraud 
involved in any of the rep0 transactions it 
undertakes. 
Diversification criteria for nonqualifying 

repos. All repos that are not "repurchase 
agreements" as defined under the Bankruptcy 
Code and that are held by a fund that is neither 
a financial institution, a financial participant, 
nor any other entity that is entitled to benefit 
from special protections under the Bankruptcy 
Code with respect to securities contracts are 
considered nonqualifying repos and are sub- 
ject to more restrictive diversification criteria 
(formerly known as the nontraditional 
collateral criteria). 

Since these nonqualifying repos may be 
subject to the automatic stay or to other 

types of risks related to the bankruptcy of a 
counterparty, funds that invest in them are 
subject to greater liquidity and market risks 
than those investing in qualifying repos. 

Our diversification criteria for nonqualify-
ing repos call for the maximum exposure to 
any single counterparty (or brokerldealer) to 
be limited to 5% of total fund assets. This 
differs from qualifying repos, as they may 
comprise up to 25% per dealer depending on 
the credit quality of the brokerldealer. 

Additionally, we consider term repo agree- 
ments beyond seven days (for both qualifying 
and nonqualifying repos) to  be illiquid, and 
as sukh, these should be limited to no more 
than 10% of total fund assets. We also expect 
the underlying collateral in term rep0 agree- 
ments to be priced daily and maintained at 
the required collateralization levels. 

Criteria for assessing the 
credit quality of rep0 counterparties 
For purposes of applying our diversification 
criteria, we have criteria to determine the rating 
of repo counterparties. These criteria vary 
depending on whether the repos are qualifying 
or nonqualifying repos. 

Counterparties for qualifying repos. We 
recognize that many stable NAV funds trans- 
act repos with unrated subsidiaries of highly 
rated financial institutions. For qualifying 
repos, we look directly to the short-term rating 
on the parent to determine the level of credit- 
worthiness of unrated repo counterparties 
that are subsidiaries of rated entities. In 
establishing this criterion, we recognize 
that qualifying repos that are backed by 
collateral and benefit from special protections 
under the Bankruptcy Code differ from 
unsecured obligations. 

Unrated entities that are at least 50% 
owned by rated parents are considered at the 
same investment level as the parent. 
Therefore, a repo transaction with an unrated 
brokerldealer whose parent has an 'A-l+' 
rating is assessed at 'A-1+' equivalent for 
Principal Stability fund rating purposes only. 
Likewise, a repo with an entity whose parent 
is rated 'A-1' is viewed as an 'A-1' equivalent 
for Principal Stability fund rating purposes only. 

In the case of rated repo counterparties 
that have parents with higher short-term rat- 
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ings, we look to the rating on the parent in 
assessing the proper level, provided that the 
subsidiary is at least 50% owned. For all 
other rated repo participants, the actual 
Standard & Poor's short-term rating applies. 

counterparties for nonqualifying repos. 
Our credit quality criteria for nonqualifying 
repos calls for the counterparties (e.g. bro- 
kerldealers) to either have an explicit issuer or 
counterparty rating from Standard & Poor's 
of 'A-1' or 'A-1+' or deemed equivalent by 
Standard & Poor's, or have a letter of guaran- 
ty from an 'A-1' or 'A-1+' (Standard & 
Poor's-rated) parent company. This differs 
from qualifying repos, as such repos may be 
transacted with unrated brokerldealers that 
are 50% or more owned by a parent compa- 
ny that is rated 'A-1' or better by Standard & 
Poor's to qualify for the highest three rating 
categories (AAAm, AAm, and Am). 

Securities Lending And Reverse Repos 
Reverse repos and securities lending are 
investment strategies used by some funds pri- 
marily to enhance investment income. These 
transactions can create risks for funds in the 
areas of credit and market price exposure in 
the form of leverage. Standard & Poor's has 
specific criteria concerning the lending of 
portfolio securities by a fund to banks and 

Chart 1 

Reverse Repo Transaction 

Step One: Fund Sells Asset and Invests Cash 
$10m ~ lTreasury 

(Broker/Dealer) 

$10 m~l. 

brokerldealers. The criteria apply not only 
to direct loans of securities but also to 
reverse repos. 

A reverse repo is a leveraging technique in 
which a fund agrees to sell a security it owns 
while simultaneously agreeing to repurchase 
it at a future time. The fund takes the cash 
and invests it in another asset. A reverse repo 
is often viewed as collateralized borrowing 
since a fund incurs a liability and uses the 
security as collateral. As an example, assume 
a money fund owns a $10 million Treasury 
note and wants to borrow funds overnight. 
The fund will sell the $10 million Treasury 
note to the counterparty for settlement today. 
At the same time, the fund agrees to buy 
back the $10 million Treasury note for settle- 
ment tomorrow, plus interest. The result is 
that the fund has borrowed overnight funds 
for one day (rate times $10 million times one 
dayl360). During the term of the reverse 
repo, the fund's total assets and liabilities are 
increased by the amount of the reverse repo, 
while net assets remain the same (see chart 1). 

The main reason for using reverse repos is 
to enhance income by investing borrowed 
cash at a higher rate than the cost to borrow 
(reverse repo rate). Portfolio managers also 
use reverse repos to provide liquidity to 
funds. For example, a portfolio manager 
may choose to raise cash via reverse repos to 

Step Two: Fund Buys Back Security 

$10 m~l. Treasuy 
Borrower

Fund (~rokerpealer) 
$10 mil 
Collateral 

Return Difference between Income on Investment and borrowtng costs 
Rlsks  Counterpaw Borrower declares bankruptcy and collateral less than value of secur~tles sold 

L~qu~d~ ty  up for t e n  of reverse rep0 Reversed asset t ~ e d  
Operat~onal Report transactton. monltor collateral. adjust WAM 
Shareholder D~sclosure Increase In assets and l lab~l~t~es 

~ 
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provide liquidity, rather than having to sell credit quality of the counterparty and the 
securities at an inopportune time. loan collateral. If a fund accepts securities as 

Securities lending, an investment strategy collateral, it encounters a different set of risks 
used by money fund managers to enhance than it does if the fund accepts cash coliateral 
income (or to lower custody expenses), can (see chart 2). In the former case, the fund 
also increase the risk level of a money fund (usually via the custodian) lends securities for 
portfolio via leverage. Fund custodians a fee to a brokerldealer (borrower) and 
typically orchestrate the securities lending requires securities as collateral. The dealer 
process, but some larger fund companies provides collateral, typically in the form of 
have in-house lending operations. Treasuries, at 102% of the loaned securities' 

value, which is marked to market on a daily 
Lending with securities as collateral: not leveraged basis. When the loan terminates (often the 
Traditionally, securities lending was viewed as next day), the broker returns the securities and 
a low-risk strategy with which a fund manager the fund returns the collateral. If a custodian 
(via the custodian) could simply focus on the handles the operation, the fees are split 

Chart 2 

Lending For Securities Collateral: Not Leveraged 

Step One: FundICustodian Lends Secur~ty Step Two: Security is Returned to Fund 
$10 mll. Treasury $10rnll Treasury 

Borrower 
(Bmker/Dealw) Fund (BrokerDealer) 

Collateral Collateral 
ITreasuiy102%) (Treasury102%) 

Return Fee pa~d to f~nd to borrow securities. spl~tw ~ t hcustod~an ~f custod~an ~nvolved 
R~sks Counterparty Borrower declares bankruptcy and collateral less than value of securltles sold 

Legal Fund not allowed to touch collateral or delays 
Lrqufdity Assets tied up for term of loan 
Operatmnal Cost to monltor collateral 
Drsclosure Footnote on shareholder reports 

Chart3 

Lending For Cash Collateral: Leveraged 

Step One: Fund Lends Security and Invests Cash Step Two: Fund Returns Cash Collateral 
$10 mil. Treasury $10 m~l. Treasury 

Borrower 
(Broker/Dealer] Fund (BrokerIDealer) 

Collateral Collateral 
$10 rnll $10rnll. 

(Collateral Account) 

Return D~fference between Investment Income and loan expense, spl~t w ~ t h  custod~an ~f custodian ~nvolved 
Rlsks  Counterpany Borrower declares bankruptcy and collateral less than value of securrties 

Leverage Need to adjust WAM for leverage 
Legal Fund not allowed to touch collateral or delays 
L~qufdity Assets t ~ed  up for term of loan 
Operatfonal Cost to monltor collateral IS WAM reflected correctly 
Drsclosure Should increase assets and lhabll~t~es 
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;  between the fund and the custodian. The 
major risks are that the borrower defaults or 
files for bankruptcy andlor that the price of 
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cash collateral is accepted. The fund (via the 
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3). The custodian invests the cash in securi- 
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the custodian invests the cash collateral, the 
result is that the assets of the fund are 
increased-a leverage impact. This type of 
securities lending has a similar risk profile 
to reverse repos. 

Reverse repurchase 
agreements and securities lending criteria 
Standard & Poor's reverse rep0 and securities 
lending criteria take into account incremental 
risks associated with these strategies. The cri- 
teria focus primarily on the counterparty 
credit quality, the term of the transaction, 
and the effect that leverage has on a 
portfolio's WAM. 

As with repos, Standard & Poor's views 
reverse repos and securities lending transac- 
tions as posing counterparty risk and requires 

1.31 

1.36  82 

1.40  84 

1.44  87 

1.50  90 

1.57  94 

1.67  100 

Assumptions: 11) Unlevered WAM portfolio is 60 days (2) Initial portfolio was levered 25% of net assets. (3) Initial unlevered barbell portfolio is 50% 120-day 
Treasur~es and 50% overnight repo. 14) Overnight repo is used to meet redemptions. 15)Effective leverage calculated ~mmediately after redemption. 
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that the counterparties with which the fund 
engages in either reverse repo or securities 
lending has a short-term rating of either 'A-1' 
or 'A-l+' at the 'AAAm' or 'AAm' rating lev- 
els. As a general guideline, we view all invest- 
ments made by the fund (related to reverse 
repos and securities lending) as assets of the 
fund. Therefore, a modified WAM is calculat- 
ed. Standard & Poor's then applies its sensitiv- 
ity matrix, as is done with all rated Principal 
Stability funds (see table 8). 

Standard & Poor's also takes a conservative 
view when analyzing the structure and term of 
the overall transaction. All transactions should 
be "matched" on both sides. For example, cash 
from a reverse repo with a seven-day term 
should be invested in a security with a seven- 
day maturity. Additionally, at the 'AAAm' rat-
ing level, all transactions are limited to 30 days 
or less. Transactions with maturities of less 
than or equal to seven days should not exceed 
25% of the net assets of the fund. Transactions 
with maturities that exceed seven days cannot 
be more than 10% of the net assets of the 
fund. Since the securities that are reversed or 
loaned out are tied up for the term of the 
transaction, we view these securities as illiquid 
for transactions beyond seven days. 

Standard & Poor's is also concerned with 
incremental risks associated with purchasing 
agency variable-rate notes with borrowed 
monies (via reverse repos or securities lending). 
To limit the potential for mismatching maturi- 
ties, Standard & Poor's feels it is inappropriate 
for highly rated funds to invest more than 10% 
of borrowings in VRNs. For example, a $100 
million portfolio that levers 25%, or $25 mil- 
lion of net assets, should limit VRNs to lo%, 
or $2.5 million, of the borrowed funds in 
VRNs. All VRN purchases should meet 
Standard & Poor's Principal Stability fund 
rating guidelines for VRNs. 

The reverse rep0 and securities lending crite- 
ria recognize the incremental risks associated 
with these strategies and their effects on a 
fund's WAM. The following example will assist 
in understanding the effects that leverage can 
have on a fund's WAM. Assume an unlevered 
fund is comprised of a 60-day Treasury securi- 
ty, or a bullet portfolio with a WAM of 60 
days. This $100 million portfolio enters into a 
reverse repo, or lends 25% of its assets and 

invests the proceeds in an overnight deposit. 
While this transaction is matched, Standard & 
Poor's also analyzes the reported effective 
WAM. If the overnight repo investment is 
included in the portfolio, the WAM (gross) 
could be reported as 48 days ([80% x 60 
days]+[20% x one day]= 48 days). However, 
because the increase in assets to $125 million 
has a leverage effect, the WAM has to be calcu- 
lated on a net basis, which is 60 days. To prop- 
erly adjust the WAM, take the unlevered 
portfolio WAM of 60 days and add the WAM 
of the borrowed assets (60 +[25% x one day]). 
If the fund invested in a 30-day security, the 
fund's effective WAM would be 68 days (60 
+[25% x 301). Further, Standard & Poor's ana- 
lyzed the impact of redemptions on the levered 
portfolios and found the WAM differences 
become even more significant. For example, 
the 60-day portfolio with 25% net leverage 
experiences a sharp rise in its effective WAM to 
80 days following an immediate 20% redemp- 
tion in assets (see table8). 

Standard & Poor's expects rated funds to 
provide the following information with 
regards to securities lending and reverse repo 
transactions on a weekly basis: 

Gross assets (market value basis) and net 
assets (market). 
Percentage of fund in reverse repo andlor 
securities lending transactions. 
All terms of transaction and identification 
of all securities reversed or out on loan. 
These include: name of security on 
loanlreversed, name of security (or cash) 
received, term of the loan (maturity), and 
percentage of net and gross assets. 
Investments from transactions included in 
portfolio holdings reports as fund assets. 
Weighted average portfolio maturity 
calculation adjusted for effects of leverage. 

Guaranteed Securities 
If a rated fund invests in a security that pos- 
sesses a guarantee from a rated third party, 
the rated guarantors should comply with 
Standard & Poor's credit criteria for the 
respective fund-rating category. We will also 
conduct a review of any guarantees to ensure 
they meet our minimum requirements for 
rated funds. 
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In reviewing these securities, some points 
of discussion may include:  

Whether the guaranty is absolute and  
unconditional;  
Whether the guaranty is a guaranty of  
payment and not of collection;  

8 Whether the guarantor agrees to pay the 
guaranteed obligations on the date due and 
waives demand, notice, marshalling of 
assets, etc.; 
Whether the guarantor's obligations are 
unconditional irrespective of the value, 
genuineness, validity, or enforceability of 
the underlying obligation and whether 
the guarantor waives all circumstance or 
conditions that would normally release a 
guarantor from its obligations; 
Whether the guarantor reinstates any 
guaranteed payment made by the primary 
obligor that is recaptured as a result of the 
primary obligor's bankruptcy or insolvency; 
Whether the guarantor waives its right to 
subrogation until the guaranteed obligations 
are paid in full; 
Whether the guarantor waives rights of 
set-off, counterclaim, etc.; 
Whether the guaranty is binding on 
successors of the guarantor; 
Whether the holders of the guaranteed 
obligations are explicit third-party 
beneficiaries of the guaranty; 
Whether the guaranty can be amended 
without the consent of the holders of the 
guaranteed obligations; and 
Whether the guarantor has subjected itself 
to jurisdiction and service of process in the 
jurisdiction in which the guaranty is to 
be performed. 
Additionally, the inclusion of these 

securities in Standard & Poor's rated funds is 
based on an analysis of the fund's operating 
history, size, diversified shareholder base, 
asset diversification, cash-flow volatility, and, 
most importantly, management's ability to 
demonstrate its proficiency to manage the 
risk in these seiurities to maintain its rating. 

Interfund Lending 
For U.S. fund management companies that 
have received exemptive orders from the SEC 

to lend cash between funds (managed by the 
same investment adviser), we believe that 
fund managers should set prudent guidelines 
based on the size of the fund and the parties 
involved. We will evaluate the lending on a 
case-by-case basis and believe that adherence 
to the following guidelines is consistent with 
investment practices of highly rated funds. 
We look for the following: 

Opinion written by either in-house or 
external counsel for the fund evidencing 
that the fund lending cash has a lien on 
the borrowing funds' assets that is senior 
to that of fund shareholders and service 
providers (i.e. custodians, distributors, 
and investment advisers); and 
Established guidelines that specify percent- 
ages that each rated fund may lend (to 
each fund and in aggregate) as well as 
the percentages that each borrowing fund 
may borrow. 
Additionally, rated funds should: 
Refrain from lending to funds with more 
than 35% emerging markets exposure; 
Refrain from lending to funds that have 
lost greater than 25% of their assets within 
the past five business days (through any 
combination of redemptions and market 
depreciation); 
Refrain from borrowing from other funds 
except to meet emergency liquidity needs 
(i.e. not to lever the fund or otherwise 
enhance yield); 
Provide details on the amount of money 
loaned at any time during the prior week, 
the name of the borrowing fund(s), the net 
asset size of the borrowing fund(s), and the 
maturity and interest rate terms of the 
loan(s). Additionally, we request that rated 
funds provide written notification of these 
policies prior to commencement of any 
such transactions. 

Collateralized CDs 
Prior to purchase and on a case-by-case basis, 
Standard & Poor's Principal Stability funds 
ratings criteria allow for limited exposure to 
collateralized CDs with nonrated (NR) banks 
or banks rated 'A-2' by Standard & Poor's 
based on such investments maintaining strict 
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diversification guidelines and prudent levels 
of overcollateralization. When evaluating 
funds that invest in collateralized CDs with 
nonrated banks, our criteria call for each CD 
to be collateralized at 105%-110%based on 
the maturity of the security and the pricing 
frequency, with U.S. Treasuries or govern- 
ment securities and limited to 0.25% per 
bank and the total exposure managed below 
5%. When evaluating funds that invest in 
collateralized CDs with banks rated 'A-2' by 
Standard & Poor's, our criteria call for the 
deposits to mature in one day (daily liquidity) 
and be collateralized at 101% with U.S. 
Treasury Securities. The collateral must be 
priced at least weekly, the maximum expo- 
sure must be limited to 2.5% per bank,,the 
bank's minimum long-term rating must be 
'BBB' with a stable outlook, and the total 
exposure must be managed below 5%. 

Investing In Other Funds 
Standard & Poor's Principal Stability fund 
ratings criteria call for rated funds that invest 
in other rated funds (also called Registered 
Investment Companies or RICs in the U.S.) to 
carry an identical rating. For example, a 
Standard & Poor's 'AAAm' fund may only 
invest in Standard & Poor's 'AAAm' funds. 
Funds registered under Rule 2a-7 are limited 
to a 10% investment in other Principal 
Stability Funds. Standard & Poor's Principal 
Stability Fund criteria for funds that are not 
registered under Rule 2a-7 (i.e. offshore 
funds, government investment pools, etc.) 
generally calls for a maximum 25% exposure 
to any one fund with no stated overall maxi- 
mum exposure. Nevertheless, while no overall 
maximum is stated, we will inquire as to the 
feasibility of one rated fund investing a 
majority of its assets in other rated funds. 
This includes an analysis of the rated fund's 
position on fee rebates, since investing in 
another fund will ultimately cause the share- . 
holder to be paying fees on two funds. In 
addition, we will review the percentage limits 
that the investing fund may comprise of the 
fund it is investing in, as it would not be 
prudent for the fund to invest in another 
rated fund if it were going to comprise a 
significant portion of its assets. 

Deposits With Foreign Bank Branches 
If a fund has exposure to bank obligations 
issued from a branch located outside the 
country of the rated issuer or counterparty 
(e.g., time deposits with a foreign branch), 
the sovereign risk posed by the host country 
must also be taken into consideration. Under 
corporate law, "a branch has no separate 
existence from the bank. However, branches 
are also subject to the laws of their host 
countries." Therefore a foreign sovereign 
government may affect the financial and 
operating environment of entities under its 
jurisdiction. In assessing the rating of these 
banks and their obligations our Financial 
Institutions Group considers many factors, 
one of which may be whether or not banks 
are subject to deposit freezes, debt payment 
moratoriums, and exchange controls that 
might directly prohibit their paying certain 
classes of liabilities. (For more infomation 
on this topic see "Sovereign Risks and Bank 
Ratings" and "Sovereign Risk for Financial 
Institutions. ") 

For the purposes of our Principal Stability 
Fund Ratings, bank deposits with a branch 
outside the parent bank's domicile should be 
with host sovereign countries that have a rating 
of at least 'A-1'. When calculating the fund's 
credit quality breakdown, the lower of the 
bank's and sovereign's ratings should be used. 
Obligations from a branch located in a host 
sovereign country that is rated below 'A-1' 
would be eligible if secured with a letter of 
guaranty by, or issued as a direct obligation 
of, a parent bank (issuerfcounterparty) that 
we rate 'A-1' or 'A-l+'. An exception to this 
rule can be made when an offshore domicile 
permits banks to operate with an offshore 
bank license rather than a local bank license. 
For example, deposits in the Cayman Islands, 
Channel Islands, and Island of Man are situ- 
ated so that U.K. law effectively governs 
them and money does not actually ever reside 
in the country in question and sovereign risk 
does not exist. The monetary/regulatory 
authorities for these domiciles regularly 
publish a list of banks on their websites that 
have obtained these offshore licenses. The 
atest lists can be found at a variety of sites 
including: www.cimoney.com, www.gfsc.gg, 
and www.gov.im. 

http:www.cimoney.com
http:www.gfsc.gg
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Potential Limited Liquidity1 list and a further explanation of the Standard & 
Illiquid Basket Securities Poor's 10% limited liquiditytilliquid basket, 
The following is a discussion of the securities please refer to "10% Limited Liquidity/ 
that are most often included in the 10% lim- Illiquid Basket" in the "Market Price 
ited liquiditytilliquid basket. For a complete Exposure" section. 

Treatment Of Deposits With Foreign Bank Branches 

Yes 

Use BankRatlng 

Does BankHave  
Offshore License to  

Operate iaDomicile?  

1 
' N o  ' Yes 

What Type of S&P  
Fund Ratingjs  

Assigned to the Fund?  

I 

Is Domic~le Is Domicile  
Rated A-1 or Better? RatedBy an NRSRO?  

I  

4 4  
Yes No Yes 

Use Lower Rating of  
Bank and Domicile  
When Calculating  

Fund Credit Breakdown  I-
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Credit-Linked Notes (CLNs) 
Credit-linked notes may present funds with 
limited liquidity as a result of their inherent 
credit leverage and their dependency on a 
specific broker for liquidity. Given these two 
potential risks, credit-linked notes held by 
rated money market funds should mature in 
13 months or less and be limited to a maxi- 
mum of 5% of a fund's total assets diversified 
by 1% per issue and 2% per sponsor/broker. 
Securities sponsored by a brokertdealer that 
are not CLNs will not count toward this 2% 
limit. It is also recommended that a money 
market fund take the most consemative route 
when applying its diversification guidelines 
by counting the exposure to the underlying 
credit of a CLN (i.e., reference entity) toward 
their issuer diversification guidelines. All 
CLNs must be included in the limited liquidity1 
illiquid basket unless they mature in seven 
days or less. 

Extendible Notes 
Extendible notes come in many forms but can 
generally be classified under two broad cate- 
gories based on who possesses the option to 
extend: the holder of the security or the issuer 
of the security. When comparing the two 
types, Standard & Poor's looks more favorably 
at those instruments where the holder of 
the securities possesses the option to extend 
because this option allows the holder to more 
actively manage the maturity risk associated 
with the issuer. However, for these extendible 
securities where the holder possesses the 
option, Standard & Poor's does not believe it 
is prudent for a fund to extend the maturity 
if the issuer experiences any credit deteriora- 
tion, including being put on Creditwatch 
Negative or downgraded. 

Extendible commercial notes (ECNs) where 
the issuer has the right to extend look very 
much like traditional CP, but provide a twist. 
Highly rated corporations issue ECNs for a 
finite period of time, say 90 days. They differ 
from CP in that the issuer, at its discretion, 
can extend the maturity of the note to a 
maximum of 390 days. The issuer has the 
option to call the notes at any time during 
the extension period. Like CP, ECNs are 
offered at a discount rate based on the initlal 

maturity date. If extended, the rate becomes 
variable based on a spread above LIBOR. 
The size of this spread is dictated by the 
short-term credit rating of the issuer, and the 
spread's magnitude is designed to discourage 
the issuer from extending the maturity date. 
The benefit to the issuer is that they can issue 
ECNs without a backup liquidity facility. At 
the initial redemption date, if the issuer lacks 
the necessary funding to pay off the notes, it 
can simply extend the maturity until alternative 
funding is obtained. 

Extension would occur when the issuer has 
no other viable refinancing options. This 
would be a precarious position for a stable 
NAV fund to be in, even though it receives a 
premium for accepting this risk. While the 
premium rate may seem attractive (i.e., 110% 
of LIBOR for 'A-1+' credits, 115% for 'A-1' 
credits), money funds could face liquidity and 
pricing problems. The fact that the issuer 
cannot place new CP into the market implies 
that the fund will have equal trouble finding 
buyers for its ECN position, rendering its 
holding illiquid. At this point, accurate pricing 
of the securities becomes complex, particularly 
given the issuer's option to call the ECNs at 
any time. Standard & Poor's believes that 
prior to purchasing these securities, money 
fund advisers should adopt a detailed invest- 
ment policy for ECNs and be prepared to hold 
the securities to the extended maturity date. 

For those securities where it is the issuer's 
option to extend the maturity, the following 
guidelines apply: 

Extension of an ECN would only occur 
when an issuer experiences an adverse credit 
event, or if the market encountered a liquidity 
crunch. Therefore, if an extendible note 
where the issuer has the option to extend is 
not booked to the final maturity, Standard & 
Poor's Principal Stability fund criteria calls 
for rated money funds to book the maturity 
of ECNs to the initial redemption date and 
count them toward their 10% less liquid basket 
of securities. Short-term credit ratings on 
ECNs are treated the same as the issuer's CP 
ratings. (For Standard & Poor's Principal 
Stability fund ratings, CP issuers must be 
rated 'A-1' or better by Standard & Poor's). 
While it is considered unlikely that the issuer 
will extend the notes, upon extension, the 
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rates change from fixed to variable, and 
money funds should calculate maturity based 
on final maturity date. Although interest rates 
for ECNs reset periodically (typically monthly) 
after extension occurs, calculating days to 
maturity by referencing the reset date is 
imprudent. U.S. money fund regulation permits 
funds to calculate maturity for variable-rate 
securities based on the reset date. This applies 
only when the market value of securities can 
be reasonably expected to approximate amor- 
tized cost at each reset until final maturity. If 
an ECN extends, the ability to project the 
market value of the security is likely to be 
materially impaired. 

For information and criteria on extendible 
asset-backed notes, please see "10% Limited 
Liquidity/Illiquid Basket" in the "Market 
Price Exposure" section. 

Funding Agreements 
Funding agreements are investment contracts 
issued by insurance companies for the institu- 
tional marketplace. These investment contracts 
are popular with some money funds due to 
their attractive yields and put provisions. The 
put provision allows the owner of a funding 
agreement contract to receive back its invest- 
ment in a specified number of days. Most 
money funds prefer short puts (i.e. seven or 
30 days), although issuers have become reluc- 
tant in the past few years to issue funding 
agreements with short puts. Recently, the 
most common put maturities have been 
180 days or one year. Floating-rate funding 
agreements are typically pegged to one- or 
three-month LIBOR, but Prime, CP composite 
index, and one-year constant maturity 
Treasury have also been used. 

When evaluating funding agreements as 
eligible investments for Principal Stability 
fund ratings, Standard & Poor's considers the 
credit quality of the issuer (insurance company), 
the terms of the agreement including contract 
maturity, reset'index rate, and frequency of 
rate adjustments (i.e. weekly or quarterly), 
and any put or demand features. In order for 
the funding agreement to be an eligible 
investment for Standard & Poor's rated stable 
NAV funds, the insurance company issuing 
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the investment contract must possess an 'A-1' 
or 'A-1+' short-term rating from Standard & 
Poor's. In addition, contracts issued by a non- 
rated subsidiary of a rated insurance company 
are not eligible for rated stable NAV funds. 
As for the variable-rate features of the funding 
agreements, the reset rates should be tied to 
indices considered to be Principal Stability 
rates, such as LIBOR, Fed Funds, T-bill, 
and CP composite rates. 

Standard & Poor's also considers the 
potential for credit and liquidity risks pre- 
sented by these contracts. Given the illiquid 
nature of short-term funding agreements (i.e. 
no secondary market trading), contracts that 
include short puts and demand features offer 
a greater level of protection against credit 
deterioration of the issuing company. To pro- 
vide for liquidity in the event of credit action, 
some funding agreements include credit event 
put provisions, which provide the buyer (the 
fund) with the ability to put back the contract 
to the issuing entity upon a lowering of its 
rating. Standard & Poor's views this feature 
favorably since it enhances the fund's liquidity 
options. Therefore, any funding agreement 
with an unconditional one-day or seven-day 
put (or a security that is due to mature in 
seven days or less) can be excluded from the 
limited liquidity basket. All other funding 
agreements must be included in the 10% 
limited liquidity/illiquid basket. 

Since floating-rate funding agreements pay 
a variable rate of interest on periodic reset 
dates, U.S. money market funds can take 
advantage of the maturity shortening provision 
under Rule 2a-7. Hence, funding agreements 
with a one-year maturity and 30-day reset 
dates are treated as 30-day instruments by 
Principal Stability funds for purposes of cal- 
culating their average portfolio maturity. 
However, these securities are considered to be 
part of the 10% illiquid basket as per Rule 2a-7. 

Master Notes And Promissory Notes 
Master and promissory notes are attractive 
alternative investment vehicles for Principal 
Stability funds as they are highly customizable. 
The investor can select the floating-rate reset, 
the underlying index of the reset rate, and the 



maturity date(s). The investor can also vary 
the principal amount, alter the pricing index, 
and establish a put option for early maturity 
of the notes. 

Master notes can be secured or unsecured 
demand notes and an investor can invest 
varying amounts of money at different (fixed 
or floating) rates of interest pursuant to 
arrangements with issuers. The interest rate 
on a master note can be fixed, based on or 
tied to changes in specified interest rates, or 
reset periodically according to a prescribed 
formula. Although there is no secondary 
market for master notes, those with demand 
features can provide the investor, or the 
fund, with liquidity (usually with relatively 
short notice). 

Promissory notes can be secured or unse- 
cured notes issued by corporate entities to 
finance short-term credit needs or operating 
expenditures or to retire debt. In return for 
the loan, companies agree to pay investors a 
fixed return over a set period of time. While 
most promissory notes are registered with 
the SEC and with the states in which they 
are sold, notes with maturities of nine 
months or less may be exempt from 
registration requirements. 

Standard & Poor's Principal Stability fund 
rating criteria for promissory notes and master 
notes call for these notes to be issued by an 
issuer that has an explicit issuer rating or a 
counterparty rating of 'A-l+' or 'A-1' from 
Standard & Poor's. Eligible master notes or 
promissory notes that are not issued by a 
rated entity may be secured by a letter of 
guaranty from a parent company rated 'A-1' 
or 'A-1+' by Standard & Poor's. 

While a majority of promissory and master 
notes are issued by rated issuers, some master 
and promissory notes are issued by unrated 
subsidiaries of Standard & Poor's rated enti- 
ties. A comprehensive review of the ratings 
correlation between parent companies and 
their subsidiaries indicates that there is 
often a disparity in the credit ratings, or the 
creditworthiness, between a parent company 
and its subsidiaries. The disparity in the ratings 
between a parent company and its subsidiaries 
can be attributed to the subsidiary's domicile, 
regulatory environment, or the importance of 
the subsidiary to the parent company. Given 

that creditworthiness of a stable NAV fund's 
investments is a key element in its ability to 
maintain principal value and limit exposure 
to loss, Standard & Poor's criteria for highly 
rated funds require these notes to possess an 
explicit rating. Due to the inherent nature of 
these securities, unless they possess a one-day 
or seven-day unconditional put, they must 
be included in the 10% limited liquidity1 
illiquid basket. 

Collateralized Debt Obligations 
While the market for CDO paper is continu- 
ously developing, there are currently three 
categories of money market fund eligible 
securities associated with CDOs. Each of 
these types of money market eligible securities 
related to CDOs may have variations in 
structure, enhancement levels, andlor liquidity 
facilities that affect their treatment in 
money market funds that we rate. The 
three categories are: 

CP of Cashflow CDOs;  
Money Market Tranches of CDOs; and  
ABCP Conduits investing in senior tranches  
of CDOs.  

CP of cashflow CDOs 
Cashflow CDOs are essentially structured 
vehicles that issue different tranches of liabilities 
to fund the purchase of a pool of assets. Since 
CP issued from CDOs shares traits of both 
ABCP conduits and traditional cashflow 
CDOs, we looked at the similarities and dif- 
ferences of these securities to determine how 
they should be treated in rated money market 
funds. CP issued from CDOs generally has 
bullet maturities ranging from one to 270 
days, is covered 100% by a third-party liq- 
uidity facility, and now has tranche sizes 
typically at $900 million or more. These 
securities are issued on a continuous basis 
and are also called ABCP of CDOs or super 
senior tranches of CDOs. Based on the simi- 
larities with traditional ABCP programs, CP 
of CDOs backed by 100% third-party liquidity 
support, and absent an extension feature or 
delayed draw, is excluded from our limited 
liquidity/illiquid basket. In cases where CP of 
CDOs have an extension feature or delayed 
draw feature (e.g., of two to three days), 





Tax-Exempt Money 
Market Funds 

In addition to analyzing taxable money funds, Standard & Poor's 

Ratings Services analyzes tax-exempt or municipal money market 

funds that invest primarily in short-term municipal securities. In assigning 

ratings to tax-exempt money market funds, our analytical scope factors 

in all Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization '(NRSRO) 

ratings assigned to individual securities. This policy allows us to take a 

broad-based portfolio approach in analyzing all tax-exempt funds. 

To rate tax-exempt money market funds that 
hold securities that we have not rated, we 
must be able to assess the funds' credit evalu- 
ation methods. Therefore, in conjunction 
with all ratings assigned to tax-exempt funds, 
we conduct a detailed review of each fund's 
credit analysis approach. This entails meeting 
with each fund's credit research staff to 
examine its analytical practices, procedures, 
and methodologies. 

The analysis covers the following: 
= Security evaluation; 
= Market analysis; 

Security selection; 
Asset dispersion; 
Diversification; 
Pricing; 
Ongoing monitoring of credits; 

= Sources of secondary market information; 
= Response to distressed credit situations; 

and 
= Dedicated resources and staff qualifications. 

Discussions focus on the use of NRSRO 
ratings, assessments and any internal rating 
systems, and the process in which each fund's 

approved list of securities is presented and 
reviewed by the fund's board of directors. 

Our ratings guidelines state that for a tax- 
exempt fund to be rated in our highest 
categories, all securities held by the fund 
should be rated either 'SP-I+' or 'A-1+' or 
'SP-I' or 'A-1' or deemed equivalent by 
Standard & Poor's. The proportions for each 
rating depend on the fund's rating category; 
for example, all 'AAAm' rated funds should 
carry a minimum of 50% in 'A-1+' or equiva- 
lent securities and a maximum of 50% of 
'A-1' or equivalent securities. 

We have specific criteria for assessing 
securities rated by other NRSROs. We may 
haircut ratings by other NRSROs based on 
where each security would likely be classified 
under Standard & Poor's rating scale. In 
most cases, such a haircut would involve a 
drop by no more than one rating category. 
Nevertheless, in some sectors where we 
believe other NRSROs diverge significantly 
from our rating approach, haircuts may be 
more than one category. Generally, we will 
classify securities as lesser quality if: 
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The security is within a sector or category 
of municipal securities where there tends 
to be material differences in the ratings 
assigned to like securities by the 
various NRSROs, or 
The security is within a sector or category 
of municipal securities in which the 
NRSRO(s) rating the security has limited 
market presence. 
While unrated securities are typically 

assessed on a case-by-case basis, we have 
recently developed criteria to allow for some 
exposure of "nonrated" credit or liquidity 
enhanced securities. Please see the following 
section titled "Nonrated Credit or Liquidity 
Enhanced VRDN Policy" for more details 
on this process. 

In considering other rating scales, we make 
the following distinctions: 
= Securities not rated by Standard & Poor's 

that have been assigned the highest short- 
term rating by another NRSRO and have a 
long-term rating comparable to 
Standard & Poor's 'AAA' are considered 
our 'A-1+' equivalent for Principal Stability 
Rating purposes only. 

=  Securities not rated by Standard & Poor's 
that have been assigned the highest short- 
term rating by another NRSRO and have a 
long-term rating comparable to 
Standard & Poor's 'AA' are considered our 
'A-1' equivalent for Principal Stability 
Rating purposes only. 
Securities not rated by Standard & Poor's 
that have been assigned the highest short- 
term rating by another NRSRO and possess 
credit support from an entity rated 'A-1+' 
by Standard & Poor's are considered our 
'A-l+' equivalent for Principal Stability 
Rating purposes only. 
Securities not rated by Standard & Poor's 
that have been assigned the highest short- 
term rating by another NRSRO and possess 
credit support from an entity rated 'A-1' by 
Standard & Poor's are considered our 'A-1' 
equivalent fdr Principal Stability Rating 
purposes only. 
Please refer to the "Municipal Securities 

Assessment Flowchart" for more details. 
The criteria serve as recommended guidelines 

for rating tax-exempt funds. In assigning actual 
ratings, we base our final analytical determina- 
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tion on our review of each fund's portfolio 
management and credit research areas. 

Nonrated Credit Or 
Liquidity EnhancedVRDN Policy 
In the past, securities that were not rated by 
any NRSRO and only possessed a credit or 
liquidity enhancement were generally not 
considered to be consistent with our 
'AAAm' tax-exempt Principal Stability 
Rating criteria because these securities did 
not undergo a structural review by any 
NRSRO. We formalized a policy for making 
exceptions to this rule to allow for some 
exposures (typically up to 10% but may 
vary based on maturity of securities) to non- 
rated securities in our 'AAAm' rated tax- 
exempt money market funds if all of the 
following conditions are met: 

The nonrated security possesses a credit 
andlor liquidity enhancement from an 
institution rated 'A-1' or better by 
Standard & Poor's; 
The investment manager (advisor) under- 
goes a detailed review of its credit 
research and analysis policies as it 
relates to nonrated issues. 
This additional assessment will be imple- 

mented upon request by the investment advisor. 
The review will focus on an array of issues 
surrounding the structures and their legal 
documentation. The review may include, but 
is not limited to, the following topics: 

Letter of Credit Analysis or Liquidity 
Facility Analysis (depending on the type 
of structure); 
Bankruptcy analysis; 
Preference proofed monies; 
Payment events; 
Required bondholder takeouts (mandatory 
tenders, redemptions, and acceleration); 
Bank facility drawing instructions; 
Bank document termination events; 
Reimbursement provisions; and 

= Miscellaneous. 
For a more expansive discussion regarding 

the analysis, please refer to the criteria arti- 
cles entitled "Public Finance Criteria: LOC 
Backed Municipal Debt" and "Public Finance 
Criteria: Bank Liquidity Facilities", published 
on RatingsDirect on Oct. 13, 2006, and 



r
I .   . Oct. 20, 2006, respectiwly. Additionally, the most importantly, management's ability to 

hclusion of these securities in our rated funds demonstrate its proficiency to manage the 
is based on our analysis of the fund's operat- risk inherent in these securities to maintain 

f=! ing history, size, diversified shareholder base, their Standard & Poor's rating. w 
[:; asset diversification, cash-flow volatility, and 
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Principal Stability Fund 
Ratings Criteria For 
Offshore And European 
Money Market Funds 

Th e  f o l l ow ing  specific c r i te r ion  applies t o  Of fshore a n d  European  

registered Pr inc ipa l  Stabi l i ty funds, or funds t ha t  are n o t  subject 

to SEC's ru le  2a-7. 

Maturity Of Investments1 
Offshore And European Funds 
The remaining term to maturity of investments 
should not exceed 397 days. Nevertheless, 
exceptions can be permitted for securities 
with floating or variable rates, and for floating- 
rate ABS. See the criteria below for details. 

Limited Liquidity Concerns 
For Offshore And European Funds 
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services' Principal 
Stability Fund Ratings Criteria calls for highly 
rated funds to maintain at least 90% of their 
assets in highly liquid money market instru- 
ments, thus limiting limited liquidity/illiquid 
securities to no more than 10% of a fund's 
holdings. In addition to the list of security 
types specified in the Limited LiquidityDIliquid 
Basket section of our principal stability ratings 
criteria, securities denominated in currencies 
other than a fund's base currency and 
swapped back into the base currency of the 
fund, and time deposits exceeding seven days 
to maturity are also considered to posses lim- 
ited liquidity and should be considered part 
of the 10% limited liquidity basket. Deposits 
greater than seven days that possess an 
option by the holder to "break the deposit" 
without a penalty or additional cost every 
seven days or less, may be excluded from the 
10% limited liquidity basket. 

Diversification Of 
Offshore And European Funds 
Fund diversification guidelines call for no 
more than 25% per issuer for securities 
maturing in one day (collateralized overnight 
repurchase agreements with 'A-l+' rated 
dealers are permitted up to 40%, 10% per 
issuer for securities maturing in seven days or 
less, and 5% per issuer for securities maturing 
in more than seven days). Maximum aggre- 
gate exposure to any one issuer is limited to 
25%; for example, if a company invests 5% 
in CP of Issuer A, the maximum amount of 
overnight investments with that issuer is 
20%. These guidelines apply to overnight 
time deposits as well. 

Diversification restrictions may be adjusted 
for funds operating in developing money 
markets or those with small asset bases that 
reduce the maturity of these investments, and 
rely on the highest quality names (A-l+). 
OECD government issuers rated 'A-1+' by 
Standard & Poor's are excluded from the 
diversification condition, although in the case 
of single OECD issuers, diversification of 
issues should be included. 

FloatingNariable Rate 
Securities/Offshore And European Funds 
The maximum final maturity of any floating 
and variable-rate securities held by a 'AAAm' 
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rated fund is limited to no more than 397 
days. Nevertheless, sovereign issues rated 
'AA' or better, maturing up to two years (762 
days) from time of purchase, are eligible for 
highly rated funds. We may also consider 
floating-rate notes (FRNs)/variable-rate notes 
(VRNs) for issuers other than 'AA' rated sov- 
ereigns with final maturity greater than 397 
days but no more than two years (762 days) 
to be eligible on a case-by-case basis. All such 
FRNsNRNs must possess a Standard & 
Poor's short-term rating of 'A-l+'. If the 
issuer does not possess a short-term rating, a 
Standard & Poor's long-term rating of 'AA' 
or better is required. A fund's total holdings 
of all such VRNs is limited to no more than 
5% per issuer and no more than 10% of net 
assets of the fund. This 10% limit for those 
floating rateNRN securities maturing in 
greater than 397 days but less than two years 
is separate from the limited liquidity/illiquid 
basket described above. 

These investments should be publicly 
issued (not privately placed) liquid issues 
(i.e. with established secondary market 
activity and readily available and accurate 
pricing). We will consider the extension of 
the maturity range of VRN holdings for 
rated funds based on the fund's ability to 
maintain ample liquidity and will consider 
the fund's total asset size, diversification. of 
the shareholder base, types and liquidity of 
other assets held by the fund, and the fund 
manager's ability to perform initial and 
ongoing credit risk analysis on the securities 
in question. 

Additionally, we have developed the 
following criteria for floating-rate ABS. 

Floating-rate credit cards ABS 
Our criteria enable rated money market 
funds to invest in certain credit card ABS 
with scheduled maturity dates of two years 
(762 days) or less as outlined below. While 
there is extension risk present in these securi- 
ties, the risk of extension is remote. 
Managers of rated funds must be able to 
evaluate the risk of extension and analyze 
the credit-spread duration of the extended 
notes and manage these risks within the spir- 
it of Standard & Poor's Principal Stability 
Fund Rating Criteria. Eligible floating-rate 

credit card ABS must meet all of the follow-  
ing characteristics:  
= Issued by prime master trust programs;  

Rated 'AAA'by Standard & Poor's and not 
currently on CreditWatch; 

8  Maximum scheduled maturity" of two 
years (762 days); 
Maximum 5% per issuer; 

8  Maximum 5% per servicer; 
If expected maturity is beyond 397 days, . 
these holdings should be counted toward 
the 10% limit for 397-day to two-year 
(762 days) FRN basket; and 
If the issue goes into amortization or if . 
the performance of the underlying assets 
deteriorates, indicating a higher probabil- 
ity of amortization, these holdings should 
be counted toward the limited liquidity 
basket and the 10% limit for the 397-day 
to two-year FRN basket. 
'Scheduled maturity (also called expected 

maturity) refers to the date written into the 
documentation of the credit card transaction; 
failure to repay principal in full by this date 
triggers amortization of the securities. Note, 
however, that nomenclature may vary from 
transaction to transaction. 

Floating-rate ~ U ~ O ' A B S  
Floating-rate auto ABS securities eligible for 
purchase in a highly rated Standard & Poor's 
money market fund must meet all of the char- 
acteristics outlined below. As with floating- 
rate credit card ABS, managers of Standard & 
Poor's-rated funds must be able to evaluate the 
risks associated with these securities and 
demonstrate their ability to manage these risks 
within the spirit of Standard & Poor's Principal 
Stability Fund Rating Criteria. 

Issued by U.S. ABS prime auto programs;  
Rated 'AAA' by Standard & Poor's and not  
-currently on CreditWatch;  
Maximum "legal" final maturity of two  
years (762 days);  
Maximum 2.5% per issueltranche;  
Maximum 5% per issuer;  

=  Maximum 5% per servicer; 
=  If legal final maturity is beyond 397 days, 

these holdings should be counted toward 
the 10%. limit for 397-day to two-year 
(762-day) FRN basket; and 
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Any exposure must be accounted for under 
the limited liquidity basket. 
Please note that for auto ABS, "scheduled" 

maturity guidelines similar to those outlined 
for credit card ABS may be considered for 
approval on a case-by-case basis if the auto 
ABS program is set up as a master trust-type 
structure and other program structural char- 
acteristics have been reviewed (see comments 
under "Other ABS asset classes," below). 
European auto loan ABS may also be consid- 
ered, but only on a case-by-case basis. 
European auto loan ABS are not as homoge- 
nous an asset class as U.S. auto loan ABS and 
transactions may have structural variations 
such as master trust structures, the inclusion 
of auto leases, or longer maturity guidelines 
for eligible loans. 

Other ABS asset classes 
We are comfortable extending the criteria 
to allow prime credit card master trust 
transactions, partly because of the availabil- 
ity of statistics on pools of credit card 
receivables over the significant time period 
from which the first credit card transactions 
were issued. The analysis indicates that con- 
sistently high monthly repayment rates cou- 
pled with the structural features such as 
amortization triggers will keep the exten- 
sion risk of eligible credit card securities 
within acceptable limits. Securities in certain 
other ABS asset classes may also have 
scheduled or expected maturity dates short- 
er than two years, but legal final maturity 
dates beyond two years. Nevertheless, it is 
unlikely that we will be able to consider 
such securities for inclusion in rated money 
market funds unless there are reliable statis- 
tics on the underlying receivables during a 
significant period of time. In addition, the 
receivables should have repayment rates 
consistent with the short investment horizon 
of money market funds, and the securities 
should be structured in a way that limits 
extension risk.'Lastly, all foreign floating- 
rate bonds should be publicly (not privately) 
placed liquid issues (i.e., established second- 
ary market), and each fund should limit its 
exposure to the total amount of the out- 
standing issue. 

Accumulating Net 
Asset Value (NAV) Funds 
Like $1.00 per share NAV or principal stability 
ratings, Standard & Poor's accumulating 

, 

NAV principal stability ratings address a 
fund's capacity to maintain principal stability 
and the fund's ability to limit exposure to 
principal losses due to credit, market, andlor 
liquidity risks. 

In monitoring an accumulating fund's NAV, 
we review the daily published share price of 
each rated fund to make sure that the NAV is 
constantly increasing and that if there is a 
decrease, it does not deviate more then the 
following percentages from its highest point: 
'AAAm', 0.15%; 'AAm', 0.20%; 'Am', 
0.25%; and 'BBBm', 0.30%. If a fund's share 
price deviates beyond the amounts listed 
above, we will ask the fund for a daily pricing/ 
marked-to-market NAV calculation. It is 
important to note Standard & Poor's principal 
stability rating on an accumulating NAV fund 
does not address decreases in NAV due to 
periodic distribution of accrued income. 

In addition to receiving the daily-pub- 
lished share price, we request a weekly cal- 
culation of the value of assets in the fund, 
calculated on a marked-to-market value 
basis rather than an amortized cost basis. 
This calculation is an important element of 
the surveillance as this allows us to monitor 
the ability of the fund to repay investor's 
original capital, while continuing to offer 
yield independently. Many money-market 
funds in Europe accumulate rather than dis- 
tribute interest, and we therefore monitor 
the funds' ability to maintain a continually 
increasing unit price. As such, we ask all 
rated accumulating NAV funds to calculate 
an equivalent stable share value (i.e. 1.00) 
by dividing net assets calculated on a 
marked-to-market value basis by net assets 
calculated on an amortized cost basis and 
express this figure to five decimal places. 

Custodian 
Generally, a rated fund's custodian should be 
rated at least 'A-2' by Standard & Poor's or 
be deemed equivalent to 'A-2' in consultation 
with Standard & Poor's fund analysts. 
Nevertheless, if the legal and regulatory 
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framework for a domicile where assets held 
by a custodian of rated funds proves for 
clear segregation and protection of all fund 
assets, with quick and timely retrieval of 
those assets in the event of the custodial 
bank insolvency, then a lower minimum rat- 

1 :  ing requirement may be acceptable for the 
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custodial bank. Domiciles that have suffi- 
cient legal and regulatory framework in place 
to provide for the safety of assets held with 
custodians include, for example: Australia, 
Bermuda, Cayman Islands, Channel Islands, 
Ireland, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the 
U.K., and the U.S.. 
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Fund Credit Quality and Volatility Rating Criteria 
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Fund Credit 
Quality Rating Criteria 

AStandard & Poor's Ratings Services fund credit quality rating 

captures a fund's overall exposure to default risk. When assigning 

a credit quality rating, we evaluate the fund's portfolio credit risk and 

conduct a qualitative assessment of fund management's credit procedures. 

Fund credit quality ratings are based on a credit matrix approach 

derived from our historical default and ratings transition studies, and a 

detailed examination of both a fund's management and its credit analysis. 

Our fund credit quality criteria call for the assets of a fund and its 

counterparties to be consistent with the fund credit quality rating. 

The assessment is based on the credit quality ratings categories [full categories and + (plus) 
and/or ratings of the investments held by the and - (minus) categories]. To calculate a 
fund, as well as the credit quality of the fund's credit score, the credit factors are 
counterparties with which the fund engages applied to (multiplied by) the aggregated 
in market transactions such as swaps or percentage of securities held in each rating 
repurchase agreements. To evaluate a fund's category. The sum of the products results in 
overall level of protection against losses asso- the overall fund credit quality. 
ciated with credit risk, we apply the factors Maturity buckets were created for the factors 
and scores from the fund credit quality of "long-term" securities, and securities 
matrix table to the fund's portfolio holdings. maturing in one year or less. The factors for 
These credit factors and fund credit quality short-term rating categories were also added 
('f' subscript) scores are derived from our to the credit matrix. The credit factors for 
historical ratings stability and ratings transi- each maturity bucket range from less than 90 
tion studies. The credit factor for each of the days, 90 days to 365 days, and greater than 
long-term rating categories (e.g., 'AAA,' 'AA,' 365 days, and recognize that the probability 
'BBB') were derived from the singular, dis- of default decreases as a security nears maturity. 
crete, worst-case one-year default rates from For ABSIMBS securities in the credit 
1981 through 2006. The matrix is essentially matrix, we allow the use of the three-month 
a set of credit factors for each rating category average weighted average life (WAL; as per 
(e.g., 'AAA,' 'AA,' 'BBB') and a set of credit the YT screen on Bloomberg) to determine 
scores for each of the 'f' fund credit quality the appropriate maturity bucket in the 
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matrix. For example, if the Bloomberg three- 
month average WAL on a 'AAA' security is 
0.23 years, it should be placed in the "less 
than or  equal to 90 days" bucket for 'AAA' 
securities on the matrix as 0.23 years '365 
days = 83.95 days. For new securities, the 
Bloomberg WAL used to price that deal 
should be used until a three-month average 
is available. 

This policy was created so that it can be 
consistently applied among all rated funds. 
We understand from our research that 
Bloomberg's WAL is most consistent for credit 
cards, autos, and CMBS, and that there is 
more room for managers' discretion when 
calculating the WAL for other mortgage related 
securities (pass-through MBS, Home Equity 
Loans, CMOS, and Manufactured Housing). 
Given this, Standard & Poor's Fund Rating 
analysts will review the systems each manager 
relies upon to track the cash flows and pre- 
payment speeds of these securities when 
determining their WAL. 

Fund credit quality ratings are different 
from the traditional credit ratings (e.g., issuer 
credit ratings) that we assign to bonds or 
debt issued by a corporation or issuer. The 
fund credit quality rating does not address a 
fund's ability to meet "payment obligations." 
Since our fund credit quality ratings only 
address the potential for principal losses due 
to credit defaults, defaulted securities should 
be excluded from the credit matrix calculation. 
(See Appendix: Standard & Poor's Fund 
Credit Quality Rating Matrix page 74) 

Qualitative Credit Overlay Process 
A fund's credit quality matrix score is only 
part of the credit quality rating equation. We 
also conduct face-to-face review meetings 
with fund management focusing on its internal 
credit analysis, security evaluation process, 
and ongoing security surveillance procedures. 
Once a credit score is derived from the 
matrix, we conduct a meeting with the fund's 
credit staff to examine the depth and quality 
of their analysis, and consistency of the 
approach to understand the manager's credit 
risk tolerance..The goals are to review the 
suitability of the organization's structure to 

meet their credit objectives; to examine their 
credit policies as to purpose, focus, and con- 
sistency; and to review the credit approval 
and surveillance process for effectiveness of 
policy implementation, consistency of analysis, 
and independence. The rating of funds man- 
aged by exceptionally strong teams may be 
enhanced to reflect the strength of the man- 
ager's overall credit analysis. Managers who 
are viewed to have particularly strong credit 
function will be eligible for a rating upgrade. 
This can take on either of two forms: the 
fund rating may be raised by one rating cate- 
gory, e.g., 'AAf+' from 'AAP; or the manager 
may wish to retain the current rating and 
have the maximum credit score increased for 
the existing rating. These upgrades are granted 
on a case-by-case basis after a comprehensive 
review of the investment advisor's credit 
analysis and process. 

Counterparty Criteria 
We have established minimum credit quality 
guidelines for counterparties that engage in 
market transactions with credit-rated and 
volatility-rated funds. These market transac- 
tions may include, but are not limited to, 
repurchase agreements (repos), reverse repos, 
forward purchases, forward exchange con- 
tracts, swaps, and other hedging positions. A 
counterparty's failure to meet its obligations, 
which are contracted with the fund, may 
impair the successful outcome of its intended 
objectives. Due to this risk, our criteria calls 
for a counterparty's minimum rating to be no 
less than one full rating category below the 
fund's rating for transactions spanning one 
year or longer. For example, 'AAAf' rated 
funds would need to use 'AA' or better-rated 
entities for transactions equal to or greater 
than one year. Counterparty criteria for all 
rating categories are as follows: 

'AAAP-long-term transactions (e.g., one 
year or longer): 'AA' or better. Short-term 
(e.g., less than one year): 'A-2' or better for 
overnight transactions; 'A-1' or better for 
longer than overnight. 

'AAf'--long-term transactions (i.e., one 
year or longer): 'A' or better. Short-term (i.e., 
less than one year): 'A-2' or better for 
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overnight transactions; 'A-1' or better for 
longer than overnight. 

'AP-long-term transactions (i.e., one year 
or longer): 'BBB' or better. Short-term (i.e., 
less than one year): 'A-2' or better. 

'BBBP-long-term transactions (one year 
or longer): 'BBB' or better. Short-term (i.e., 
less than one year): 'A-3' or better. 

Global Policy For The Treatment 
Of  Non-Standard & Poor's Rated 
Issues In Rated Bond Funds 
Since fund credit ratings reflect our opinion 
regarding the level of protection a fund pro- 
vides against default, we must be able to 
assess the creditworthiness or credit exposure 
of all securities held by a rated fund. 
Securities that are not rated by us fall into 
two categories: securities that are rated by 
another nationally recognized statistical rating 
agency (NRSRO) and securities that are not 
rated by any NRSRO. We look at these two 
cases independently of each another. 

Securities that are not rated by any rating 
agency must obtain a credit assessment from 
us and be deemed eligible on an individual 
case-by-case basis. Securities rated by other 
rating agencies, but not by us, are typically 
"notched down" or "haircut" for purposes of 
the credit matrix score. This haircut recognizes 
that ratings assigned by other rating agencies 
often diverge by up to one full rating category. 
Securities that are rated by NRSROs, but not 
rated by us, may be considered eligible if 
there is an analytic basis for considering these 
securities as having comparable credit quality. 
In conjunction with this analysis, we will 
conduct a detailed review of each fund's inter- 
nal credit analysis, security evaluation, asset 
selection, and credit surveillance procedures. 
For managers with the adequate-to-strong 
credit analysis, securities that are not rated by 
us may be subject to a one-rating category 
haircut with tlie following provisions 
(see "Fund Credit Ratings Flowchart for 
Treatment of Fixed-lncome Securities Not 
Rated by Standard ek Poor's" on pg 60). 

Structured Finance securities that are not 
rated by us, but are rated by another NRSRO 
are haircut by three notches (or one full rating 
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category) for purposes of the credit fund 
matrix to determine the fund's credit score. If 
the security is rated by two NRSROs, the 
haircut is applied from the lower of the two 
ratings. The only exception to this would be 
for investment-grade Structured Finance secu- 
rities (ABS, MBS, etc.) that are rated by two 
NRSROs; these securities are subject to a hair- 
cut of two notches. Any specialty Structured 
Finance security such as stadium finance, 
project finance, future flow issues, and asset 
types listed below must be evaluated by us on 
a case-by-case basis to determine the appro- 
priate haircut, given the securities credit risk. 

Non-Structured Finance securities not rated 
by us that are rated by one NRSRO are subject 
to a three-notch adjustment (or one full rating 
category) for input into the fund credit matrix. 
If the security is rated by two NRSROs, the fol- 
lowing haircut applies from the lower of the 
two: one notch for investment-grade bonds and 
two notches for noninvestment-grade bonds. 

Total exposure to securities subject to hair- 
cutting in a rated bond fund should generally 
not exceed 25% with no more than 5% in 
any one issuer; however, the qualitative over- 
lay assessment may allow for more flexible or 
restrictive limits depending on the analysis. 

The following asset types must be reviewed 
by Standard & Poor's to determine the 
creditworthiness and credit factors on a 
case-by-case basis: 

Non-U.S. Structured Finance securities; 
Guaranteed securities; 
CDOs of Structured Finance and real estate 
securities; 
CBOs of CDOs; 
CLOs of distressed debt; 
Mutual fund fee securities; 
Catastrophe bonds; 
First-loss tranches of any securitization; 
Synthetics; 
Synthetic CBOs; 
Re-REMICs; 
Market value CDOs; 
Net interest margin securities. 

Treatment of collateralized CDs 
If a fund invests in nonrated CDs, the following 
criteria apply: 

Maximum of 10% of the portfolio; 



Collateral must be priced weekly; 
Collateral must be held in the name of the 
fund with the custodian. 
Depending on the collateral type, 

the following applies: 
For U.S. Treasury or Agency collateral with 
a maximum final maturity of five years, 
only 100% collateralization is required; 

= All other collateral that is not a U.S. 
Treasury or Agency security with a maximum 
maturity of five years must be rated at 'AA' 
by Standard & Poor's and be overcollater- 
alized at 105%. 

Funds Investing In 
Money Market And Bond Funds 
We recognize that short duration or enhanced 
cash vehicles may use money market and 
bond funds to invest short-term assets for liq- 

uidity. As a result, we have established the 
following guidelines for funds investing in 
other funds: 

If the money market fund is rated 'Am' or 
better, the money market fund can be consid- 
ered 'AAA' equivalent for the purpose of the 
fund credit quality matrix and is limited to 
25% per fund. Bond funds that are rated by 
us are eligible investments and are factored 
into the credit matrix according to their rating. 

If the money market fund is not rated by 
us (either unrated or rated by another 
NRSRO) and is regulated under 2a-7, the 
money market fund should be considered 
'AA' equivalent for the purpose of the credit 
matrix, and is limited to 5% per money fund 
adviser and 25% in total. 

An unrated, non-2a-7 money fund is not 
eligible for a rated bond fund. Unrated bond 
funds are also ineligible for a rated bond fund. 

Fund Credit Quality Ratings Definitions 

'AAAf 
The fund's portfolio holdings provide extremely 
strong protection against losses from credit 
defaults. 

'AAf 
The fund's portfolio holdings provide very strong  
protection against losses from credit defaults.  

'Af'  
The fund's portfolio holdings provide strong protec-  
tion against losses from credit defaults.  

'BBBf' 
The fund's portfolio holdings provide adequate pro- 
tection against losses from credit defaults. 

'BBf 
The fund's portfolio holdings provide uncertain pro- 
tection against losses from credit defaults. 

'Bf 
The fund's portfolio holdings exhibit vulnerability to 
losses from credit defaults. 

'CCCf 
The fund's portfolio holdings make it extremely vul- 
nerable to losses from credit defaults. 

t o r -
The ratings from 'AAf' to 'CCCf' may be modified by 
adding a plus (t)or minus (-) sign to show relative 
standing within the major rating categories. 
A fund credit quality rating is not a recommenda- 
tion to purchase, sell, or hold a security. inasmuch 
as it is not a comment on the market price, yield, or 
suitability for a particular investor. The ratings are 
based on current information furnished by the fund 
or obtained from other sources we consider reli- 
able. We do not perform an audit in connection 
with any rating and may, on occasion, rely on unau- 
dited information. The ratings may be changed, sus- 
pended, or withdrawn as a result of changes in, or 
unavailability of. such infom-tation, or based on 
other circumstances. 





operating environment of entities under its 
jurisdiction. In assessing the rating of these 
banks and their obligations, our Financial 
Institutions group takes many factors into 
consideration; one such aspect may be 
whether or not banks are subject to deposit 
freezes, debt payment moratoriums, and 
exchanges controls that might directly pro- 
hibit their paying certain classes of liabilities. 
(For more information on this topic, .. -please-. 

refer to Standard & ~oor's'F1 criteria entitled 
"Sovereign Risks and Bank Ratings" and 
"Sovereign Risk for Financial Institutions.") 

For the purposes of our fund credit ratings, 
bank deposlts with a branch outside the parent 
bank's domicile should be with host sovereign 
countries that are rated by an NRSRO. When 
calculating the fund's credit quality breakdown, 
the lower of the bank's and the sovereign's 
ratings should be used in our Fund Credit 
Rating matrix. (See flowchart entitled 
"Treatment of Deposits with Foreign Bank 
Branches" in the security-specific criteria 
section of this book.) 

Leverage In Rated Funds 
Fixed-income portfolio managers leverage 
portfolios by borrowing money at short-term 
financing rates, and investing in longer- or 
higher-yield securities in an attempt to 
increase total returns. Leverage can present 
more risk by increasing a fund's duration and 
price exposure. We have highlighted the criteria 
below for rated funds engaging in leverage- 
type transactions. 

Reverse repurchase agreements and dollar rolls 
In evaluating the risks to the portfolio presented 
by the reverse repo positions, we consider the 
duration risk of the collateral, as well as the 
duration of the securities purchased with the 
borrowed cash. Investments purchased 
through reverse repos may extend the average 
duration of a fund's portfolio, and thereby 
increase the risk-equivalent exposure in dollars. 
In general, an increase in a fund's leverage 
position will increase its risk and return 
exposure. 

Dollar rolls are similar to reverse repo 
positions in the MBS market in that they 

allow investors to take a leveraged position 
in mortgages. 

Our criteria for registered funds generally 
follow the Investment Company A a  of 1940, 
which limits a fund's leverage to one-third of 
total portfolio assets. In cases where funds 
utilize leverage greater than one-third of total 
portfolio assets, our fund volatility rating 
analysis will reflect the increased leverage. 

Futures And Options 
Treasury futures and options are powerful 
tools that fund managers can use to adjust a 
fund's interest rate exposure. Futures and 
options can be used to take active bets on the 
direction of interest rates to match target 
duration, or to hedge an existing cash or 
futures position. When evaluating the volatility 
profile of a fund's investment portfolio, we 
analyze the risk presented by the duration of 
futures and options positions to determine 
how it affects the interest rate sensitivity of 
the fund. In addition, we require that rated 
funds must use recognized exchanges. 

Credit Default Swaps 
As the credit default swaps (CDS) market 
continues to grow in popularity, we have 
developed criteria for the treatment of CDS' 
in funds that have Credit Quality Ratings. 
This CDS fund rating criteria has been devel- 
oped specifically to the quantification of CDS 
in our fund credit quality matrix. The following 
will explain how we treat both single-name 
CDS and iTraxx CDS Indices: 

Single-name CDS 
Long risk positions will add to the overall 
credit score of the fund. If a manager sells 
protection, exposure to the reference entity 
increases in line with the current credit 
matrix. The total credit score increases by 
the exposure to the entity multiplied by the 
credit rating factor; 
Short risk positions do not detract from 
credit scores. If a manager purchases 
protection and does not hold an underlying 
position to the reference entity, the total 
credit score will not be reduced; 
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Short risk positions used to hedge underlying 
physicals reduce credit scores. If a manager 
purchases protection and holds an offset- 
ting, underlying position to the reference 
entity, the total credit score will be 
reduced. 

iTraxx CDS indices 
Long risk positions will add to credit 
scores. Managers are required to calculate 
the underlying exposures through the credit 
matrix to come up with a credit score for 
the contract. For example, the current 
Australian iTraxx Series 5 has 25 exposures 
at 4% each, ranging from 'AA-'to 'BBB-'. 
Working the underlying reference entities 
through our credit matrix, a credit score 
of 118 is achieved; 
Short positions in an iTraxx contract for 
which one or more of the underlying refer- 
ence names are held within the physical 
portfolio can be netted off if managers can 
demonstrate that their systems monitor and 
maintain the underlying iTra+ exposures; 

A short position to an iTraxx contract does 
not detract from the overall credit score if 
the manager does not hold a physical 
position, or if he or she is unable to track 
iTraxx exposures daily. (See Appendix: 
Treatment of Credit Default Swap Baskets 

page 76) 

Diversification 
We are currently evaluating the benefits 
of diversifying a fund's investments. The 
diversification of a portfolio of assets can better 
protect a fund from changing market condi- 
tions than a fund that is not well diversified. 
We are actively seeking to quantify the 
impact of diversification of assets in bond 
funds and hope to publish criteria on the 
subject in the near future. Look for updates 
on this and other criteria changes at 
www.standardandpoors.com. . 
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Fund Volatility Rating Criteria  
Ctandard & Poor's Ratings Services' Fund Volatility Ratings are 

d d e s i g n e d  to rank or designate fixed-income funds according to the 

degree to which they are exposed to the factors that ultimately lead to 

share price and return volatility. The volatility ratings scale, which 

ranges from 'Sly (lowest sensitivity) to 'S6' (highest sensitivity), expresses 

our current opinion of a fixed-income fund's sensitivity to changing 

market conditions. Some funds are assigned an 'S1+' volatility rating, 

the '+' indicating extremely low sensitivity to changes in interest rates. 

These funds are generally enhanced cash or "money market plus" 

funds. The volatility profiles of the first four categories ('Sly through 

'S4') are measured and expressed on a relative basis to established gov- 

ernment indices with different maturity bands to provide investors with 

market benchmarks for risk and return comparisons. 

Our evaluation of funds for volatility ratings management assessment becomes particularly 
includes the following: important. Discussions with fund manage- 

Portfolio risk analysis; ment about investment policies and strategies, 
Historical return analysis; and asset selection, internal research capabilities, 
Management assessment. and portfolio risk monitoring help us to 
Portfolio risk and historical return analyses assess the fund's current and ongoing risk 

often yield similar results, and reflect a long- profiles. The primary goal is to evaluate the 
term commitment to a particular investment adviser's effectiveness in maintaining an 
objective and risk-tolerance level by the investment policy that is consistent with the 
fund's adviser and portfolio manager. Where fund's stated investment objectives and 
there are significant differences between the investors' expectations. 
current risk and historical return profiles, 
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The ratings analysis focuses on measuring indices that we track on a continuing basis. 
quantifiable portfolio risk factors including The second analysis is focused on ,under- 
interest-rate risk, yield curve risk, credit risk, standing how past volatility relates to the 
liquidity risk, options risk, and concentration pool's investment objectives, the portfolio 
risk. In addition, we evaluate the pool's total construction process (including risk controls), 
return historical volatility. This review and the fund's outcome as a result of market 
involves two types of analysis. First, the iden- developments that occurred during the period 
tification centers on the level of volatility and under review. The relevance of this part of 
distribution of monthly returns of the pool the analysis in the final volatility rating will 
during a minimum of 36 months in relation depend on the second step in the rating 
to certain fixed-income asset classes and process, or the portfolio analysis. 

Fund Volatility Ratings Definitions 

'Sl' S4' 
Funds that possess low sensitivity to changing mar- Funds that possess moderate to high sensitivity to 
ket conditions are rated 'Sl'. These funds possess changing market conditions are rated 'S4'. These 
an aggregate level of risk that is less than or equal funds possess an aggregate level of risk that is less 
to that of a portfolio comprised of government than or equal to that of a portfolio comprised of 
securities (government securities-for 'Sl' through government securities maturing beyond 10years 
'S4' categories-are intended to signify the most liq- and denominated in the base currency of the fund. 
uid, highest-quality securities issued by a sovereign 
government) maturing within one to three years and 'S5' 
denominated in the base currency of the fund. Funds that possess high sensitivity to chang~ng 
Within this category, certain funds are designated market conditions are rated 'SF. These funds may 
with a plus sign (t).This indicates the fund's be exposed to a variety of significant risks including 
extremely low sensitivity to changing market condi- high concentration risks, high leverage, and invest- 
tions. These funds possess an aggregate level of ments in complex structured and/or illiquid securi- 
risk that is less than or equal to that of a portfolio ties. 
comprised of the highest-quality, fixed-income instru- 
ments with an average maturity of one year or less. 'S6' 

Funds that possess the highest sensitivity to chang- 
'SZ' ing market conditions are rated 36'. These funds 
Funds that possess low to moderate sensitivity to include those with highly speculative investment 
changing market conditions are rated 'S2'. These strategies with multiple forms of significant risks, 
funds possess an aggregate level of risk that is less with little or no diversification benefits. 
than or equal to that of a portfolio comprised of 
government securities maturing within three to The ratings are based on current information fur- 
seven years and denominated in the base currency nished by the fund to us or obtained by us from other 
of the fund. reliable sources. We do not perform an audit in con- 

nection with any rating, and may rely on unaudited 
'S3' financial information. The ratings may be changed, 
Funds that possess moderate sensitivity to chang- suspended, or withdrawn as a result of changes in 
ing market conditions are rated 'ST. These funds availability or other circumstances. The rating is not 
possess an aggregate level of risk that is less than a recommendation to purchase, sell, or hold any 
or equal to that of a portfolio comprised of govern- security, held or issued by the fund, inasmuch as it 
ment securities maturing within seven to 10 years does not comment on market price, yield, or suit- 
and denominated in the base currency of the fund. ability for a particular investor. 
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The analysis of current portfolio risk is however, a t  times, these funds can exhibit 
undertaken to confirm (or not confirm) the high to extremely high volatility due to 
continuation of past investment policies and investor sentiment regarding increased default 
their attendant risks. Portfolio analysis is or liquidity risks. Portfolio analysis often 
designed specifically to evaluate whether the incorporates stress-testing techniques that 
fund has a greater chance of losing more examine the portfolio's returns (or expected 
money (i.e., experience greater volatility) in returns) under various market scenarios, as 
the short term than historical volatility of well as for different portfolios. Portfolio-level 
returns would suggest. An abnormal, short- risk analysis is focused on understanding the 
term loss is one that is inconsistent with the sources or factors that contribute to risk, 
fund's history, current market conditions, which, for most bond funds investing in 
or the fund's stated investment objectives. marketable fixed-income securities, includes 
Furthermore, while higher risk is often associ- interest-rateloption risk, credit risk, and 
ated with higher returns, higher risk also liquidity risk. 
means a greater uncertainty over all outcomes. 
Risk or volatility can manifest itself in either 
a continuous fashion or at discrete intervals, interest-Rateloption Risk 
in which case the illusion of low volatility can Interest-rate risk refers to the fact that the 
often prevail for an extended period of time. longer the maturity of a security, the more 
For example, interest rate-sensitive funds uncertain and therefore more risky the present 
(funds that invest in highly creditworthy value of its cash flows. Securities with an 
securities like U.S. Treasury securities) often uncertain maturity such as callable securities, 
exhibit more volatility than funds that invest or securities with embedded options (e.g., 
in low-grade, high-yield, or illiquid securities; mortgage-backed bonds) are riskier than 

Duration Measures Price Sensitivity To Interest Rates 

Duration can be used to quantify a fixed-income fund's exposure to interest-rate risk. It is defined 
as an estimate of the fund's price sensitivity to a given change in interest rates. That is, for a 
small parallel upward/downward shift in the interest rate, the portfolio will lose/gain a percentage 

of its value that is approximately equal to its duration. 
For example, i f  Fund A is a short-term treasuvfund with a duration of two years, and Fund C is a long-term 
treasuy fund with a duration of 10 years, and interest rates rise by 1% (100 bps), Fund A will lose approximately 
2% in value, while Fund C will lose approximately 10% in value, all else being equal. Similarly, if interest 
rates decline by 1 %, Fund A will gain approximately 2% in value, while Fund C will gain approximately 10% in 
value. The longer a fund's duration, the more sensitive it will be to changes in  interest rates. Quantitatively, 
for small changes in interest rates, the estimation of duration (D) is defined as: 

D = -(Ap/Ay)lp  
A p = p + - p -  
A y = y + - y -  
A = Change.  

Duration is quoted in years because the rate shift is measured in yield, which is return per year. The symbol 
"p" is the current price. "pt" is the price when rates have shifted up, "p-" is the price when rates have 
shifted down, "yt" is the new rate when shifted up, and "y-" is the new rate when shifted down. 
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those with a known maturity. In addition, the with higher credit risk trade on higher yields 
distribution of a security or a fund's cash compared to lower credit risk securities, and 
flow along the maturity spectrum (or yield the variations in such yield spreads are often 
curve) is as relevant as the maturity itself. A described as spread risk. Liquidity risk refers 
bond's interest-rate risk is best measured by to the possible price penalty incurred when 
its duration. Duration approximates the over- buying or selling a particular security or asset 
all price sensitivity of the portfolio to changes for which there is a limited secondary market. 
in interest rates. Duration is a more precise Liquidity is also measured by how quickly a 
measure of interest-rate risk than maturity security can be sold. 
because duration accounts for all of the We consider the effects of these risks, 
bond's cash flow. For example, when rates among others, when evaluating the overall 
rise by 0.5% [or 50 basis points (bps)], the price sensitivity of a fund. The relevant risk is 
value of a pool with a duration of four years the aggregate risk, measured after all diversi- 
will decrease by about 2%. fication benefits are taken into account. 

Credit And Liquidity Risks Management Assessment 
Credit and liquidity risks are distinct, Fund manager assessment is an opportunity 
although often closely related. Credit risk for us to gain an in-depth understanding of 
refers to the possibility that an  issuer may different factors that could affect a fund's 
become unable or unwilling to meet its pay- overall risk profile. Because fund managers 
ment obligations on time or in full. Securities can have a significant impact on the fund's 

Information Needed For A Fund Credit Quality And Volatility Rating 

A letter requesting our rating: 
The most recent prospectus, statement of additional information, and any marketing materials; 
A copy of the annual report for the past year; 
A copy of the fund's investment policy, including policies concerning asset eligibility, selection, 
and evaluation process: 
Policies regarding repurchase agreements, including a copy of the master repurchase agreement(s) 
and legal representations: 
Policies concerning hedging transactions, alternative fixed-income securities, including the use 
options and/or futures contracts, etc.; 
Policies on leveraging portfolio assets: 
Frequency and method of securities pricing, reporting, risk controls, and oversight process; 
Monthly net asset value figures and assets for the past three years, total return numbers for the past six 
years (where possible); 
Proposed/current mix of shareholders (e.g., retail, institutional), and percentage of fund shares held by 
largest 10 shareholders; 
Current asset size or proposed asset size; 
Current list of portfolio holdings, or for new funds, a hypothetical portfolio with security descriptions, 
CUSIPs, ratings, and prices; 
List of securities approved for purchase according to asset type, credit quality, maturity, and sector; 
Level of insurance coverage (Fidelity Bond, Error and Omission, Director and Officer); 
A copy of the most recent SEC post-examination letter and fund adviser's response letter; 
Biographies and organizational chart of key fund employees; and 
Background materials on sponsor, company structure, related companies. 
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Suggested Agenda For Fund Credit Quality And Volatility Rating Management Meeting 

Overview-At t h e  f i r m  level  
1. Organization 

History of firm 
Assets under management 
General expertise of firm 
Staff size and function-organization charts 
Role of board of directors and sponsors 
Primary functions of key officers 
Fund managers, traders, and research professionals' 
experience and background 

Investment  strategylstyle- 
A t  t h e  f ixed- income group level  
1. Basic philosophy 

Investment and marketing strategy 
2. Oversight 

Written procedures and guidelines 
Strategy/sector meetings 
Index selection-oversight 
Pricing and trading .Compliance 
Backup and disaster recovery 
History of back-office problems 

3. Fixed-Income Team 
Key people 
Roles and responsibilities 
Research and analysis 

4. Credit Team 
Key people 
Organization 

1 Culture  
Process  

5. Risk Management 
Duration 

1 Term structure 
1 Call risk 

Credit risk  
Concentration  
Strategies  
Tools and models  
Criteria and limits  

6. Asset Type 
MBS/CMO  

1 ARM  
1 Municipal  
1 High-yield  

Foreign 
Derivatives (swaps, futures, and credit default swaps) 

Daily operat ing piocedures-At the  sector l fund level  
1. Activities 

Who makes decisions 
Trades 
Cash-flow analysis 

1 Level of liquidity determination  
Management's view of the fund, vis-a-vis other funds  

2. Liquidity 
Portfolio mix 

3. Shareholders 
Shareholder base and account characteristics 
Asset size volatility 
Net redemptions 

Fund speci f ics  
1. Fund Targets 

Objective 
Duration 
Maturity 
Quality (credit rating) 
Market sectors 
Coupons 

1 Call factors  
Prepayments  
Other  

2. Historical Performance 
3. Redemption Experience 

Asset-size volatility 
Net redemptions 
Shareholder base and account characteristics 

4. Daily Operating Procedures 
Timely purchases and redemptions 
Computer applications and adequacy of computer facilities 
Computer backup provisions 
Security settlement provisions 

Fund governance 
1. What compliance procedures are in place for the fund 

and fund management? ' 

2. How often are they reviewed and updated? 
3. Is there a defined risk management process in place to ensure funds 

are managed within their objectives and established risk parameters? 
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Monthly Information Needed To Monitor A Fund Credit Quality And Volatility Rating 

1. Complete Portfolio Surveillance lnformation Sheet and submit i t  via Futures (list trading exchange) 
our secure web-based data collection system along with the portfo- Securities lending program (include list of securities lent out as 
lio holdings report (described below). 

2. Portfolio Holdings Risk Reports 
For each security provide: 

Par value 
Current market value 
CUSlP number 
Full description of investment, including issuer, interest rate. 
and maturity date 
Insurer, if applicable (note: i f  preinsured, portfolio-insured, 
or second-market insured) 
Percent of portfolio 
Standard & Poor's rating (and whenever possible or necessary, 
Moody's and Fitch ratings as well). 
Effective duration 
Effective convexity 

3. Other portfolio activities 
Please provide information on all transaGtions related to the fund 
such as: 

Reverse repurchase agreements (include underlying collateral 
and terms) .Dollar rolls 

part of program)  
Leverage (provide the long/short securities broken out separately)  

4. Acquisition/Disposition Report 
Listing of portfolio securities bought and sold throughout the month. 
For each security. the information listed above (par value, market 
value, etc.) should be specified. 

5. Portfolios should be sent along with the surveillance information 
sheet via the secured web-based platform. (Acceptable file format: 
Excel or Adobe PDF) 

6. Fund Changes or News 
Any additional information related to the fund's operation should be 
forwarded such as: 

Changes in investment policies or operating procedures;  
Current prospectus and statement of additional information;  
Notification of changes to prospectus or statement of  
additional information;  
Notification of fund name change or mergers;  
Notification of changes in board of directors, senior management,  
investment adviser, or custodian:  
Annual and semiannual reports; and  
All press releases relevant to the fund.  
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55 Water St.. 33rd Floor. Fund Sewiws-Surveillance New York. New York 10041 General Telephone: 212-438-5073. Fax 212-438-5075 

Surveillance Requirements for Fund Credit Quality and Volatility Ratings 
If the data is truncated on the screen please move the mouse over it to see entire text as a tooltip 
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future risk profile, we meet with fund man- portfolio strategies, and the frequency and  
agers to discuss various portfolio risk-related extent of changes to portfolio holdings,  
topics. At these meetings, we look a t  manage- among other factors. Even after a fund is  
ment sophistication and experience, the quali- rated, we meet with the fund managers a t   
ty of research support, dedication to  least annually.  
controlling risk within established guidelines,  
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Liquidity Assessments 

Liquidity Assessments were introduced to provide issuers with a . 

cost-effective alternative to traditional bank liquidity facilities for 

the provision of liquidity support for variable rate debt instruments, CP, 

and other types of short-term debt. Issuers have indicated that bank 

liquidity facilities are often expensive and can be cumbersome 

to administer. 

Creditworthy tax-exempt debt issuers with 
"excess" available and highly liquid assets, 
sufficient to meet all debt obligations on a 
full and timely basis, can use their own "liq- 
uid assets" to provide liquidity support for 
CP and Variable Rate Demand Obligations 
(VRDO) tenders. During the past few years, 
more than 40 municipal issuers from all pub- 
lic finance sectors (higher education, health 
care, housing, state and local governments 
and foundations) with a surplus of high-quality, 
short-to-intermediate term fixed-income 
assets have sought to use these pools as back- 
up liquidity support for their short-term debt 
issues. Issuers utilize "Liquidity Assessed" 
status to provide coverage for their short- 
term debt obligations. The excess cash not 
used to pay the municipality's short-term 
obligations can also be used to back their 
outstanding debt in case of a failed remarket- 
ing attempt. This option can take the place 
of the more traditional backing by an LOC 
or Standby Bond Purchase Agreement. 
Therefore, an issuer's liquid assets can pro- 
vide a cost-effective alternative to traditional 
liquidity sources, and offer an added source 

of liquidity with the ability to leverage 
internal assets. 

A liquidity assessment conducted by the 
Standard & Poor's Fund Ratings and 
Evaluations Group is the initial, ongoing 
assessment of the total liquid assets an entity 
has readily available that can be converted to 
cash to meet short-term debt obligations for 
failed remarketing of variable rate debt or 
CP. The liquidity assessment includes the fol- 
lowing: 

An analysis of liquidity, market risk, and 
volatility of the issuer's current cash, 
fixed-income portfolio holdings, risk 
management, and operations; 
An assessment of management's plans to 
provide cash-liquidation plans-including a 
current maximum dollar assessment of the 
issuer's ability to raise cash or provide 
liquidity on its own; and 
Monthly monitoring of key portfolios and 
related data to ensure sufficiency and 
liquidity of assets. 
The process and information needed to 

conduct a liquidity assessment on a tax- 
exempt debt issuer is outlined below. . 
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Outline Of The Liquidity Assessment Process 

The following steps outline the process and information required by 
our company to perform its initial and ongoing liquidity assessment. 

In format ion requ i red  
1. A copy of the current investment policies for the pool of assets 

being pledged for liquidity including policies on hedging transactions, 
the use of options and/or futures contracts, and the leveraging of 
assets. Where necessary, the investment policies must indicate that 
the pool can hold securities issued by municipalities and/or its 
own debt; 

2. A copy of the most current offering statement or offering memorandum; 
3. Month end pool(s) balances for three previous years; 
4. The weighted average maturities and/or durations for the fixed 

income assets for each month during the past three years; 
5. Details on the constituents of the pool, if applicable (total number, 

average account size, % held by top 10 participants, mandatory 
versus voluntary, etc.); 

6. Current list of fixed-income portfolio holdings used for self-liquidity 
including: CUSlP number, description, asset type, sector, price, par, 
maturity, and our credit rating; 

7. Organizational chart and biographies of key investment personnel 
including telephone numbers and email addresses; 

8. Documented liquidation procedures detailing the necessary steps 
to provide funds needed to cover the put in the event of a failed 
remarketing. Note: This letter should be addressed to the Public 
Finance/Government Ratings Lead Analyst; 

9. Where necessary, a legal opinion verifying the issuer's legal ability 
to pledge the assets used for liquidity support.: 

10. A signed letter requesting our company conduct a liquidity 

. . 

assessment for the Issuer. The letter should be addressed to 
the attention of: Gary R. Arne. Managing Director. 

M a n a g e m e n t  in te iv iewlmeet ing 
When the above information is received, a meeting or conference call 
is held to discuss the investment management process/philosophy for 
the assets being used for liquidity support. Whenever possible, face- 
to-face meetings are conducted. 

Ongoing repor t ing requi rements 
Once the initial portfolio assessment is complete, monthly surveillance 
reports are required to maintain current assessment of portfolio liquidity, 
market risk, and credit quality. These reports should contain a portfolio 
summary sheet, debt to asset coverage ratio, and a portfolio holdings 
report, which provides the following information on each holding: 
issuer. CUSIP, price, par, maturity,.and rating. These reports should be 
submitted by the 15th following the last day of each month. 
After a liquidity assessment is conducted and sufficient liquidity is 
determined, an issuer can expect the following: 

A letter (at least annually) affirming the issuer's sufficiency of  
assets to cover liquidity obligations;  
Ongoing surveillance of issuer's cash, and fixed-income portfolios  
ensuring current assessment of liquidity profile;  

= Feedback from our analysts regarding availability of liquidity for 
current or future proposed short-term debt issuance; 
Description of issuer's liquidity profile and our rationale for the 
short-term rating supported by self-liquidity. 
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Appendix  

Credit Quality  

Maximum Weighted floating-Rate Note 
Minimum* Maximum Maximum Avg. Maturity (FRN) Maximum 

Rating Definitions 'A-I t' *A-1' 'A-2' (WAM) (Days) Final Maturity 

'AAAm' Fund has extremely strong capacity to maintain 50% 50% None . 
principal stability and to limit exposure to 
principal losses due to credit, market, and/or 

Fund has very strong capacity to maintain 20% 80% 5% 75 Three years 
principal stability and to limit exposure to overnight 
principal losses due to credit, market, and/or 

Fund has strong capacity to maintain principal None 
stability, but is somewhat more susceptible to overnight 
principal losses due to adverse credit, market, 
and/or liquidity risks. 

'BBBm' Fund has adequate capacity to maintain 
principal stability. Nevertheless, adverse overnight 
market conditions and/or higher levels of 
redemption activity are more likely to lead to 
a weakened capacity to limit exposure to 
principal loss as a result of higher exposure 
to credit, market, and/or liquidity risks. 

'BBm' Fund has uncertain capacity to maintain None None None 120 None 
principal stability, and is vulnerable to principal 
losses resulting from its exposures to credit, 
market, and/or liquidity risks. 

'Dm' Fund has failed to maintain principal stability resulting in a realized or unrealized loss of principal. 

'G' The letter 'G' follows the rating symbol when a fund's portfolio consists entirely of direct U.S. government securities. 

t o r  - Ratings may be modified (except 'AMm') to show relative standing within the rating categories. 

,*Investments rated 'A-I' maturing in seven days or less can be counted toward the 'A-lt ' percentage minimums. 
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Important note: Please use legal final maturity for all securities (including floating-rate securites) or as otherwise indicated 

< = 90 days 

'CCCt' 20000.00 

'CCC' 20000.00 

'CCC-' 20000.00 

'A-1t' 0.00 

'A- 1' 0.00 

'A/A-2' 20.00 

'A-/A-2' 20.00 

'BBBtIA-2' 20.00 

'BBB/A-2' 50.00 

'BBB/A-3' 50.00 

'EBB-/A-3' 50.00 

Totals= 

--Factors-

> 90 but < = 
365 days > 365 days to Score 

20000.00 20000.00  

20000.00 20000.00  

20000.00 20000.00  

0.00 

0.00 

20.00 

20.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

250.00 

0.00 
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Chart Comparing Assets held in Special Reserve Bank Accounts as divided between U.S. 
Treasury securities and Treasury-backed repos, and Bank Deposits. 
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Treasury Strategies, Inc., Assessing the Risk of Short-Term Investment in a Large 
Commercial Bank vs. a AAAm Money Market Mutual Fund, Oct. 2007. 



The Power of Experience" 

Treasury Strategies, Inc. 

309 Washington13th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 

312.443.0840 
f 31 2.443.0847 

61 Broodway 

Suite 905New York, New York 10006 

Assessing the Risk of Short-Term Investment  

In a Large Commercial Bank vs.  

a AAAm Money Market Mutual Fund  

Prepared by Treasury Strategies, Inc. 

October 2007 

Executive Summary 

Broker-dealers hold tens of billions of dollars in their Special Reserve Accounts 

in compliance with SEC rule 15~3-3. The primary purpose of this study is to 

compare the risks associated with investing such monies in large commercial 

bank instruments vs. in a AAAm-rated money market mutual fund, through an 

examination of balance sheets, portfolios and credit exposure. 

Money market mutual fund (MMMF) portfolio investments are subject to 

substantial regulation and rating agency requirements. In order to attain the 

highest quality rating of AAAm, all the fund's investments must mature in 397 

days or less and be rated A1 -PI or consist of US government securities. 

Weighted average portfolio maturity must be 60 days or less. 

In contrast, within a typical large US commercial bank, only around one quarter 

of the bank's portfolio is invested in securities that would be acceptable for a 

AAAm-rated MMMF. The rest of their portfolio has much higher risk, including 

prime and sub-prime mortgages and derivatives. A significant portion of the 

bank's balance sheet matures in longer than 397 days. As well, such a bank 

has significant off-balance sheet liabilities. Indeed, these liabilities can be as 

large as all of the on-balance sheet liabilities. 

Based on the above, we conclude that investment in a AAAm-rated money 

market mutual fund is no more risky, and indeed may be safer, than an 
unsecured deposit at a large US commercial bank. 



Background 

A money market mutual fund (MMMF) is an investment company organized 

under the 1940 lnvestment Company Act, regulated by the SEC under SEC 

Rule 2a-7. Much like bank deposit investments, money market mutual funds 

maintain a constant stated net asset value of $1 .OO per dollar invested. Only 

those MMMFs meeting the highest standards of credit quality, liquidity and 

ability to maintain their value in the face of market volatility are rated AAAm by 

Standard and Poor's (S & P). 

For the purpose of this assessment, we define large commercial banks as the 

Top 25 U.S. commercial bank holding companies, based on total bank 

deposits. These banks have highly complex business models, including a 

growing involvement in the underwriting and distribution of securities. Treasury 

Strategies estimates that the Top 25 U.S. commercial banks account for more 

than 80% of the 15c3-3 reserves held in bank deposit instruments. 

In order to compare and contrast certain key financial metrics, we use as an 

example one Top 25 commercial bank holding company with aggregate 

deposits in excess of $250 billion, which we refer to as "Bank X". Our 

assessment draws on financial and non-financial data taken directly from Bank 

X's 2006 annual report. 

Bank X's business includes six major lines of business, listed below. 

Asset Management 

Card Services 

Commercial Banking 

lnvestment Banking 

Retail Financial Services 

Treasury & Securities Services 

We use Federated Prime Obligations Fund to represent AAAm rated MMMFs. 



Quality and Liquidity of Balance Sheet Assets 

Disallowed under 2a-7 guidelines  Non-Mortgage Consumer Loans 

Commercial & Industrial and Other 

Real Estate & Mortgage Loans 

Financial Institution Loans 

Trading, Underwriting & Derivatives 

Borrowed Securities 

Intangible Assets 

As illustrated above, MMMF investment guidelines require them to invest solely 

in low risk, highly liquid securities. AAAm MMMFs are required to maintain 

100% of their assets in credit instruments whose S & P ratings are 

A-I and A-I +, which are instruments considered to be of the highest credit 

quality. To control issuer concentration risk, these securities must represent 

multiple industry sectors, with no more than 5% exposure to any single issuer 

allowed under SEC Rule 2a-7requirements. A large MMMF will diversify its 

investments across 100 to 150 different issuers, and will rarely take on credit 

exposure of more than 2 to 3% per issuer. 



Unlike MMMFs, banks are not required to maintain all of their assets in highly 

liquid, highly rated investments. Like most large banks, Bank X's principle 

asset, representing 35% of total assets, is its loan portfolio - which is listed on 

its balance sheet net of a $7.3 billion loan loss reserve. The Bank's next 

largest concentration of assets, representing 27% of total assets, is its Trading, 

Underwriting and Derivatives portfolio. These two asset classes represent 

more than 60% of Bank X's assets. Highly liquid assets, many of which are 

below the investment standards of a AAAm MMMF, account for only 23% of 

Bank X's assets. 

Bank X's underlying loans, securities, derivatives and hedging positions in its 

two largest asset classes are diversified across a wide array of individual 

transactions. However, portions of these holdings involve substantially higher 

credit risk and liquidity risk than are permissible for a MMMF. 

In addition to residential mortgages, home equity loans, credit cards, auto 

loans and leases, education loans and small business banking loans, Bank X's 

Consumer Credit portfolio includes sub-prime mortgages. The sub-prime 

mortgage defaults that roiled debt and credit markets during second quarter 

2007 are clearly an example of the banking community's willingness to assume 

credit risk far in excess of that permitted for MMMF investments. The ensuing 

liquidity morass affected the mortgage, commercial paper and several other 

short-term corporate and institutional funding markets. 



Derivatives Exposure 

Bank X is exposed to added credit risk associated with its U.S. Wholesale 

portfolio, which includes the Bank's derivatives businesses. The tables below 

show Bank X had notional derivatives exposure of $58 trillion at 2006 year-

end, and that 27% of its derivatives receivables are rated BBB+ or lower. 

I FX Derivatives 2,520 1  
Equity Derivatives 

I 
809 1I 6  

Credit Derivatives 4,619 6  

Commodity Derivatives 507 11  

Total Derivative Exposure $58,656 $56  

I  

BBB+ to BBB- 16% 



Securitization Exposure 

Bank X is active in the loan securitization business, involving both mortgage- 

backed securities and asset-backed securities. In 2006, the bank served as 

underwriter for more than $70 billion of asset-backed and mortgage-backed 

loan securitizations. During the securitization process, the bank holds either 

the securities or the underlying loans at risk on its balance sheet. These loans 

range from residential mortgages and auto loans to commercial real estate 

loans. As they are securitized, some of the resulting securities will receive the 

highest credit rating, while others will carry lower ratings (with more risk). 

AAAm MMMFs are permitted to hold only the highest-rated portion of these 

securitizations, whereas a bank on its balance sheet could hold even the 

lowest rated ones. 

Automobile 2,405  

Mortgages 16,803  

I 

Commercial Loans & other 13,858 



Bank Capital 

Bank X maintains $98 billion of capital. However, its exposure in some of the 

riskier portions of its loan and securities portfolios (none of which are permitted 

investments for a MMMF) approaches this figure. Consider the following from 

its December 31,2006 balance sheet: 

Selected Bank X Loan 1 Portfolio Cateqories 

Sub-prime mortgage loans $ 13 billion 

Other sub-prime consumer loans $ 7 billion 

Mortgages of 15 years duration or longer $ 73 billion 

in contrast, MMMFs have no such assets. 



Maturity Schedule of Securities Portfolio 

Bank X's securities portfolio carries significantly more duration risk and interest 

rate risk than the securities portfolio of a AAAm-rated MMMF. 

Due After 1 through 5 years 3% 4% 

Due After 5 Through 10 Years 1% 

Due After 10 Years 87% 

87% of Bank X's securities portfolio matures in excess of 10 years, which 

implies a weighted average portfolio maturity exceeding 10 years. AAAm 

MMMFs cannot hold any securities whose maturity is in excess of 397 days, 

and are required to maintain a portfolio weighted average maturity of less than 

60 days at all times. 



Other Risks Faced by Bank X 

The following notes to Bank X's 2006 consolidated financial statements help 

profile the complexity and risks associated with the bank's business. 

Bank X's portfolio of securities classified as "Available-For-Sale" contains 

more than $500 million in unrealized losses. These could become real 

losses at any time. 

Sale with Gross 

Unrealized Losses $25,254 $304 $9,562 $242 $34,816 $546 

As of year-end 2006, Bank X had off-balance sheet exposure to unfunded 

credit commitments and other contingent liabilities approximating $1.5 

trillion. If 25% of these commitments were drawn on (an assumption 

consistent with material economic decline or a liquidity crunch), without any 

addition to the Bank's capital, Bank X's Tier ICapital Ratio would erode 

from 8.7% to 6.1%, while its Total Capital Ratio would erode from 12.3% to 

8.7%. This represents potential exposure well in excess of the bank's 

capital. 

I Unfunded Loan Commitments ( $1,138,959 ( $976,705 1  
I Securities Lending Guarantees 1 -318,095 1 244,316 1  

Derivative-Related Guarantees 71,531 1 61,759  
I I 

Total Contractual Commitments 1 $1,528,585 1 $1,282,780 1 



Conclusion 

As noted, billions of dollars of broker-dealers' deposits in special reserve 

accounts are held on the balance sheets of banks. Based on the foregoing 

data, it is clear that safety of such deposits, while not in jeopardy, is not on a 

par with the protections of a AAAm-rated MMMF. Accordingly, it is our view 

that AAArn-rated MMMFs offer broker-dealers and their customers no more risk 

than bank deposits held at even the nation's biggest and most stable banks. 


